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ARTIFACTS

USA
SPACE & EXPLORATION

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 13TH, 2021

LOTS 1–80

7

1

NASA MERCURY CAPSULE MOCK-UP BLUEPRINTS
A complete set of 37 original blueprint pages specifying how to build a mock-up of the Mercury Space Capsule. The plans were
produced by Atkins & Merrill in 1962 and used by McDonnell Douglass to create the mock-up which was then displayed to promote
the Freedom Bond Drive and subsequently exhibited at the 1964 New York World’s Fair.
34 by 22 inches (each page)

$100-150

2

NASA MERCURY DESIGN MISSION PREPARATION SHEETS
Three books containing over a thousand xerographed pages of Mission Preparation
Sheets produced by McDonnell Douglas in 1961 and 1962 regarding design,
construction, and modiﬁcations to the Mercury Spacecraft.
11 by 8 1/2 by 6 1/2 inches (overall)

$50-75
8
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3

NASA MERCURY CAPSULE DEVELOPMENT PHOTOGRAPHS
A binder containing forty-ﬁve 8-by-10-inch photographs documenting the development process of the Mercury space capsule design,
including images of wind-tunnel tests on models and drop tests of full sized mock-ups.
11 1/2 by 11 by 2 1/2 inches (overall)

$100-150

4

NASA SPACE SUIT AND ROCKET ENGINE FILM FOOTAGE
Four reels of 16mm ﬁlm containing footage of unidentiﬁed crew members testing the
maneuverability of various space and ﬂight suits while performing maintenance on rocket
engines (RL10 etc.) sometimes in zero gravity simulations on board the vomit comet.
Approximately 1,100 feet (on 12-inch reel) of 16mm double-perforated Ektachrome ﬁlm stock
with 1963 date codes; approximately 300 feet (on 7-inch reel) of 16mm double-perforated black
& white ﬁlm stock dated October 23, 1963; approximately 150 feet (on plastic core) of 16mm
double-perforated color ﬁlm stock with 1962 date codes; approximately 700 feet (on 9 1/4-inch
reel) of 16mm double-perforated Ektachrome ﬁlm stock from the early 1960s (includes title
cards).
12 1/4 inches diameter (largest)

$100-150

9

5

NASA “GORDO” COOPER 1963
MERCURY ATLAS 9 LAUNCH BADGE
An original clearance badge for the launch of Leroy Gordon Cooper on top of an Atlas rocket in
his Faith 7 Mercury spacecraft on May 15, 1963. During this ﬂight “Gordo” became the last
American to go alone into space for a solo orbit mission. This was also the last mission of NASAs
project Mercury program which then shifted into the two-manned Gemini program. Also included
is an original 4-by-5-inch color photograph of Cooper wearing his Mercury Program pin and an
original 8-by-10-inch black & white ofﬁcial photograph of Cooper (NASA: 63-MA9-91) inside his
Mercury spacecraft during pre-ﬂight checks on May 10, 1963. This particular launch was depicted
in the ﬁnal scenes of the classic space race ﬁlm The Right Stuff (Ladd Co., 1983).
3 1/4 by 2 1/2 inches

$100-150

6

NASA MERCURY ALAN SHEPARD FIRST IN SPACE
PHOTOGRAPHS
A binder containing thirty-three vintage 8-by-10-inch black and white
photographs documenting the historic ﬂight of Alan B. Shepard on top of
a Redstone rocket in his Freedom 7 spacecraft on May 5, 1961, during
which he became the ﬁrst American in space. Most of the photos bear
blue printed NASA descriptions on the versos.
11 1/2 by 11 by 2 1/4 inches (overall)

$100-150
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7

NASA MERCURY ASTRONAUT CREW
PHOTOGRAPH
An original NASA color photograph featuring the Mercury
program astronaut crew, including Scott Carpenter, Gordon
Cooper, John Glenn, Gus Grissom, Wally Schirra, Alan Shepard,
and Deke Slayton. The photograph bears the red number S-611250 and is marked on the verso A Kodak Paper.
8 by 10 inches

$300-500

8

THE RIGHT STUFF
35MM FILM TRAILER AND LOBBY CARD
A 35mm trailer and an original lobby card for the epic spacerace ﬁlm The Right Stuff (Ladd Co., 1983).
11 by 14 inches (largest)

$50-75

9

NASA GEMINI 4 ED WHITE SPACEWALK
PHOTOGRAPH
An original NASA color photograph featuring astronaut Ed
White ﬂoating in space on a tether attached to Gemini 4. The
photograph bears the red number S-65-30433 and is marked
on the verso A Kodak Paper.
8 by 10 inches

$300-500

11

10

NASA GEMINI 5 ASTRONAUTS CONRAD
AND COOPER PHOTOGRAPH
An original NASA color photograph featuring astronauts
Charles Conrad and Gordon “Gordo” Cooper following a
training session for their upcoming Gemini 5 mission. The
photograph bears the red number S-65-43421 and is marked
on the verso A Kodak Paper.
8 by 10 inches

$200-300

11

NASA GEMINI 7 MOON FROM EARTH
ORBIT PHOTOGRAPH
An original NASA color photograph featuring the Moon taken
from Gemini 7 while in orbit above the Earth. The photograph
bears the red number S-65-63872 and is marked on the verso
A Kodak Paper.
8 by 10 inches

$300-500

12

NASA GEMINI 7 PHOTOGRAPH
An original NASA color photograph featuring Gemini 7 as seen
from Gemini 6. The photograph corresponds to number S-6563188 and is marked on the verso A Kodak Paper.
8 by 11 inches

$200-300
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13

NASA GEMINI 7 ASTRONAUTS
PHOTOGRAPH
An original NASA color photograph featuring the prime crew
and backup crew of Gemini 7, including astronaut Michael
Collins. The photograph bears the red number S-65-41827 and
is marked on the verso A Kodak Paper.
8 by 10 inches

$200-300

14

NASA APOLLO COMMAND MODULE
BLUEPRINTS
A large original blueprint depicting the central instrument
panel (Panel No. 2) from the main display console of the Apollo
Command Module spacecraft, with a most recent sign-off date
of October 17, 1966.
Unframed: 35 1/2 by 66 inches

$100-150

15

SATURN IV-B ROCKET STAGE MODEL
A plastic model of the Douglas made Saturn IV-B rocket stage
with original metal carts.
11 1/2 by 4 by 3 1/4 inches (overall)

$50-75
13

16

NASA APOLLO 7 FLOWN
DONN EISELE T-SHIRT AND
SHORTS
A light blue Champion brand T-shirt and
matching pair of running shorts both bearing
the name NASA. The athletic ensemble was
reportedly worn by astronaut Don Eisele
during his 11-day ﬂight as command module
pilot of Apollo VII in October of 1968, the ﬁrst
manned mission following the deadly Apollo I
ﬁre. Accompanied by a signed LOA from
Eisele’s wife Susan Black, dated 2003.

$500-700

17

WALT CUNNINGHAM
SIGNED APOLLO 7
LIFTOFF PHOTOGRAPH
A superb large-format color
photograph showing the liftoff of
the Apollo 7, signed by NASA
astronaut and Apollo 7 pilot, Walt
Cunningham, and inscribed “Liftoff
of the ﬁrst manned Apollo mission
at 10:03 am on Friday, October 11,
1968. Our Saturn 1B booster was a
much smoother ride than the Titan
II booster used to launch the
Gemini spacecraft. Walt
Cunningham - Apollo 7 - Pilot.”
Includes a photo of Cunningham
preparing to sign this very same
photograph.
Unframed: 16 by 20 inches

$2,000-3,000
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18

GERALD “JERRY” CARR SIGNED APOLLO 8 EARTHRISE PHOTOGRAPH
A superb large-format color photograph of the Earth above the surface of the Moon taken from the window of
Apollo 8 and signed by NASA astronaut and Apollo 8 Capcom, Gerald “Jerry” Carr (1932-2020) and inscribed
“When I was a Capcom for Apollo 8 on December 24, 1968, I told the crew ‘You are go for LOI (Lunar Orbit
Injection).’ This was historic because it was the ﬁrst time human began orbiting another planet. On the 4th
orbit, Bill Anders captured this amazing picture “Earthrise.” It was the ﬁrst time Earth was seen in full.” Jerry Carr
- Apollo 8 Capcom - 24 December 1968. Includes a photo of Carr signing this very same photograph.
Unframed: 16 by 20 inches

$2,000-3,000

19

NASA APOLLO 8 EARTHRISE PHOTOGRAPH
An original NASA color photograph featuring an image of the Earth rising, taken from Apollo 8.
The photograph bears the red number AS8-16-2383, is marked on the verso A Kodak Paper,
and is stamped on the verso in blue with NASA information.
8 by 10 inches

$300-500

15

20

NASA APOLLO 9 LUNAR MODULE IN
EARTH ORBIT PHOTOGRAPH
An original NASA color photograph featuring the
Apollo 9 lunar module in orbit above the Earth. The
photograph bears the red number AS9-21-3212 and is
marked on the verso A Kodak Paper.
8 by 10 inches

$300-500

21

NASA TELEMETRY CIRCUIT BOARD AND
MANUALS
A vintage Douglas Aircraft Company “Telemetry Test” circuit board, together
with a manual for a VHF/UHF Telemetry Receiver (Type TR-105) published by
the Astro Communication Library and housed in a NASA Launch Operations
binder, along with four additional pamphlets from the personal collection of
former NASA engineer Charles Bell: Spare IU Telemetry Systems Checkout
Procedures (with numerous duplicate documents from 1965/66 regarding
Saturn Apollo launch tests); Computer Interface Unit - Type II - Test
Procedure; Control Data Peripheral Equipment Group (published in 1965 bearing stamps from the Kennedy Space Center Simcom Library and
containing numerous diagrams of circuit boards); and a stack of lose pages
including an inventory of telemetry equipment.
Assembly Number: 1A19611-1
Part Number: 1A19610-1
Serial Number: 00002
11 by 9 inches (largest)

$50-75
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22

NASA 1968 APOLLO COMMUNICATION BOX
A NASA weatherproof outdoor intercom box
used for communications as part of the ground
support equipment for the Apollo program,
bearing multiple labels including a broken
security seal sticker dated September 10, 1968,
and an Apollo Support Department property
sticker.
Item Number: 23137, Equipment Number:
N-29712, Serial Number: 24
9 1/2 by 9 1/2 by 5 1/2 inches

$100-150

23

TOM STAFFORD SIGNED APOLLO 10 EARTHRISE PHOTOGRAPH
A superb large-format color photograph of the Earth rising above the surface of the Moon taken from the Apollo
10 Lunar Module and signed by NASA astronaut and Apollo 10 Commander, Thomas P. Stafford with the title
“Earth Rise” - May 1969.
Unframed: 16 by 20 inches

$2,000-3,000

17

24

25

NASA APOLLO 10 EARTH PHOTOGRAPH

NASA APOLLO 10 CREW PHOTOGRAPH

An original NASA color photograph featuring the Earth as seen
from the window of Apollo 10. The photograph bears the red
number AS10-34-5026, is marked on the verso A Kodak Paper, and
is stamped in blue on the verso with NASA information.
8 by 10 inches

$300-500

An original NASA color photograph featuring the astronaut
crew of Apollo 10. The photograph bears the red number S-6842906 and is marked on the verso A Kodak Paper.
8 by 10 inches

$200-300

26

NASA ASTRONAUTS WEITZ AND McCANDLESS TEST FILM FOOTAGE
Approximately 1,600 feet (one 10.5-inch diameter on plastic core and one on 12-inch reel) of 16mm
double-perforated color ﬁlm stock shot on November 13 and 14, 1968, containing footage of
astronauts Paul Weitz and Bruce McCandless wearing space suits in a zero gravity simulator attempting
to remove various hatches and ﬁttings and testing an EVA umbilical stowage container - part of the
Apollo Applications Program.
12 1/2 by 12 1/2 by 1 inches

$100-150
18
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27

NASA TOILET DEVICE TESTING FILM FOOTAGE
Four reels of ﬁlm with approximately 2,000 feet total of 16mm double-perforated color ﬁlm stock containing footage of various fecal and
urine collection devices being tested in low-gravity environments aboard the “vomit comet” including many graphic and humorous
scenes featuring human subjects. Together with four document ﬁles from the Kennedy Space Center Simcom Library containing space
capsule modiﬁcation request work order copies from 1969 and 1971 involving the study and implementation of a Relief Receptacle
System, a UCTA (Urine Collection and Transfer Assembly), and Skylab stowage accommodations for a fecal bag and a urine ﬁlter.
12 1/2 by 12 1/2 by 4 inches (overall)

$200-300

28

NASA APOLLO LUNAR MODULE TEST CYLINDER
A water discharge accumulation cylinder used as part of the ground support equipment (GSE) designed
to test and prepare the environmental control subsystems (ECS) of the Apollo Lunar Module (LM). The
cylinder is afﬁxed with a Grumman Aircraft Engineering Co. calibration sticker with partial stamp date
(circa late 1960s).
Part Number: LDW 430-51100-1-1
24 3/4 by 6 by 6 inches

$100-150

19
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30

NASA APOLLO LUNAR MODULE
STRUCTURAL COMPONENT

NASA APOLLO LUNAR MODULE COCKPIT
RBF COVER

A structural component designed for the Apollo Lunar Module.
Part Number: LDW-280-M1-8366

$100-150

An original NASA “Remove Before Flight” cover, used to
protect the Velcro tabs in the Apollo lunar module cockpit prior
to their in-ﬂight use as fasteners for various tools and other
items. Accompanied by a blue Grumman Aircraft - Kennedy
Space Center quality control tag dated August 6, 1971.
Part Number: LDW-420-P10110-19 / LDW-10110
Serial Number: 2
1 by 3 inches

$50-75

31

NASA APOLLO 11 NEIL ARMSTRONG MOON STEP TV PHOTOGRAPH
An original NASA photograph featuring astronaut Neil Armstrong setting foot on the surface of the
Moon for the ﬁrst time, as broadcast via cameras on the lunar module. The photograph is stamped in
blue on the verso with NASA information and the number 69-H-1031.
8 by 10 inches

$200-300
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32

NASA APOLLO 11 LUNAR MODULE
PHOTOGRAPH
An original NASA color photograph of the lunar module Eagle
returning to the command module Columbia from the surface of
the Moon, with Earth visible in the background. The photograph
corresponds to image number AS11-44-6642 and is marked on
the verso A Kodak Paper.
8 by 11 7/8 inches

$200-300

33

NASA APOLLO 11 LUNAR MODULE
SHADOW PHOTOGRAPH
An original NASA color photograph featuring the shadow of
the Apollo 11 lunar module on the surface of the Moon. The
photograph bears the black number AS11-37-5475 and is
marked on the verso A Kodak Paper.
8 by 10 inches

$300-500

21

34

NASA APOLLO 11 BUZZ ALDRIN MOON
WALK PHOTOGRAPH
An original NASA color photograph featuring astronaut Edwin
Buzz Aldrin standing on the surface of the Moon. The
photograph bears the red number AS11-40-5902 and is
marked on the verso A Kodak Paper.
8 by 10 inches

$300-500

35

NASA APOLLO 11 BUZZ ALDRIN LUNAR
MODULE PHOTOGRAPH
An original NASA color photograph featuring astronaut Edwin
Buzz Aldrin standing on the surface of the moon removing
equipment from the lunar module. The photograph
corresponds to image number AS11-40-5929 and is marked on
the verso A Kodak Paper.
8 by 10 inches

$200-300

36

NASA APOLLO 11 BUZZ ALDRIN MOON
PHOTOGRAPH
An original NASA color photograph featuring astronaut Edwin
Buzz Aldrin climbing down the ladder of the lunar module and
preparing to set foot on the surface of the Moon. The
photograph corresponds to number AS11-40-5868 and is
marked on the verso A Kodak Paper.
8 by 10 3/4 inches

$200-300
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37

NASA APOLLO 11 BUZZ ALDRIN MOON
VISOR REFLECTION PHOTOGRAPH
An original NASA color photograph featuring astronaut Edwin
Buzz Aldrin standing on the surface of the moon with the lunar
module reﬂected in his visor. The photograph corresponds to
image number AS11-40-5903 and is marked on the verso A
Kodak Paper.
8 by 10 1/4 inches

$200-300

38

NASA APOLLO 11 BUZZ ALDRIN MOON
PHOTOGRAPH
An original NASA color photograph featuring astronaut Edwin
Buzz Aldrin on the surface of the Moon working on the EASEP
experiments package with the lunar module and American ﬂag
in the background. The photograph bears the red number
AS11-40-5949 and is marked on the verso A Kodak Paper.
8 by 10 inches

$300-500

39

NASA APOLLO 11 EARTH PHOTOGRAPH
An original NASA color photograph featuring the Earth as seen
from Apollo 11. The photograph bears the red number AS1136-5355, is marked on the verso A Kodak Paper, and bears a
taped paper snipe with image information.
8 by 10 inches

$300-500

23
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41

NASA APOLLO 11 AMERICAN FLAG ON
THE MOON PHOTOGRAPH

NASA APOLLO 12 MOON ORBIT
PHOTOGRAPH

An original NASA color photograph featuring the American ﬂag
on the surface of the Moon. The photograph bears the red
number AS11-37-5545 and is marked on the verso A Kodak
Paper.

An original NASA color photograph featuring the Apollo 12
lunar module in orbit above the Moon. The photograph bears
the red number AS12-51-7506, is marked on the verso A Kodak
Paper, and bears a taped paper snipe with image information.

8 by 10 inches

8 by 10 inches

$200-300

$300-500

42

FRED HAISE SIGNED APOLLO 13 COMMAND MODULE
PHOTOGRAPH
A superb large-format color photograph of the Apollo 13 command module after the explosion,
signed by NASA astronaut and Apollo 13 lunar module pilot Fred Haise with the following
inscription “1. Explosion 2. Main B-Bus Undervolt 3. Loss of Power, Oygen 4. Use Lunar Module
as ‘Lifeboat’ - Fred Haise - Apollo 13 - 4/13/1970.”
Unframed: 16 by 20 inches

$2,000-3,000
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43

FRED HAISE SIGNED APOLLO
13 EXPLOSION PHOTOGRAPH
A superb large-format color photograph
showing a painting by astronaut Alan Bean
which depicts the explosion on the Apollo 13
CSM, signed by NASA astronaut and Apollo
13 lunar module pilot Fred Haise “This is a
beautiful painting by Alan Bean depicting
the explosion that derailed the mission! Fred Haise - Apollo 13 LMP - April 13, 1970.”
Unframed: 16 by 20 inches

$2,000-3,000

44

FRED HAISE SIGNED APOLLO
13 “STEEDS OF APOLLO”
PHOTOGRAPH
A superb large-format color photograph
showing a painting titled “Steeds of Apollo”
from which the Apollo 13 mission insignia
was derived, signed and inscribed by NASA
astronaut and Apollo 13 lunar module pilot,
Fred Haise, “Apollo 13’s mission insignia,
“Steeds of Apollo,” is a painting depicting
the myth of Apollo and his task of pulling the
Sun across the sky! - Fred Haise - Apollo 13
LMP.”
Unframed: 16 by 20 inches

$2,000-3,000

25

45

NASA APOLLO 13 EXPLOSION
DAMAGE PHOTOGRAPH
An original NASA color photograph showing
the Apollo 13 CSM and the damage caused by
the explosion. The photograph bears the red
number S-70-35703 and is marked on the
verso A Kodak Paper.
8 by 10 inches

$300-500

46

NASA APOLLO 14 ALAN
SHEPARD AND FLAG ON MOON
PHOTOGRAPH
An original NASA color photograph featuring
astronaut Alan Shepard of Apollo 14 standing on
the surface of the Moon holding the American
ﬂag. The photograph bears the red number
AS14-66-9231 and is marked on the verso
A Kodak Paper.
8 by 10 inches

$300-500
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47

NASA LUNAR ROVER TV LENS ASSEMBLY
A television camera lens assembly (labelled: TV Remote Lens) of the type used by NASA on the lunar rover (LRV) during
the later Apollo moon landing missions. The lens assembly is afﬁxed with numerous stickers and markings including a
NASA Johnson Space Center U.S. Government Property sticker with inventory number 201409 and an inventory label
from the Defense Center in Baltimore.
Part Number: 2RD2960GO1
Serial Number: 3005
6 by 5 3/8 by 3 1/4 inches

$200-300

48

NASA APOLLO 15 LUNAR MODULE
DATA CUE-CARD
A data cue-card with quick reference instructions
regarding the Descent Propulsion System or DPS of
the Apollo 15 Lunar Module (aka Falcon) most
likely used in the LM training simulator at Kennedy
Space Center. This card is afﬁxed with Velcro
patches and would have been secured near the
center of the control panel and used by astronauts
as a quick reference for calculating landing
maneuvers.
2 1/2 by 3 inches

$100-150

49

NASA LUNAR RECEIVING LABORATORY
CONTAINERS
20 sealed plastic Bel-Art brand containers from the Lunar
Receiving Lab at the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center.
Accompanied by an inventory tag dated June 14, 1971.
9 1/2 by 6 by 6 inches

$50-75

27

50

NASA LUNAR ROVER SIMULATOR FILM FOOTAGE
Approximately 700 feet (8-inch diameter reel on plastic core) of 16mm
double-perforated color ﬁlm stock with 1967 date codes containing
extraordinary footage of a Lunar Rover simulator demonstration. The
machine features a crude setup where a simulated lunar surface is rotated
below a camera which reacts to a control stick or steering wheel and
presents images via a monitor - an early example of the same concept
which was eventually implemented at the NASA Landing and Ascent
Facility (L&A).
Diameter: 8 inches

$100-150

51

NASA LUNAR ROVER TEST FILM FOOTAGE
Approximately 400 feet (on 9-inch reel) of 16mm double-perforated color ﬁlm
stock with 1966 date codes containing footage of Lunar Rover egress and ingress
testing on board a reduced-gravity aircraft (aka “Vomit Comet”). Together with
approximately 700 feet (on two 7-inch reels) of 16mm double-perforated
Ektachrome ﬁlm stock containing footage of Lunar Rover wheel traction testing
and approximately 200 feet (on 5-inch reel) of 16mm double-perforated
Ektachrome ﬁlm stock containing footage of astronaut and Apollo 16 Lunar
Module pilot Charles Duke watching a demonstration of how the Lunar Rover will
automatically assemble on the surface of the Moon.
9 by 9 by 4 inches (overall)

$200-300
28
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52

NASA APOLLO LUNAR MODULE STUDY GUIDES
A group of seven Apollo era study guides on the following Lunar Module subsystems:
Control Electronics; Guidance and Navigation; Radar; Abort Guidance; Environmental
Control; Instrumentation; and Orientation, all containing numerous charts and diagrams
and all dated from 1967-1969. Together with twenty vintage zerographed memorandums
regarding astronaut training on LEM procedures, and a color photograph of an unusual
vertical take-off and landing Lunar Lander Training Vehicle (LLTV).
10 1/2 by 8 1/4 by 6 inches (overall)

$800-1,200

29

53

NASA LUNAR MODULE TRAINER
PHOTOGRAPH
An original NASA color photograph featuring a multi-exposure
image of a lunar module training vehicle at the Lunar Landing
Research Facility (LLRF) at the Langley Research Center. The
photograph is marked on the verso A Kodak Paper.
8 by 10 inches

$200-300

54

NASA APOLLO 15 JIM IRWIN MOON
PHOTOGRAPH
An original NASA color photograph featuring astronaut Jim
Irwin of Apollo 15 saluting on the surface of the Moon. The
photograph bears the red number AS15-88-11866 and is
marked on the verso A Kodak Paper.
8 by 10 inches

$300-500
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55

ORIGINAL COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS OF APOLLO 15 AND ROVER
A group of 13 original vintage color photographs (8.5 by 11 inches) of the Apollo 15 lunar module
Falcon at the Hadley Rille (Apennine Mountains) landing site on the surface of the moon and one
vintage color photograph (8.5 by 11 inches) of the Apollo 15 subsatellite in orbit. Together with
seven original vintage color photographs (4 by 5 inches) of the LRV moon buggy rover in a NASA
hangar, with one image showing a license plate reading LRV 001.
8 1/2 by 11 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Daryl Mitchell, Photolab Director at Boeing Space Center

$300-500

56

NASA APOLLO 16 CHARLIE DUKE MOON
PHOTOGRAPH
An original NASA color photograph featuring astronaut Charlie
Duke of Apollo 16 standing on the surface of the Moon next to
a crater. The photograph bears the red number AS16-11418423 and is marked on the verso A Kodak Paper.
8 by 10 inches

$300-500
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GENE CERNAN SIGNED
APOLLO 17 MOONWALK
PHOTOGRAPH
A superb large-format color
photograph of NASA astronaut
Gene Cernan (1934-2017) standing
on the surface of the Moon next to
the American ﬂag during the Apollo
17 mission. Signed and inscribed by
Cernan “America’s challenge has
forged Man’s destiny of tomorrow .
Gene Cernan - Apollo XVII
Commander - Dec 1972.” Cernan
was the last person to walk on the
Moon.
Unframed: 16 by 20 inches

$2,000-3,000

58

GENE CERNAN SIGNED APOLLO 17
MOONWALK PHOTOGRAPH #2
A superb large-format color photograph of NASA
astronaut Gene Cernan (1934-2017) standing on the
surface of the Moon next to the American ﬂag
during the Apollo 17 mission. Signed and inscribed
by Cernan “God speed the crew of Apollo XVII.
‘Camelot” my home for 3 days of my life... Gene
Cernan.” Cernan was the last person to walk on the
Moon. Includes a photo of Cernan signing this very
same photograph.
Unframed: 16 by 20 inches

$2,000-3,000
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59

PAUL HUDSON ORIGINAL ASTRONAUT
ARTWORK
A framed original illustration on paper of two astronauts
soaring with jetpacks. Signed in ink to the lower right by artist,
Paul Hudson.
Framed: 29 by 38 inches; Sight: 17 by 26 inches

$100-150

60

MICHAEL COLLINS ORIGINAL “THE
HIGH LIFE” WATERCOLOR PAINTING
An original watercolor on paper painting of empty Miller
High-Life beer cans on a beach, titled “The High Life,”
signed and dated 1998 to lower right by NASA
astronaut Michael Collins, the Command Module Pilot
on the historic Apollo 11 mission to the Moon in 1969.
Includes COA from Novaspace Galleries.
Framed: 19 1/2 by 15 1/2 inches;
Sight: 14 1/2 by 10 inches

$2,000-3,000
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62

MICHAEL COLLINS ORIGINAL “LOCK
KEEPER’S HOUSE” WATERCOLOR
PAINTING

NASA KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
PRESSURE GAUGE

An original watercolor on paper painting titled “Lock Keeper’s
House,” signed and dated 2004 to lower right by NASA
astronaut Michael Collins, the Command Module Pilot on the
historic Apollo 11 mission to the Moon in 1969. Includes COA
from Novaspace Galleries.
Framed: 15 3/4 by 19 3/4 inches; Sight: 9 1/2 by 13 1/2 inches

A pressure gauge from Kennedy Space Center like the type
used in crew quarters suit-up room where the astronauts are
ﬁtted into their suits prior to launch. Labelled with a metrology
number of ZB2284 and a calibration date of May 9, 1986.
6 by 6 by 4 1/2 inches

$50-75

$2,000-3,000
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64

NASA SCAPE SUIT VACUUM TANK

NASA SKYLAB COCOA FOOD CONTAINER

A vintage vacuum tank produced by Airesearch Co. for use with
NASA Scape Suits (S.C.A.P.E. - Self-Contained Atmospheric
Protective Ensemble) worn by technicians responsible for
handling dangerous rocket propellants and fuels.

A NASA Skylab era accordion-style collapsible food container
for cocoa with a blue Velcro tab afﬁxed to the base.

Part Number: 142656-4-1, Serial Number: 49-1250, Contract
Number: FO4606-76-A-0014.
17 by 5 by 5 inches

$50-75
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Serial Number: FBK 450
3 1/2 by 2 1/2 by 2 1/2 inches

$50-75

65

NASA SPACELAB FILM FOOTAGE
Approximately 700 feet (on 10.5-inch reel) of 16mm double-perforated color ﬁlm stock (dated 1974 on
leader) containing footage of the Environmental Physiology Lab at UC Berkeley. The footage shows scenes
of plants and animals in the lab including a monkey in the “Monkey Pod” and a rat being decapitated for
study - part of a concept veriﬁcation test for Spacelab. Together with approximately 600 feet (on 9.25-inch
reel) of 16mm double-perforated ﬁlm stock with titles (dated August, 1975) containing footage of a full-size
Spacelab mock-up and of devices being demonstrated on human subjects - part of a concept veriﬁcation
test for Spacelab Mission V (postural responses following exposure to weightlessness) and approximately
300 feet (on 7-inch reel) of 16mm double-perforated Eastman ﬁlm stock containing footage (circa 1976) of
the full-size Spacelab mock-up being assembled for display at the Bicentennial Expo.
10 1/2 by 10 1/2 by 3 inches (overall)

$100-150

66

NASA “BOY IN THE BUBBLE” ISOLATION SYSTEM TRANSPORTER
The original NASA designed and constructed transporter from the Mobile Biological Isolation System (MBIS) created for David
Vetter in 1977. Vetter had been diagnosed prior to birth with a rare immunodeﬁciency disease and spent his life in a plastic
bubble-like containment room where he often fantasized about traveling to other worlds as an astronaut. Engineers at NASA
designed a special positive pressure spacesuit and transporter so that the 6 year old would have the opportunity to explore the
world outside of his hospital room. Photographs of Davids adventures show him learning to throw a Frisbee and playing with a
garden hose. Vetters unusual condition was the inspiration for the Emmy nominated John Travolta ﬁlm The Boy in The Plastic
Bubble (Spelling-Goldberg, 1976). A rare example of a NASA designed spacesuit unit constructed for Earth-bound use.

$2,000-4,000
35

67

NASA SPACE SHUTTLE FLOWN SOLID ROCKET
BOOSTER LID
A Space Shuttle ﬂown steel lid which covered one of the four separation
motors embedded in the nose cone of the solid rocket boosters. When
the Shuttle reached an altitude of approximately 27 miles and was
traveling nearly 3,000 miles per hour the lids would pop open and allow
a rocket motor to ﬁre, thus safely pushing the boosters away from the
Orbiter. Includes a red parts removal tag.
19 by 9 by 2 1/2 inches

$100-150

68

NASA 1984 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER FLOWN
WING INSULATOR
An original Space Shuttle Orbiter high-temperature wing spar
insulation panel that was ﬁtted behind the shuttle wings leadingedge reinforced carbon carbon (RCC) panels in order to protect the
main structure of the wing from the intense heat of re-entry. This
insulator bears discoloration due to heat damage. Etched with a
manufacture date of March 5, 1984 and a decommission date of
February 16, 1999.
Part Number: V070-199869-002, Serial Number: 25167-001
14 1/2 by 11 by 5 inches

$200-300

69

NASA SPACE SHUTTLE FLOWN WASHER
A space ﬂown metal washer from the aft separation mechanism
of the Space Shuttle Orbiter external fuel tank.
Part Number: VO72-565246-005
Diameter: 8 inches

$50-75

70

NASA “GOLD” INSULATION PAD
A NASA triangular shaped “gold” thermal insulation pad (MLI blanket)
stenciled “Scrap.” Such insulation materials were designed for use on
the Space Shuttle Orbiters to protect against heat radiation.
Serial Number: 73A840101
17 by 15 by 2 1/4 inches

$100-200
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71

NASA SPACE SHUTTLE FLOWN
EXTERNAL TANK LINER
A space ﬂown canister shaped honeycomb insulation
liner from the aft separation mechanism of the Space
Shuttle Orbiter external fuel tank.
Part Number: VO72-565238-008
9 by 9 by 9 inches

$100-150

72

NASA SPACE SHUTTLE GROUND SUPPORT
FLEX HOSE
A woven metal-mesh ﬂex hose used by ground support crew during
the Space Shuttle era, bearing a metal hang-tag dated 9/87 and
several parts removal tags dated 9/11/91, and 12/12/92.
Part Number: G070-684263-002
Serial Number: 4493
73 by 1 /2 inches

$50-75

73

NASA 1984 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER INSULATION COVER
An insulation cover from the exhaust duct of an Auxiliary Power Unit on the Space Shuttle
Orbiter. The three APUs located on each Orbiter are designed to provide power to the
three main engines for positioning during liftoff. The insulation cover is labelled in red
marker “Scrap” in several locations and bears two aluminum tags, one marked with a
manufacturing date of 6/30/84.
Part Number: MC271-0080-0930
19 by 7 1/2 by 4 1/2 inches

$100-150

74

NASA SPACE SHUTTLE
ORBITER STRUCTURAL
COMPONENT
A structural component designed for the
Space Shuttle Orbiter. Part Numbers: V070338809-002, V070-338808-002,
V070-338751-001
17 by 7 1/2 by 6 inches

$50-75
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NASA SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER TOOL
A latching tong used for working on the Space Shuttle Orbiter in the Vehicle Assembly
Building at Kennedy Space Center.
Part Number: G070-504536-001
MRD NUMBER: GW70-500698-003
21 3/4 by 7 1/4 by 1 1/4 inches

$50-75

76

NASA SPACE SHUTTLE ROCKET BOOSTER BRACKET
A metal bracket used on the Space Shuttle solid rocket boosters, most likely to
secure the thermal curtain to the interior section of the rocket skirt, bearing a red
parts removal tag labelled BJ027-1893.
Part Number: 10172-0009-001 / 27L1669 0720 / BA73TU 31
13 by 1 by 1 inches

$50-75

77

NASA SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER
INSULATION PANEL
An insulation blanket panel designed for the Space
Shuttle Orbiter as part of the Thermal Protection System
(TPS) used by the spacecraft to protect against
temperature extremes encountered during spaceﬂight.
Part Number: V070-394066-045
28 1/2 by 3 1/4 by 3/4 inches

$50-75

78

NASA SPACE SHUTTLE SCAFFOLDING
SEGMENT
A welded structural segment used as part of the scaffolding which
surrounds the components of the Space Shuttle during construction
and assembly. Includes parts removal tag dated 10/7/92.
Part Number: G070-504674-013/014/015 - 6Z760FP2797
44 1/2 by 20 by 2 3/4 inches

$50-75
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79

BRUCE McCANDLESS
SIGNED SPACEWALK
PHOTOGRAPH
A superb large-format color photograph
of NASA astronaut Bruce McCandless
(1937-2017) ﬂoating above the Earth
during the ﬁrst ever untethered space
walk. Signed and inscribed by
McCandless “In Order to test the Manned
Maneuvering Unit (MMU) and the
Manipulator Foot Restraint (MFR) I made
the ﬁrst untethered free ﬂight on each of
the two MMU’s onboard. I became the
ﬁrst person ever to make an untethered
spacewalk on February 7, 1984. Bruce
McCandless - S73 41-B.” Includes a photo
of McCandless holding this very same
photograph after signing it.
Unframed: 16 by 20 inches

$2,000-3,000

80

COLLECTION OF SPACE-THEMED COIN BANKS
A metal 1956 Duro Mold brand “Flying Saucer Bank,” with spring-loaded push button
action, bearing a promo sticker for the Bank of The Southwest in Houston, Texas (includes
original key); a metal Duro Mold brand XU-232 “Strato Bank” with spring-loaded push
button action; and a Duro Mold brand rocket-shaped Satellite Bank, with spring-loaded
push button action, bearing a promo sticker for Scotia Bank dated 1962..
11 by 8 by 8 inches (overall)

$100-150
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81

SOVIET VOSTOK 3 COSMONAUT NIKOLAYEV
SIGNED COFFEE CONTAINER
An original Soviet space program food tube signed by Vostok 3
cosmonaut Andriyan Nikolayev. The now empty tube originally
contained a mixture of Coffee with Milk. Signed in black marker by
Cosmonaut Andriyan Nikolayev and dated August 15, 1962 - the day he
returned from his four-day mission on the Vostok 3, becoming the third
Soviet to journey into space following Gagarin and Titov.
6 1/2 by 2 3/8 inches

$100-150

82

RUSSIAN SOYUZ 9 DOCUMENTARY FILM
Approximately 800 feet (on 12-inch reel) of 16mm color ﬁlm stock, with variable area Maurer soundtrack, containing a documentary on the
Russian Soyuz 9 space ﬂight launched on June 1, 1970, during which cosmonauts Andrian Nikolayev and Vitali Sevastyanov broke the space
endurance record by remaining in orbit for over 17 days. Together with approximately 600 feet (on 10.5-inch reel) of 16mm double-perforated
black & white ﬁlm stock containing a Chinese documentary about the history of space ﬂight in the Soviet Union (strong vinegar smell). Also
included is an Associated Press photo showing the surface of the moon taken by the Soviet Spacecraft Luna 9 in 1966.
12 3/4 by 12 3/4 by 2 1/4 inches (overall)

$50-75

83

SPACEMAN YURI MAXI
SWATCH WALL CLOCK
A 1991 Swatch brand GG-118 model “Yuri”
hanging wall clock in the form of a giant
wristwatch, with original box.
83 by 12 by 3 inches

$100-150
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84

CAPT. WILLIAM R. STAFF PRESENTATION SWORD
A presentation sword belonging to African American military ofﬁcer, William Roderick Staff, who fought in Cuba, most notably in the
Battle of San Juan Hill, as a sergeant in Company “C” of the 24th Infantry; a “Colored” unit composed primarily of African-American
citizens (one of the original “Buffalo Soldier” regiments). He was later promoted to Captain in the 49th U.S. Volunteer Infantry
“Colored” and fought in Southeast Asia during the Philippine Insurrection. The presentation sword was gifted to Staff upon his return
to the United States in 1901.
/Accompanied by a substantial collection of records obtained from the National Archives pertaining to Staff and his military service,
including a copy of his photograph, his “Oath of Ofﬁce,” and numerous letters of endorsement conﬁrming his qualiﬁcations and
gallantry as a soldier and of his service in the Battle of San Juan Hill.
/The sword was designed after the standard issue Civil War model 1860 staff and ﬁeld ofﬁcer’s sword, and exhibits etched eagle and
scrollwork designs to the blade and a walking-bear maker’s mark to the blade ricasso. The brass guard displays Federal shield and
eagle motifs and features a built-in drill whistle and folding guard panel. The guard is engraved to the underside “Capt. Wm. R. Staff –
49th Inf. U.S.V.” The accompanying scabbard features ﬁner workmanship to the decorative brass elements, which include detailed
ﬁgures of an eagle and a knight in armor. The scabbard is engraved between the top two elements “Presented to Capt. Wm. R. Staff by
the non commissioned ofﬁcers of Co. “B” – 49th U.S.V. Infty. – San Francisco – June 30th 1901.”
40 1/2 inches long

$10,000-15,000
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GERMAN CUBAN FAMILY
PHOTO ALBUM
An album containing over 300 original
photographs documenting the history of
an upper-class German family, primarily
from the 1920s and 1930s in Germany
until their relocation to Cuba circa 1940,
with some additional photos in Cuba
from the early 1940s.
11 1/2 by 11 by 2 1/4 inches

$3,000-5,000
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86

CUBAN JEWISH ALMANACS
Six bound volumes of the rare Cuban Jewish periodical Almanaque Hebreo: Vida
Habanera [Hebrew Almanac: Life in Havana] from the following years (1944, 1946, 1947,
1949, 1950, 1951).
8 3/4 by 5 3/4 inches (each)

$2,000-3,000

45

87

JEWISH CUBAN DOCUMENT ARCHIVE
A collection of 42 vintage documents and 4 photographs relating to the history of the Jewish communities in Cuba,
including 17 registration documents from the Centro Israelita de Cuba (dating primarily from the 1920s) with birth and
occupation info (including 8 bearing photographs of the individuals); 15 letters regarding Jewish events and
announcements (primarily from the 1950s) on letterheads from such foundations as Union Zionista de Cuba, Keren
Kayemeth Leisrael, Federacion de la Juventud Hebrea de Cuba, and Wizo Young Women de Cuba; 4 letters from the late
1930s and early 1940s regarding the situations and welfare of individuals pursuing residency in Cuba; a 1940 broadside
and an insert ad for cherry brandy; and a 1934 Cuban citizenship document for a 34-year-old shoemaker from Bologna
named Moises Boczter.
13 3/4 by 12 inches

$4,000-6,000
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88

COCA-COLA CUBAN BUSINESS DOCUMENTS
AND PHOTOS
Ofﬁcial trademark registration documents from 1915 and 1917
regarding the business of the Coca-Cola Company in Havana, Cuba.
Together with 13 original vintage gelatin silver photographs (8 by 10
inches) showing Coca-Cola advertising and brand related events in
Cuba.
13 by 8 1/2 inches (largest)

$2,000-3,000
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CHE GUEVARA 1942 SCHOOL REPORT
CARD
An original academic report form for Che Guevara produced in
1942 while he was a 14 year old student at the Colegio
Nacional de Monserrat in Cordoba, Argentina, where he
appears to have achieved relatively high scores, particularly in
the subjects of math and geography.
14 1/2 by 9 1/2 inches

$1,000-1,500

90

91

CHE GUEVARA VERIFICATION OF
EMPLOYMENT

CHE GUEVARA LETTERS FROM HIS MOTHER

A single-page hand typed letter from Agencia Latina, dated
June 20, 1955, verifying that Che Guevara worked for the
company and was a good employee. Accompanied by the
original transmittal envelope.
11 by 8 1/2 inches

$500-700

Three letters (7 pages total) handwritten to Che Guevara and his wife
Hilda from his mother Celia, one dated December 12, 1955; one
dated May 16, 1956; and one dated May 19, 1956. Together with two
original transmittal envelopes. The letters discuss family events
primarily though Celia also discusses her belief that the best way to
get rid of Peron is through a coup, and her husband’s belief that the
country (Argentina) would be better off if the Jews and Communists
were lined up and executed.
11 by 8 1/2 inches (each)

$400-600

THE COLD WAR
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92

FIDEL CASTRO AND ANGEL CASTRO SIGNED LETTERS
Two original hand-typed letters: one from Angel Castro Argiz, the father of Fidel and Raul Castro, to Demetrio Castillo Pokerny, dated August 13,
1950, regarding return payment on an investment. Signed at the conclusion by Angel Castro; and one from Fidel Castro to Pokerny, dated
September 8, 1950, regarding the same issue, signed at the conclusion by Fidel Castro.
11 by 8 1/2 inches

$1,000-1,500

93

REVOLUTIONARY MANIFESTO
A vintage four-page xerographed copy of the Manifesto del
Movimiento 26 de Julio al Pueblo [Manifesto of the July 26
Movement of the People] under the heading and date “Free
Territory of Cuba - Sierra Maestra, March 12, 1958.”
13 by 8 1/2 inches

$400-600
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CHE GUEVARA LETTER REQUESTING
SUPPLIES
An original hand-written letter believed to be from Che
Guevara, dated January 25, 1958, requesting supplies for a
hospital, a carpenter, and a shoe shop. Signed “Che” at the
conclusion.
NOTE: This lot is not accompanied by any additional
documents, certiﬁcates, or letters regarding provenance or
authenticity unless speciﬁcally stated in the description above please bid accordingly.
12 3/4 by 8 1/2 inches

$2,000-3,000

95

CHE GUEVARA SIGNED DEATH LETTER
A typed letter believed to be from from Che Guevara, dated
July 8, 1958, to the sister of a captain in the rebel army who
perished from wounds the previous day. Signed “Che” at the
conclusion.
NOTE: This lot is not accompanied by any additional
documents, certiﬁcates, or letters regarding provenance or
authenticity unless speciﬁcally stated in the description above please bid accordingly.
11 by 8 1/2 inches

$3,000-5,000
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96

FIDEL CASTRO 1958 HAVANA INFILTRATION LETTER
An original two-page typed letter from Fidel Castro to a fellow soldier of the revolution, dated October 22, 1958, regarding
plans to inﬁltrate the capital city of Havana. Signed at the conclusion by Castro and Delio Gomez Ochoa, and initialed by Castro
in the margins of page 1.
NOTE: This lot is not accompanied by any additional documents, certiﬁcates, or letters regarding provenance or authenticity
unless speciﬁcally stated in the description above - please bid accordingly.
10 1/2 by 8 1/4 inches

$1,000-1,500

97

CHE GUEVARA LETTER DISCUSSING MILITARY
PLANS
An original typed letter (with hand-written corrections) believed to be from
Che Guevara, dated October 16, 1958, discussing plans for military
advancement with a fellow soldier. Signed “Che” at the conclusion.
NOTE: This lot is not accompanied by any additional documents,
certiﬁcates, or letters regarding provenance or authenticity unless
speciﬁcally stated in the description above - please bid accordingly.
12 3/4 by 8 1/4 inches

$3,000-5,000
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CHE GUEVARA HAND-WRITTEN NOTE
An original note believed to be hand-written by Che
Guevara from 1958 instructing the strongest men to build
the shoemaker’s house if it doesn’t affect more important
works. Signed “Che” at the conclusion.
NOTE: This lot is not accompanied by any additional
documents, certiﬁcates, or letters regarding provenance or
authenticity unless speciﬁcally stated in the description
above - please bid accordingly.
4 1/2 by 3 inches

$2,000-3,000

99

CHE GUEVARA VINTAGE
PHOTOGRAPHS
A collection of 18 small-format original vintage
gelatin silver photographs of Che Guevara.
2 1/2 by 3 1/2 or 3 1/2 by 4 1/2 inches (each)

$400-600
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CHE GUEVARA PHOTOGRAPHS BY KORDA
107 individually cut vintage contact sheet photographs of Che Guevara at a press conference smoking a cigar. Taken by Castro’s
personal photographer Alberto Korda, with number notations on the versos.
1 by 1 1/2 inches (each)

$200-300

101

CHE GUEVARA VINTAGE PHOTO ALBUM
A portfolio of approximately 240 vintage photographs, taken in 1962-1964, featuring Che Guevara in meetings
with various international delegates, including representatives from: Indonesia; England; Italy; Mexico;
Mozambique; Peru; Tanzania; Uruguay; USSR; Vietnam; and others. Also includes several images of Guevara
with his second wife Aleida March.
14 by 19 inches (overall); 5 by 7 inches (each)

$1,000-1,500
53
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CHE GUEVARA HAND-WRITTEN JOURNAL
An original journal believed to be hand-written by Che Guevara, dated 1960 on the front cover. Containing approximately 60 pages of text, in
both ink and pencil, and several illustrations depicting what appear to be guerilla combat maneuvers.
NOTE: This lot is not accompanied by any additional documents, certiﬁcates, or letters regarding provenance or authenticity unless speciﬁcally
stated in the description above - please bid accordingly.
9 by 7 inches

$10,000-15,000
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CHE GUEVARA SIGNED GUERRILLA WARFARE BOOK
A ﬁrst edition of Che Guevara’s highly inﬂuential book La Guerra de Geurrillas
[Guerrilla Warfare] (1961) bearing an ofﬁcial receipt stamp to the front endpaper
from Che Guevara as Minister of Industries, signed “Che” and stamp dated
November 13, 1961. The book is believed to be Guevara’s personal copy and
bears several passages which are underlined in ink. Hardbound in coral cloth
with gilt-stamped spine titling.
7 1/4 by 5 3/8 inches

$6,000-8,000
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CHE GUEVARA SIGNED BANK DOCUMENT
Two social security documents from the work ﬁle of a bank employee, one includes a
photograph of the employee, and one is believed to be signed by Che Guevara as acting
bank president.
NOTE: This lot is not accompanied by any additional documents, certiﬁcates, or letters
regarding provenance or authenticity unless speciﬁcally stated in the description above please bid accordingly.
13 by 8 1/2 inches

$1,000-1,500

105

CHE GUEVARA SIGNED
APPROPRIATION
DOCUMENT
A two-page typed document
believed to be signed by Che
Guevara as Minister of Industries
in 1961, regarding the
government appropriation of the
beverage company Jupiña and
the new restrictions that they are
to follow.
NOTE: This lot is not accompanied
by any additional documents,
certiﬁcates, or letters regarding
provenance or authenticity unless
speciﬁcally stated in the
description above - please bid
accordingly.
12 5/8 by 7 3/4 inches

$2,000-3,000
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106

CHE GUEVARA SIGNED
INDUSTRIAL BULLETINS
A compilation containing 7 issues of
Nuestra Empresa: Empresa Consolidada
de Artes Graficas a monthly bulletin
regarding the productivity of the
graphic arts industry in Cuba. The
compilation (as well as all 7 bulletin
issues) bears an ofﬁcial 1962 receipt
stamp from Che Guevara as Minister of
Industires, and each of the stamps is
signed “Che” thus totaling 8 signatures.
8 3/8 by 5 3/4 inches

$7,000-9,000
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CAMILO CIENFUEGOS SIGNED LETTER
A typed letter from Camilo Cienfuegos to the director of the
Cuban National Archive, dated February 4, 1959,
recommended a staff member for the library. Signed at the
conclusion by Cienfuegos.
8 1/2 by 11 inches

$300-500

108

FIDEL CASTRO SIGNED POLITICAL MANIFESTO
A second edition of La Historia me Absolvera by Fidel Castro (NY: Democratic Workers Committee of Cuban
Civic Action, 1955) signed and inscribed by Castro to the front endpaper.
9 1/4 by 6 1/4 inches

$1,000-1,500
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109

FIDEL CASTRO SIGNED LEGAL DECREE
An original 4-page decree for law No. 713 regarding the creation of a Cuban National
Archive, dated January 22, 1960. Signed by Fidel Castro and Osvaldo Torrado at the
conclusion and initialed by Castro to the margins of the other pages.
13 by 9 inches

$2,000-3,000

110

FIDEL CASTRO SIGNED
LEGAL DECREE
An original 5-page decree for law No. 683
regarding the creation of a government
controlled department for the promotion
of sports, dated December 23, 1959.
Signed by Fidel Castro and Osvaldo
Torrado at the conclusion and initialed by
Castro to the margins of the other pages.
143 1/2 by 9 inches

$2,000-3,000
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FIDEL CASTRO SIGNED LEGAL DECREE
An original 4-page decree for law No. 708 regarding salaries for educational workers,
dated January 22, 1960. Signed by Fidel Castro and Osvaldo Torrado at the conclusion
and initialed by Castro to the margins of the other pages.
13 by 9 inches

$2,000-3,000

112

FIDEL CASTRO SIGNED DECREE
An original one-page document for decree No. 2445 regarding
health care, dated February 23, 1960. Signed by Fidel Castro
and Osvaldo Torradoat the conclusion.
12 3/4 by 8 1/4 inches

$2,000-3,000
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FIDEL CASTRO SIGNED LEGAL
DECREE
An original 5-page decree for law No. 768
regarding the Department of Mining and
Petroleum, dated March 24, 1960. Signed by
Fidel Castro and Osvaldo Torrado at the
conclusion and initialed by Castro to the
margins of the other pages.
13 1/2 by 9 inches

$2,000-3,000

114

BATISTA SIGNED LEGAL PARDON
A group of three original government decrees offering
legal pardons to Cuban citizens: No. 103, dated June
3, 1948, pardoning Fernando Valdes Y Viera, signed at
the conclusion by President Ramon Grau and Prime
Minister Raul Lopez del Castillo; No. 146, dated May
29, 1950, pardoning Reinaldo Cabezas Leon, signed at
the conclusion by President Carlos Prio Socarras and
Prime Minister Manuel Antonio de Varona (additionally
signed by Socarras to other pages); and No. 175,
dated November 17, 1952, pardoning Felicia
Rodriguez Mesa, signed at the conclusion by President
Fulgencio Batista and the Minister of Justice
(additionally signed by Batista to other pages).
13 by 8 1/2 inches (each)

$600-800
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FIDEL CASTRO SIGNED CERTIFICATES
A group of ﬁve certiﬁcates (dated: 1977; 1989; 1995; 2001; 2001) presented to Lt. Colonel Solén Méndez
Venero (reportedly a member of Fidel Castro’s personal security detail) each signed by Castro. Together with a
color photograph of Castro and Venero.
14 1/4 by 10 1/4 inches (largest)

$2,000-3,000
116

FIDEL CASTRO
VINTAGE POSTERS
A group of four original
vintage offset lithograph
posters of Fidel Castro: two
(one small/one large)
produced for the
Departamento De
Orientacion Revolucionaria
[Department of Revolutionary
Orientation]; an additional
one of a differing design also
produced for the
Departamento De
Orientacion Revolucionaria
[Department of Revolutionary
Orientation]; and one
designed by Alvarez in 1981.
19 1/2 by 29 3/4 inches
(largest)

$400-600
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117

CHE GUEVARA COMMEMORATIVE PRINTS
A collection of four original Cuban Che Guevara commemorative screenprints designed by Felix Beltran and commissioned by Castro’s
government in 1967 upon the news of Ché’s death in Bolivia. Each features a silhouette image of Che Guevara captioned with the
words “Ernesto Che Guevara, Internationalist Guerrilla 1928-1967” printed in different languages across the bottom.
21 1/2 by 13 1/4 inches (each)

$1,000-1,500

118

CHE GUEVARA VINTAGE POSTERS
A group of four original vintage offset lithograph posters of Che Guevara: one
produced for the Departamento De Orientacion Revolucionaria Del CC Del PCC
[Department of Revolutionary Orientation]; one designed by Olivio Martinez for the
OSPAAAL [Organization of Solidarity with the People of Asia, Africa, and Latin
America]; one produced by the Comision De Orientacion Revolucionaria
[Revolutionary Guidance Commission]; and one Designed by Luis Balaguer for the
Organizacion Continental Latinoamericana de Estudiantes (OCLAE) [Continental Latin
American Student Organization] to celebrate the anniversary of the Cuban
communist party.
29 1/2 by 20 inches (largest)

$400-600
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119

CHE GUEVARA COMMEMORATIVE PRINTS
A collection of ﬁve original Che Guevara commemorative screenprints designed by Felix Beltran for the Instituto
Cubano de Amistad con los Pueblos (ICAP) [Cuban Institute of Friendship with the People]. The posters were
commissioned by Fidel Castro’s government in 1967 upon the news of Ché Guevara’s execution in Boliva. Each
features a silhouette image of Che Guevara, screenprinted in various colors, captioned with the words “Other Hands
Will Take Up The Weapons” in English, as well as one in French and one in German.
21 1/2 by 13 inches (each)

$1,000-1,500

120

CHE GUEVARA VINTAGE PRINTS
Three original vintage screenprints of Che Guevara: one published by the Instituto Cubano de
Amistad con los Pueblos (ICAP) [Cuban Institute of Friendship with the People]; one published
by the Instituto Cubano del Arte e Industria Cinematográﬁcos (ICAIC) [Cuban Institute of
Cinematographic Art and Industry]; and one designed by Antonio Perez Gonzalez (NIKO) for the
Comision De Orientacion Revolucionaria [Revolutionary Guidance Commission].
37 3/4 by 21 1/4 inches (largest)

$600-800
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121

CHE GUEVARA VINTAGE POSTERS
A group of four original vintage offset lithograph posters of
Che Guevara: one designed by Elena Serrano for the OSPAAAL
[Organization of Solidarity with the People of Asia, Africa, and
Latin America]; one published by Tricontinental regarding the
Vietnam War; one published by Editora Politica; and one
published by the Organizacion Continental Latinoamericana de
Estudiantes [Continental Latin American Student Organization].
25 by 15 3/4 inches (largest)

$500-700

122

FIDEL CASTRO VINTAGE POSTERS
A group of four original vintage offset lithograph
posters of Fidel Castro: one commemorating the 10th
anniversary of the triumph of the Cuban Revolution; two
produced by the Departamento De Orientacion
Revolucionaria [Department of Revolutionary
Orientation]; and one published by the Comités de
Defensa de la Revolución (CDR) [Committees for the
Defense of the Revolution].
39 by 25 1/2 inches

$400-600
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123

CIA SPY MARIA AMES PERSONAL HANDBAG
A blue ﬂoral beaded purse owned by CIA informant Maria del Rosario Ames, wife of infamous
CIA ofﬁcer turned KGB double-agent, Aldrich Rick Ames. Together with an original busines
card for Aldrich Ames.
Approximately 7 1/2 by 7 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Obtained by the current owner in 1994 directly from the Ames home at 2512
North Randolph in Arlington, Virginia, with permission from law enforcement agencies.

$200-400

124

SOVIET KGB SPY CIGARETTE CASE WITH HIDDEN TOCHKA
CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy cigarette case (with hallmark stamps) containing a hidden “Tochka”
camera, with the lens operating through a small hole on the lid.
4 3/4 by 3 1/4 by 1 1/4 inches

$1,000-2,000

125

RUSSIAN FSB SPY CIGARETTE PACK WITH HIDDEN
DIGITAL CAMERA
A Russian FSB spy pack of Marlboro brand cigarettes containing a hidden digital
camera, with the lens operating through a small hole on the side.
3 1/2 by 2 1/4 by 1 inches

$800-1,200
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126

SOVIET KGB SPY CIGARETTE PACK
WITH HIDDEN CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy pack of Holiday brand cigarettes
containing a hidden camera, with the lens operating
through a small grill on the side.
3 1/2 by 2 1/4 by 1 inches

$600-800

127

SOVIET KGB SPY SECRET CAMERA JPS
CIGARETTE PACK
A Soviet KGB spy camera disguised to look like a pack of JPS (John Player
Special) cigarettes. Includes original instruction sheet.
4 3/4 by 3 1/2 by 1 inches

$600-800
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128

SOVIET KGB SPY RING WITH
HIDDEN CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy miniature camera designed to
look like a ring.
1 3/8 by 1 by 1/2 inches

$6,000-8,000
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129

SOVIET KGB SPY COAT BUTTON WITH HIDDEN CAMERA
Soviet KGB spy hidden camera designed to look like the a coat button. Includes a hand
operated shutter release mechanism and a coat for demonstration purposes.
LITERATURE
The Secret History of KGB Spy Cameras by Melton, Alekseenko, Hasco, and Vreisleben (Schiffer
Publishing, 2018)

$400-600

130

SOVIET KGB SPY COAT BUTTON WITH
HIDDEN CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy camera mounted in a concealment mechanism
designed to look like a coat button.
LITERATURE
The Secret History of KGB Spy Cameras by Melton, Alekseenko,
Hasco, and Vreisleben (Schiffer Publishing, 2018)

$300-500

131

SOVIET KGB SPY COAT BUTTON DEVICES FOR
HIDDEN CAMERAS
Three Soviet KGB spy camera concealment devices meant for disguising
cameras to look like coat buttons (all with remote shutter release
mechanisms).

$500-700
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132

SOVIET KGB SPY COAT BUTTON DEVICES FOR HIDDEN CAMERAS
Three Soviet KGB spy camera concealment devices meant for disguising cameras to look like
coat buttons (two with remote shutter release mechanisms).

$600-800

133

SOVIET KGB SPY HIDDEN CAMERA
COAT BUTTONS
A bag of Soviet KGB spy coat buttons, including
numerous examples which have been modiﬁed with
screw threding so they can be used with hidden
camera concealment devices.
11 1/2 by 6 1/2 by 1 inches (overall)

$200-300
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134

RUSSIAN FSB SPY
COAT BUTTONS
WITH HIDDEN
DIGITAL CAMERAS
Two Russian FSB spy digital
cameras mounted in
concealment mechanisms
designed to look like coat
and shirt buttons.
3 1/2 by 2 1/2 by 3/4
inches (overall)

$300-500

135

SOVIET KGB SPY COAT BUTTON WITH HIDDEN DIGITAL CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy digital camera concealment with remote control fob, demonstrating how cameras and
surveillance equipment can be hidden in everyday objects.
4 3/4 by 2 by 1 1/2 inches

$400-600
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SOVIET KGB SPY BELT WITH
HIDDEN CAMERA BUCKLE
A Soviet KGB spy belt designed to hold a
hidden “Ajax” camera behind the buckle.

$400-600

137

SOVIET KGB SPY BELT WITH
HIDDEN CAMERA BUCKLE
A Soviet KGB spy belt designed to hold a
hidden “Ajax” camera behind the buckle.
LITERATURE
The Secret History of KGB Spy Cameras by
Melton, Alekseenko, Hasco, and Vreisleben
(Schiffer Publishing, 2018)

$400-600

138

SOVIET KGB SPY BELT WITH
HIDDEN CAMERA BUCKLE
A Soviet KGB spy belt designed to hold a
hidden “Ajax” camera behind the buckle.
Includes ﬁxed lens attached behind the buckle,
ready for camera mounting.
LITERATURE
The Secret History of KGB Spy Cameras by
Melton, Alekseenko, Hasco, and Vreisleben
(Schiffer Publishing, 2018)

$400-600
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139

SOVIET KGB SPY BELT WITH
HIDDEN CAMERA BUCKLE
A Soviet KGB spy belt designed to hold a hidden
“Ajax” camera behind the buckle.

$400-600

140

SOVIET KGB SPY BELT WITH HIDDEN CAMERA
BUCKLE
A Soviet KGB spy belt designed to hold a hidden “Ajax” camera behind the
buckle. Serial Number: K-N801411
LITERATURE
The Secret History of KGB Spy Cameras by Melton, Alekseenko, Hasco, and
Vreisleben (Schiffer Publishing, 2018)

$400-600

141

SOVIET KGB SPY BELT
WITH HIDDEN CAMERA
BUCKLE
A Soviet KGB spy belt designed to hold
a hidden “Ajax” camera behind the
buckle. Includes hand trigger
mechanism, reproduction manual and
reprint photo showing how the belt is
worn. Serial Number: 86254
LITERATURE
The Secret History of KGB Spy Cameras
by Melton, Alekseenko, Hasco, and
Vreisleben (Schiffer Publishing, 2018)

$400-600
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142

SOVIET KGB SPY NECKTIE WITH HIDDEN TOCHKA CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy silk necktie with a hidden “Tochka-58” camera concealed with use of a fake tie clip. Includes
hand activated shutter release mechanism. Also includes a reproduction photograph of a similar tie and how it
was to be worn, as well as an additional regular tie clip and a fake tie clip with camera lens.
LITERATURE
The Secret History of KGB Spy Cameras by Melton, Alekseenko, Hasco, and Vreisleben (Schiffer Publishing,
2018)

$2,000-3,000

143

RUSSIAN FSB SPY CAP WITH
HIDDEN DIGITAL VIDEO CAMERA
A Russian FSB spy cap containing a hidden digital
video camera, with the lens operating through one of
the ventilation holes on the front.
10 1/4 by 7 by 3 1/4 inches

$400-600
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144

SOVIET KGB SPY COSMETIC KIT WITH HIDDEN
KIEV-30 CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy cosmetic kit containing a hidden “Kiev-30” camera, with
the lens operating through a small window on the side.
8 by 1 1/2 by 4 1/4 inches

$600-800

145

SOVIET KGB SPY SHOE BRUSH WITH
HIDDEN CAMERA COMPARTMENT
A Soviet KGB spy shoe polish brush with a secret
compartment designed for concealing a Minox Riga Brand
miniature Camera. The secret compartment could be
revealed using a safety pin inserted into a small hole.
Includes a reproduction camera.
6 3/4 by 2 1/2 by 1 3/4 inches

$400-600

146

RUSSIAN FSB SPY UMBRELLA WITH HIDDEN DIGITAL VIDEO CAMERA
A Russian FSB spy umbrella containing a hidden digital video camera, with the lens operating through a
small hole on the handle. Includes a wrist-mounted monitor screen, power supplies, and instruction manual.
Length: 14 3/4 inches

$2,000-3,000
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147

SOVIET KGB SPY PURSE
WITH HIDDEN CAMERA
(aka THE FLY)
A Soviet KGB spy purse used by female
operatives, designed to hold a concealed
FED model camera. An emblem on the
side of the purse, shaped like a ﬂy, opens
up to allow the camera to capture an
image. The purse, which is lined with
Vataline material to conceal sound, has
come to be known as “The Fly.”
LITERATURE
The Secret History of KGB Spy Cameras by
Melton, Alekseenko, Hasco, and
Vreisleben (Schiffer Publishing, 2018)
8 1/4 by 14 1/4 by 4 1/2 inchea

$2,000-3,000
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148

SOVIET KGB SPY “DOCTOR’S”
BAG WITH HIDDEN CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy “Doctor’s” bag containing a
hidden camera, with the lens operating
through a moveable section on the underside
of the bag.
18 1/4 by 7 1/4 by 10 1/4 inches

$2,000-3,000
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149

SOVIET KGB SPY DOCUMENT BAG WITH DEVICE FOR HIDDEN CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy faux-crocodile skin document bag containing a mechanism for which to mount a hidden
camera, with the lens operating through a small moveable section on the side of the bag.
LITERATURE
The Secret History of KGB Spy Cameras by Melton, Alekseenko, Hasco, and Vreisleben (Schiffer Publishing,
2018)
14 by 9 1/2 by 3 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

150

SOVIET KGB SPY BAG WITH HIDDEN ZARYAD CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy bag containing a hidden “Zaryad” camera, with the lens operating through a small moveable
section on the side of the bag.
LITERATURE
The Secret History of KGB Spy Cameras by Melton, Alekseenko, Hasco, and Vreisleben (Schiffer Publishing, 2018)
18 3/4 by 14 1/4 by 8 1/2 inches

$3,000-5,000
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151

SOVIET KGB SPY HANDBAG WITH HIDDEN CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy handbag containing a hidden camera, with the lens operating
through a small opening on the front.
10 by 7 1/4 by 1 3/4 inches

$2,000-3,000
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SOVIET KGB SPY HANDBAG WITH
HIDDEN CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy handbag containing a hidden camera,
with the lens operating through an opening on the side.
8 1/2 by 5 1/2 by 2 1/2 inches

$2,000-3,000
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153

SOVIET KGB SPY HANDBAG WITH HIDDEN CAMERA COMPARTMENT
A Soviet KGB spy briefcase containing a hidden compartment designed for a “Neozit” camera, with the
lens operating through a small window on the side.
8 3/4 by 8 1/2 by 4 3/4 inches

$2,000-3,000

154

SOVIET KGB SPY HANDBAG AND WALLET
WITH HIDDEN KYOCERA DIGITAL
CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy handbag containing a hidden Kyocera brand
digital camera, with the lens operating through a hole on the
side. Together with a wallet containing a hidden Samsung
brand camera.
6 3/4 by 5 by 4 3/4 inches

$2,000-3,000
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155

SOVIET GRU SPY BRIEFCASE WITH HIDDEN CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy briefcase containing a hidden camera, with the lens operating
through a moveable section on the side. The camera was speciﬁcally designed to
take quality photos in low illumination. Includes a reproduction of the original
manual.
LITERATURE
The Secret History of KGB Spy Cameras by Melton, Alekseenko, Hasco, and
Vreisleben (Schiffer Publishing, 2018)
17 3/4 by 13 1/4 by 3 3/4 inches

$2,000-3,000

156

SOVIET KGB SPY PURSE WITH HIDDEN MOTION PICTURE CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy purse with a small hole in one end, designed for concealing a 16mm motion picture camera, together with an
Imbir (Ginger) model motion picture camera.
13 1/2 by 5 3/4 by 9 1/2 inches

$2,000-3,000
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157

RUSSIAN FSB SPY COMPUTER BAG WITH
HIDDEN VIDEO CAMERA
A Russian FSB spy computer bag containing a hidden video
camera, with the lens operating through a small window on
the side. Includes a portable video monitor hidden inside of a
day planner.
17 by 14 by 3 1/2 inches (largest)

$1,000-2,000

158

SOVIET KGB SPY BOOK WITH
HIDDEN NEOZIT CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy book containing a hidden
“Neozit” camera, with the lens operating
through a small moveable section on the front
of the book.
9 3/4 by 6 5/8 by 2 inches

$2,000-3,000
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SOVIET KGB SPY BOOK WITH HIDDEN
AJAX CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy book containing a hidden “Ajax”
camera, with the lens operating through a moveable
section on the front cover.
LITERATURE
The Secret History of KGB Spy Cameras by Melton,
Alekseenko, Hasco, and Vreisleben (Schiffer Publishing,
2018)
9 3/4 by 6 3/4 by 2 1/4 inches

$2,000-3,000

160

RUSSIAN FSB SPY NOTEBOOK WITH HIDDEN
DIGITAL VIDEO CAMERA
A Russian FSB spy notebook containing a hidden digital video camera,
with the lens operating through a small hole on the end.
12 1/4 by 10 by 1 inches

$1,000-2,000
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161

RUSSIAN SPY SECRET CAMERA BOOK
A Russian spy camera disguised to look like a small book.
4 1/2 by 2 3/4 by 1 1/4 inches

$400-600

162

RUSSIAN FSB SPY PICTURE FRAME WITH
HIDDEN DIGITAL CAMERA
A Russian FSB spy picture frame containing a hidden digital camera,
with the lens operating through a small hole in the front of the
framed image. Together with a handheld radio receiver and base.
8 3/4 by 6 3/4 by 1 1/4 inches

$1,000-2,000
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163

SOVIET KGB SPY FLASHLIGHT WITH HIDDEN CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy ﬂashlight containing a hidden camera, with the lens operating through a small
window on the side.
4 1/4 by 2 1/2 by 1 3/4 inches

$600-800

164

SOVIET KGB SPY CASSETTE TAPE RECORDER WITH HIDDEN CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy radio and cassette tape recorder containing a hidden Ajax camera, with the lens operating
through a hole on the back, and a radio receiver allowing agents to listen to hidden microphone “bugs” and
record the secret conversations at the same time.
12 by 8 1/4 by 3 inches

$1,000-2,000
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165

SOVIET FSB SPY HEADPHONES
WITH HIDDEN CAMERA AND
MICROPHONE
A pair of Soviet FSB spy headphones containing a
hidden camera, with the lens operating through a
small pinhole on the edge of the right earpiece, as
well as a hidden microphone in the left earpiece.
7 by 8 by 3 3/4 inches (overall)

$600-800

166

RUSSIAN FSB SPY TOOLBOX WITH
HIDDEN DIGITAL CAMERA
A Russian FSB spy toolbox containing a hidden
digital camera, with the shutter and lens operating
through a section on the side of the toolbox.
15 3/4 by 8 1/4 by 7 1/4 inches

$600-800
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167

RUSSIAN FSB SPY BIRDHOUSE WITH HIDDEN
DIGITAL VIDEO CAMERA
A Russian FSB spy birdhouse containing a hidden digital video camera,
with the lens operating through the entrance opening.
11 1/2 by 9 3/4 by 5 1/4 inches

$600-800

168

SOVIET KGB SPY 8MM MOTION PICTURE
CAMERA WITH HIDDEN STILL CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy 8mm motion picture camera containing a hidden still
image camera allowing shots to be taken discretely at right angles to the
photographer, with the lens operating through an opening on the side.
LITERATURE
The Secret History of KGB Spy Cameras by Melton, Alekseenko, Hasco, and
Vreisleben (Schiffer Publishing, 2018)
7 1/2 by 8 1/4 by 2 1/4 inches

$2,000-3,000
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169

SOVIET KGB SPY 8MM MOTION
PICTURE CAMERA WITH
HIDDEN STILL CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy 8mm motion picture camera
containing a hidden still image camera allowing
shots to be taken discretely at right angles to the
photographer, with the lens operating through
an opening on the side.
8 by 7 1/2 by 2 1/2 inches

$2,000-3,000

170

SOVIET KGB SPY CAMERA CASE
WITH HIDDEN RIGHT-ANGLE
CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy camera case containing a hidden
camera allowing shots to be taken discretely at right
angles to the photographer, with the lens operating
through an opening on the side.
5 3/4 by 4 by 3 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000
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171

SOVIET KGB SPY CAMERA CASE WITH HIDDEN RIGHT-ANGLE CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy camera case containing a hidden camera allowing shots to be taken discretely at right angles to the
photographer, with the lens operating through an opening on the side.
6 by 4 3/4 by 4 1/4 inches

$1,000-2,000

172

SOVIET KGB SPY CAMERA CASE
WITH HIDDEN RIGHT-ANGLE
CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy camera case containing a hidden
camera allowing shots to be taken discretely at right
angles to the photographer, with the lens operating
through an opening on the side.
6 by 3 3/4 by 4 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000
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173

SOVIET KGB SPY CAMERA AND
CONCEALMENT DEVICE
A Soviet KGB spy camera with zoom lens mounted
in a concealment device. Includes a miniature
spotlight used for training agents on how to aim the
cameras for the best shot.

$500-700

174

SOVIET KGB SPY CAMERA AND
CONCEALMENT DEVICE
A Soviet KGB spy camera with zoom lens mounted
in a concealment device. Includes remote shutter
release mechanism.

$500-700
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175

SOVIET KGB SPY CAMERA AND CONCEALMENT DEVICE
A Soviet KGB spy camera mounted in a concealment device.

$500-700

176

SOVIET KGB SPY CAMERA CONCEALMENT DEVICES
Two Soviet KGB spy camera concealment devices.

$400-600
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177

SOVIET KGB SPY CAMERA CONCEALMENT DEVICES
Two Soviet KGB spy camera concealment devices.

$400-600

178

SOVIET KGB SPY CAMERA
CONCEALMENT DEVICES
Two Soviet KGB spy camera concealment
devices.

$400-600
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179

SOVIET KGB SPY ZINNIA CAMERA WITH VERTICAL LENS
A Soviet KGB spy “Zinnia” camera that has been modiﬁed to allow
shots to be taken vertical, thus creating a thinner proﬁle for the
camera and allowing it to be more easily concealed inside of
everyday objects.
LITERATURE
The Secret History of KGB Spy Cameras by Melton, Alekseenko,
Hasco, and Vreisleben (Schiffer Publishing, 2018)
6 1/2 by 4 1/4 by 1 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000

180

SOVIET KGB SPY ZOLA CAMERA WITH
VERTICAL LENS
A Soviet KGB spy “Zola” camera that has been modiﬁed to
allow shots to be taken vertical, thus creating a thinner
proﬁle for the camera and allowing it to be more easily
concealed inside of everyday objects. Includes original
boxes, instruction manual and paperwork, horizontal lens,
battery charger, and remote shutter release mechanism.
LITERATURE
The Secret History of KGB Spy Cameras by Melton,
Alekseenko, Hasco, and Vreisleben (Schiffer Publishing,
2018)
5 3/8 by 5 by 1 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000
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181

SOVIET KGB SPY CAMERA
PERISCOPE
A Soviet KGB spy periscope designed
to ﬁt onto lens of a camera allowing
agents to take photographs around
corners.
Length: 5 1/4 inches

$300-500

182

SOVIET LOMO RIGHT-ANGLE
CAMERA LENS
A Soviet Lomo brand camera lens that allows you to
take pictures at right angles from where camera is
pointed.
3 1/4 by 2 3/4 by 2 3/4 inches

$300-500
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183

SOVIET NKVD SPY UFA CAMERA
A Soviet NKVD spy “UFA” camera.
3 1/2 by 2 by 1 1/4 inches

$2,000-4,000

184

SOVIET KGB MINIATURE SPY CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy camera with remote shutter release mechanism.
Includes original instruction manual with vintage photographs.
8 3/8 by 12 1/4 inches (Largest)

$500-700
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185

SOVIET KGB SPY FSN CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy FSN camera developed in
Leningrad as an exact copy of the German Robot
model camera.
4 1/4 by 3 1/2 by 3 3/4 inches

$2,000-3,000

186

SOVIET KGB SPY TOCHKA
MINIATURE CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy miniature Tochka model
camera in original wooden case. Includes
additional ﬁlm cartridges.
8 3/4 by 6 by 1 3/4 inches (overall)

$3,000-5,000

187

SOVIET KGB SPY ZACHOD MINIATURE CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy “Zachod” miniature camera. Includes original box and
accessories. Also includes original users manual with vintage photographs.
11 by 7 3/4 by 2 1/2 inches

$2,000-4,000
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188

MINOX RIGA MINIATURE CAMERAS
Two vintage Minox Riga miniature cameras (made in Latvia) both with
original cases.
3 1/4 by 1 by 1/2 inches (each)

$3,000-5,000
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189

SOVIET KGB ZODCHI MINIATURE SPY CAMERA
A Zodchi miniature spy camera designed for KGB operatives.
1 3/4 by 1 1/8 by 3/4 inches

$3,000-5,000
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190

MINOX RIGA CAMERA ACCESSORIES AND MANUAL
A collection of vintage Minox Riga camera items: photo album; two manuals; a
receipt from 1951; half of an original box; a metal case; a leather bag; three
ﬁlm cartridges and an original ﬁlm cartridge box; and an original chamois cloth.
8 by 10 3/4 by 1 1/8 inches (largest)

$800-1,200

191

SOVIET KGB SPY AJAX CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy Ajax brand camera with bottom-mounted
viewﬁnder designed to photograph secret documents. Includes
original box, extra ﬁlm cartridges, reproduction manual, and a
photograph of a similar model camera.

$800-1,200
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192

SOVIET KGB SPY AJAX AND
NEOZIT CAMERAS
One Ajax and one Neozit brand Soviet KGB spy
cameras (one with remote shutter release
mechanism). Includes one original box, and a
container with extra ﬁlm cartridges.

$600-800

193

SOVIET KGB SPY NEOZIT CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy “Neozit” miniature camera with remote shutter
release mechanism.
3 1/4 by 2 1/2 by 2 1/2 inches (overall)

$300-500

194

SOVIET KGB SPY AJAX AND
NEOZIT CAMERAS
One Ajax and one Neozit brand Soviet KGB
spy cameras (one with remote shutter release
mechanism). Includes two containers with
additional ﬁlm cartridges.

$600-800
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195

RUSSIAN FSB SILENT SPY CAMERA
A Russian FSB spy Lomo brand camera, circa 1994,
designed with a completely silent shutter mechanism.
4 1/2 by 2 3/4 by 3 inches

$1,000-2,000

196

SOVIET GORIZONT PANORAMA CAMERA
A Soviet Gorizont (Horizon) panorama camera with viewﬁnder
attachment.
6 by 2 3/4 by 3 3/4 inches

$100-200
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197

SOVIET FT-2 PANORAMA CAMERA
A Soviet “FT-2” model panorama camera.
4 3/4 by 3 1/4 by 2 1/4 inches

$300-500

198

SOVIET KGB SPY LONG-RANGE SURVEILLANCE CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy long-range surveillance camera housed in a protective cylindrical
metal case.
15 1/2 by 3 1/2 by 3 1/2 inches

$600-800
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199

SOVIET PHOTOSNIPER ZENIT-ES LONG RANGE CAMERA UNIT
A Soviet “Zenit-ES” model camera ﬁtted with a zoom lens and attached to a Photosniper shoulder stock
and trigger mechanism. Includes additional lens and ﬁlters and ﬁlm canisters, housed in original metal
carry case.
LITERATURE
The Secret History of KGB Spy Cameras by Melton, Alekseenko, Hasco, and Vreisleben (Schiffer Publishing,
2018)
Camera Unit: 21 1/2 by 10 by 5 1/2 inches

$600-800

200

SOVIET PHOTOSNIPER LONG RANGE
CAMERA UNIT
A Soviet Zenit-12XPS model camera ﬁtted with a zoom
lens and attached to a Photosniper shoulder stock and
trigger mechanism. Includes additional ﬁlters and a
photograph of an earlier model, housed in original
metal carry case.
22 1/2 by 10 by 5 1/4 inches

$600-800
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201

SOVIET KGB SPY DETAINEE CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy camera used to remotely shoot detainees.
Includes xerographed manual.
7 3/4 by 7 3/4 by 3 3/4 inches

$300-500

202

SOVIET KGB SPY HIDDEN NEPER CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy “Neper” camera used for surveillance.
7 1/2 by 5 1/2 by 2 inches

$800-1,200
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203

SOVIET KGB SPY IMBIR MOTION PICTURE CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy “Imbir” motion picture camera.
LITERATURE
The Secret History of KGB Spy Cameras by Melton, Alekseenko, Hasco, and Vreisleben
(Schiffer Publishing, 2018)
14 1/2 by 6 by 2 inches

$2,000-3,000

204

SOVIET KGB SPY NEGUS ZOLA CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy “Zola” camera modiﬁed for use with the “Negus” long distance
observation system. Includes remote shutter release mechanism.
LITERATURE
The Secret History of KGB Spy Cameras by Melton, Alekseenko, Hasco, and
Vreisleben (Schiffer Publishing, 2018)
6 1/2 by 4 1/4 by 2 inches

$800-1,200
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205

SOVIET KGB SPY ZASADA CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy “Zasada” camera system with multiple lenses and ﬁlm cassettes.
LITERATURE
The Secret History of KGB Spy Cameras by Melton, Alekseenko, Hasco, and Vreisleben
(Schiffer Publishing, 2018)
12 by16 by 2 1/2 inches (overall)

$3,000-5,000

206

RUSSIAN POLICE SELENA CAMERA SET
A Russian police “Selena” camera kit housed in original briefcase.
19 1/2 by 12 3/4 by 1 1/4 inches

$800-1,200
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207

SOVIET KGB SPY FKM-1
MICROSCOPE CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy “FKM-1” camera use for attaching
to a microscope in an intelligence research lab.
5 1/4 by 3 1/2 by 1 3/4 inches

$600-800

208

SOVIET KGB SPY TOCHKA MINIATURE
CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy Tochka-58M miniature camera.
Serial number: 1302836
3 1/4 by 1 3/8 by 1 inches

$1,000-2,000
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209

SOVIET KGB SPY ZHILJO CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy “Zhiljo” camera with original instruction manual and paperwork, additional ﬁlm cassettes, and original
wooden case.
11 1/4 by 5 1/4 by 5 3/4 inches (overall)

$1,000-2,000

210

SOVIET MILITARY SECRET INTELLIGENCE CAMERA
A Soviet military secret intelligence camera which was used on an MI-24 Crocodile
helicopter.
10 3/4 by 3 1/2 by 3 1/2 inches

$600-800
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211

SOVIET AKC-1P 35MM MOTION PICTURE CAMERA
A Soviet “AKC-1P” model 35mm movie camera.
13 1/2 by 8 1/2 by 8 1/4 inches

$1,000-2,000

212

SOVIET KGB AND NKVD SPY OSA MOTION PICTURE CAMERA
An early Soviet KGB and NKVD spy “OSA” motion picture camera with original ﬁlm cassette
and lens cap.
LITERATURE
The Secret History of KGB Spy Cameras by Melton, Alekseenko, Hasco, and Vreisleben
(Schiffer Publishing, 2018)
3 1/2 by 4 1/2 by 1 1/2 inches
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$2,000-3,000

213

SOVIET KGB SPY MINIATURE MOTION
PICTURE CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy miniature motion picture camera designed
for concealment inside of everyday objects.
5 3/4 by 3 1/2 by 1 1/4 inches

$1,000-2,000

214

SOVIET KGB SPY LENOK “THROUGH THE WALL” CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy “Through The Wall” camera designed to allow photos to be taken from one room to the
next via a small hole drilled through the wall. Includes original box.
15 3/4 by 8 1/2 by 7 1/2 inches

$4,000-6,000
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215

SOVIET KGB SPY “THROUGH THE WALL” PIN-HOLE
SURVEILLANCE CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy “Through The Wall” pinhole camera designed to allow
photos to be taken from one room to the next via a small hole drilled through
the wall. Includes original box.
14 by 5 1/2 by 5 1/2 inches

$4,000-6,000

216

SOVIET KGB SPY KEDER PINHOLE CAMERA LENS SET
A set of Soviet KGB spy “KEDR” pinhole camera lenses allowing operatives to photograph through walls, around corners, and
through second or third story windows.
LITERATURE
The Secret History of KGB Spy Cameras by Melton, Alekseenko, Hasco, and Vreisleben (Schiffer Publishing, 2018)
17 by 12 by 10 inches (overall)

$2,000-3,000
217

SOVIET KGB SPY NEEDLE DRILL
A Soviet KGB spy “Needle” drill used for creating very small holes in walls and
ceilings in order to plant surveillance devices such as camera and hidden
microphones “bugs.” Housed in a wooden military style box.
12 1/2 by 6 1/2 by 13 1/2 inches (overall)

$1,000-2,000
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218

SOVIET KGB SPY KAROED DRILL SET
A Soviet KGB spy “Karoed” drill set containing numerous drill
bits for creating small holes through which to plant listening
devices and pinhole cameras.
6 by 4 3/4 by 2 3/4 inches

$1,000-2,000

219

SOVIET KGB SPY YOLOCHKA
DOCUMENT COPIER
A Soviet KGB spy “Yolochka” copying device for
reproducing classiﬁed documents. Includes original log
book with handwritten entries. Serial Number 0108622
LITERATURE
The Secret History of KGB Spy Cameras by Melton,
Alekseenko, Hasco, and Vreisleben (Schiffer Publishing,
2018)
14 3/4 by 10 1/4 by 3 inches

$400-600
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220

SOVIET KGB SPY ZIMNIK
DOCUMENT COPIER
A Soviet KGB spy “Zimnik” copying device for
reproducing classiﬁed documents.
LITERATURE
The Secret History of KGB Spy Cameras by Melton,
Alekseenko, Hasco, and Vreisleben (Schiffer
Publishing, 2018)
14 1/2 by 11 by 3 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000

221

SOVIET KGB SPY NEPER
DOCUMENT COPIER
A Soviet KGB spy “Neper” photographic copying
device for reproducing classiﬁed documents, a
successor of the similar C-64 “Yelka (Christmas
Tree)” model. Accompanied by two xerographed
manuals.
LITERATURE
The Secret History of KGB Spy Cameras by Melton,
Alekseenko, Hasco, and Vreisleben (Schiffer
Publishing, 2018)
28 1/4 by 15 by 17 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000
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222

SOVIET KGB AND GRU SPY DOCUMENT COPIER
A Soviet KGB and GRU spy copying device for reproducing classiﬁed
documents.
5 3/4 by 3 1/2 by 1 1/2 inches

$300-500

223

SOVIET KGB AND GRU SPY ZUBR
DOCUMENT COPIER
A Soviet KGB and GRU spy “Zubr” copying device for
reproducing classiﬁed documents. Includes ﬁve additional
ﬁlm cartridges.
LITERATURE
The Secret History of KGB Spy Cameras by Melton,
Alekseenko, Hasco, and Vreisleben
(Schiffer Publishing, 2018)
5 1/4 by 2 1/4 by 5 1/2 inches (overall)

$3,000-5,000
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224

SOVIET KGB SPY RUBIN DOCUMENT COPIER
A Soviet KGB spy “Rubin” “roll over” or “brush” copying device for
reproducing classiﬁed documents. Includes original bag. Serial
Number: N50921
6 1/4 by 8 by 2 inches

$400-600

225

SOVIET KGB SPY ZACHIYT DOCUMENT COPIER
A Soviet KGB spy “Zachiyt” copying device for reproducing classiﬁed documents.
13 3/8 by 9 1/4 by 1 7/8 inches

$1,000-2,000
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226

SOVIET KGB SPY ZASLON DOCUMENT COPIER
A Soviet KGB spy “Zaslon” C-313 copying device for reproducing
classiﬁed documents. Includes original instruction manual, lens cover,
and carry pouch.
5 1/2 by 3 3/8 by 2 inches

$300-500

227

SOVIET KGB SPY VUNOCK
DOCUMENT COPIER
A Soviet KGB spy “Vunock” copying device
for reproducing classiﬁed documents.
Includes ﬁve additional ﬁlm reel, glass, and
original box.
LITERATURE
The Secret History of KGB Spy Cameras by
Melton, Alekseenko, Hasco, and Vreisleben
(Schiffer Publishing, 2018)
by 3 3/4 by 1 3/4 inches (overall)

$300-500

228

SOVIET KGB SPY C-112 DOCUMENT COPIER
A Soviet KGB spy “C-112” copying device for reproducing classiﬁed documents. Includes original instruction manual, box, and ﬁlm cutter.
LITERATURE
The Secret History of KGB Spy Cameras by Melton, Alekseenko, Hasco, and Vreisleben (Schiffer Publishing, 2018)
8 3/8 by 3 5/8 by 2 3/8 inches

$300-500
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229

SOVIET KGB SPY KOPIR
DOCUMENT COPIER
A Soviet KGB spy “Kopir” copying device for
reproducing classiﬁed documents and photographs
in particular. Includes original instruction manual,
lens cover, four ﬁlm cartridges, ﬁlm cutter,
development tank reel, original box, and original
case.
LITERATURE
The Secret History of KGB Spy Cameras by Melton,
Alekseenko, Hasco, and Vreisleben
(Schiffer Publishing, 2018)
6 1/2 by 3 1/4 by 1 5/8 inches

$300-500

230

SOVIET KGB SPY ALMAZ
DOCUMENT COPIER
A Soviet KGB spy “Almaz” copying device for
reproducing classiﬁed documents.
LITERATURE
The Secret History of KGB Spy Cameras by Melton,
Alekseenko, Hasco, and Vreisleben
(Schiffer Publishing, 2018)
5 1/2 by 3 3/4 by 2 1/4 inches

$300-500
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231

KGB MUSEUM LARGE FORMAT
CAMERA
A large format camera used for display at the KGB
Espionage Museum in New York City.
30 1/2 by 20 3/4 by 53 3/4 inches

$2,000-3,000

232

MINOX RIGA CAMERA ENLARGER
AND DARKROOM ACCESSORIES
A Minox Riga enlarger together with addition Minox
darkroom items: a magnifying loupe; and a ﬁlm
developing tank.
7 3/4 by 4 1/4 by 3 3/4 inches (largest)

$1,000-2,000
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233

SOVIET SMALL DARK ROOM
PHOTO ENLARGER
A small vintage Soviet darkroom photo enlarger
with original box.
23 1/2 by 12 1/2 by 10 inches

$300-500

234

SOVIET KGB SPY FILM CUTTERS
A group of seven Soviet KGB spy ﬁlm cutters of
various types.
10 by 5 by 4 inches (overall)

$1,000-2,000
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235

SOVIET KGB SPY DARK ROOM
NIGHT VISION DEVICE
A Soviet KGB spy night vision device for working in
darkened hotel rooms. Includes wall mount
attachment bracket and original users manual.
15 by 15 by 6 1/4 inches

$800-1,200

236

SOVIET KGB SPY ZURNALIST-F
CAMERA
A Soviet KGB spy “Zurnalist-F” camera for use with
various optical devices such as binoculars and night
vision scopes. Includes four additional ﬁlm canisters,
tools, and original instruction manual with vintage
photographs.
12 3/8 by 6 3/4 by 5 1/4 inches

$500-700
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237

SOVIET BN-2 NIGHT VISION SCOPE WITH CAMERA
A Soviet “BN-2” night vision scope and a Zenith 122 camera.
10 1/2 by 6 3/4 by 3 3/4 inches

$600-800

238

SOVIET KGB SPY NIGHT VISION
BINOCULARS
A pair of Soviet KGB Spy night vision binoculars, housed in a
metal box with backpack straps. Includes original instruction
manual.
12 1/4 by 7 1/2 by 10 inches

$300-500
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239

SOVIET PN-1 NIGHT VISION SCOPE
A Soviet “PN-1” night vision scope with laser site.
9 1/2 by 7 1/4 by 2 1/2 inches

$300-500

240

RUSSIAN CYCLOP-1G NIGHT
VISION SCOPE
A Russian Cyclop-1G Model night vision scope.
9 1/4 by 3 3/8 by 2 1/8 inches

$600-800

241

SOVIET KGB SPY VORON-2 NIGHT VISION
SCOPE
A Soviet KGB spy Voron-2 night vision scope. Accompanied by
mountable hand grip.
15 by 6 3/4 by 2 1/2 inches

$300-500
125

242

RUSSIAN SPY BELT WITH HIDDEN MICROPHONE “BUG”
A belt with a hidden built-in microphone listening device “Bug” produced in 2010 by Security
Equipment Technology (CET-1) for use by law enforcement agencies in Russia.
53 inches

$500-700

243

RUSSIAN FSB SPY WALLET WITH
HIDDEN MICROPHONE “BUG”
A Russian FSB spy Justo Creazione brand wallet
containing a hidden microphone. Includes
instruction manuals and original box.
4 1/2 by 3 1/2 by 1 inch

$500-700
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244

SOVIET KGB SPY BALLPOINT PEN WITH HIDDEN
MICROPHONE “BUG”
A Soviet KGB spy ballpoint pen containing a hidden microphone “bug.”
Length: 5 1/8 inches

$300-500

245

SOVIET KGB SPY BALLPOINT PEN
WITH HIDDEN MICROPHONE
“BUG”
A Soviet KGB spy ballpoint pen containing a hidden
microphone “bug.”
Length: 5 1/4 inches

$300-500

246

SOVIET KGB SPY HIDDEN
MICROPHONE “BUG”
A Soviet KGB spy hidden microphone listening
device “bug” reportedly used during an operation
where it was hidden beneath a priest’s cassock to
record the confession of a Russian citizen who was
a double agent.
2 5/8 by 2 1/8 by 1/2 inch

$500-700
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247

SOVIET KGB SPY ASHTRAY WITH
HIDDEN MICROPHONE “BUG”
A Soviet KGB spy microphone listening device
“bug” concealed inside of an ashtray.
4 3/4 by 4 3/4 by 2 1/8 inches

$800-1,200

248

SOVIET KGB SPY PLAQUE REPRO WITH
HIDDEN MICROPHONE “BUG”
A wooden reproduction of the carved American Great Seal
plaque which was gifted to the American ambassador to
Russia in 1945 by the Soviet Boy Scouts, and which contained
a hidden microphone listening device or “bug.” The discovery
was kept secret for years by the US until tensions between the
two superpowers exploded in the media after an American U2
spy plane was shot down over Russia in 1960. As a rebuttal to
Russian claims that the US was spying on them the plaque and
it’s hidden microphone (aka The Thing) was revealed during
corresponding court proceedings. The original plaque and its
history has been featured numerous times in various
documentaries.
Diameter: 21 inches

$3,000-5,000
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249

SOVIET KGB AMBASSADOR SPY
RECEIVER
A simulation of the type of receiver used by the
Soviet KGB to listen to the hidden microphone
inside the US Ambassador’s ofﬁce.
16 by 10 1/4 by 5 1/2 inches

$400-600

250

SOVIET KGB SPY DINNER PLATE WITH HIDDEN
MICROPHONE “BUG”
A Soviet KGB spy meal plate containing a hidden microphone, demonstrating
how “bugs” can be concealed in ordinary objects. Includes a matching bowl
without microphone.
Plate: 9 1/4 inches (diameter)

$500-700
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251

RUSSIAN FSB SPY JOIST WITH HIDDEN
MICROPHONE “BUG”
A Russian FSB spy wooden joist section containing a hidden
microphone, a demonstration example of how listening devices
or “Bugs” could be hidden inside furniture and walls.
10 3/4 by 5 1/4 by 3 inches

$400-600

252

RUSSIAN FSB SPY BEAM WITH
HIDDEN MICROPHONE “BUG”
A Russian FSB spy wooden beam section containing
a hidden microphone, a demonstration example of
how listening devices or “Bugs” could be hidden
inside furniture and walls.
8 5/8 by 1 3/4 by 1 inches

$400-600

253

RUSSIAN FSB SPY WALL PANEL WITH
HIDDEN MICROPHONE “BUG”
A Russian FSB spy wall panel ﬁtted with a hidden microphone “bug”
demonstrating how listening devices could be concealed in
everyday objects.
10 1/4 by 8 1/4 by 1 1/4 inches

$400-600
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254

SOVIET KGB SPY DIRECTIONAL
MICROPHONE
An American made long-distance directional
microphone with parabola used by Soviet KGB
agents. Includes original carry case.
21 1/4 by 20 1/4 by 8 1/2 inches

$500-700

255

RUSSIAN FSB SPY LONG RANGE
SHOTGUN MICROPHONE AND
AMPLIFIER
A Russian FSB spy long range shotgun microphone
with ampliﬁer and headphones.
Microphone Length: 18 1/2 inches

$600-800

256

RUSSIAN FSB SPY MICROPHONE
PANEL
A Russian FSB spy microphone panel which could
record all angles of a conversations in a room.
15 3/4 by 12 3/4 inches

$600-800
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257

SOVIET KGB SPY “BUG”
SURVEILLANCE KIT
A Soviet KGB spy briefcase surveillance kit with
numerous espionage listening devices “bugs” and
equipment.
17 3/4 by 13 1/2 by 4 inches

$1,000-2,000

258

SOVIET KGB SPY “BUG”
SURVEILLANCE KIT
A Soviet KGB spy briefcase surveillance kit with
numerous espionage listening devices “bugs” and
equipment.
18 3/4 by 14 by 4 1/4 inches

$1,000-2,000
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259

SOVIET KGB SPY HIDDEN
MICROPHONE “BUG”
One of the ﬁrst transistorized stationary microphone
listening devices or “bugs” with an adjustable
frequency, circa 1964. This model was often
installed in hotel rooms for eavesdropping on
important conversations. Serial No. 646255
3 1/2 by 1 by 3/8 inches

$500-700

260

SOVIET KGB SPY REMOTE
CONTROL HIDDEN MICROPHONE
“BUG”
A Soviet KGB spy hidden listening device “bug” that
was remotely operated so as to prevent easy
detection.
3 by 5 3/4 by 1 inches (overall)

$300-500

261

SOVIET KGB SPY HIDDEN
MICROPHONES “BUGS”
Four Soviet KGB spy hidden microphone “bugs”
designed to send out an additional high frequency
signal to block enemy agents from detecting their
location or listening in.
8 3/4 by 3/4 by 1/4 inches (largest)

$500-700
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262

SOVIET KGB SPY HIDDEN
MICROPHONES “BUGS”
Two larger Soviet KGB spy hidden microphone
listening devices or “bugs.”
3 1/2 by 5 by 1 inches (overall)

$400-600

263

RUSSIAN FSB SPY HIDDEN
MICROPHONES “BUGS”
Six box-shaped Russian FSB spy hidden
microphone listening devices or “bugs.”
4 by 4 by 2 inches (overall)

$500-700

264

SOVIET KGB SPY HIDDEN
MICROPHONES “BUGS”
Eight tube-shaped Soviet KGB spy hidden
microphone listening devices or “bugs.”
5 by 5 by 2 inches (overall)

$600-800
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265

SOVIET KGB SPY HIDDEN
MICROPHONES “BUGS”
Nine homemade Soviet KGB spy hidden
microphone listening devices or “bugs.”
6 by 6 by 2 inches (overall)

$800-1,200

266

SOVIET FSB SPY HIDDEN
MICROPHONES “BUGS”
Two Soviet FSB spy hidden microphones “bugs”
disguised as pens, and one Radio Shack brand
miniature microphone.
6 by 4 by 4 inches (overall)

$300-500

267

SOVIET KGB SPY HIDDEN
MICROPHONES “BUGS”
Four Soviet KGB spy hidden microphone devices or
“bugs.”
9 1/4 by 4 by 2 inches (overall)

$400-600
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268

SOVIET KGB SPY HIDDEN
MICROPHONE “BUG” POWER
SUPPLY
A Soviet KGB spy hidden microphone “bug” power
supply.
5 1/2 by 3 1/4 by 1 1/4 inches

$300-500

269

RUSSIAN FSB SPY HIDDEN
MICROPHONE “BUG” REMOTE
CONTROL
A Russian FSB spy hidden microphone “bug”
remote control and receiver. Includes original
instruction sheets.
6 by 2 1/2 by 1 inches

$300-500

270

SOVIET KGB SPY RADIO
SCANNING AND RECORDING KIT
A Soviet KGB spy radio and hidden microphone
“bug” scanning and recording kit, housed in a
briefcase.
5 1/4 by 18 1/4 by 12 3/4 inches

$3,000-5,000
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271

RUSSIAN FSB SPY HIDDEN
MICROPHONE “BUG” RECEIVER
A Russian FSB hidden microphone “bug” signal
receiver.
6 3/4 by 2 3/4 by 1 inches

$400-600

272

SOVIET MULTI-CHANNEL
RECEIVER
A Soviet multi-channel receiver. Includes original
manual from Security Equipment Technology.
5 1/8 by 2 3/4 by 3/4 inches

$300-500

273

SOVIET KGB SPY RADIO SIGNAL
RECEIVER
A Soviet KGB spy radio signal receiver with
headphones, adjustable antenna array, and
additional cables and accessories, designed for
monitoring hidden microphone “bugs,” housed in a
briefcase.
13 3/4 by 17 1/2 by 4 1/2 inches (overall)

$1,000-2,000
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274

SOVIET KGB SPY AUDIO RECEIVER
A Soviet KGB spy receiver for processing incoming
audio from hidden microphones and telephone
conversations.
15 by 4 by 10 inches

$500-700

275

SOVIET KGB SPY MINIATURE
RADIO RECEIVER
A Soviet KGB spy PR-53A miniature radio receiver.
8 1/4 by 5 by 3 1/4 inches

$800-1,200

276

SOVIET KGB SPY MINIATURE
HEADPHONE
A Soviet KGB spy miniature speaker receiver that could be
discreetly inserted into an agent’s ear, together with a
transmitter device which would be worn safety-pinned
under a coat.
7 1/2 by 3 1/2 inches (largest)

$500-700
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277

SOVIET KGB SPY AUTOMOBILE RADIO RECEIVER
A Soviet KGB spy radio receiver used in automobiles.
11 by 7 1/2 by 11 1/4 inches

$500-700

278

SOVIET KGB SPY M-592 HIDDEN
MICROPHONE “BUG” DETECTOR
A Soviet KGB spy M-592 hidden microphone “bug” detector. Includes
original box.
7 1/2 by 2 3/4 by 2 1/4 inches

$600-800

279

SOVIET KGB SPY HIDDEN MICROPHONE “BUG” DETECTOR
A Soviet KGB spy device used for detecting hidden microphones “Bugs” and illegal radio
transmissions.
15 by 4 3/4 by 6 1/2 inches

$500-700
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280

RUSSIAN FSB SPY HIDDEN MICROPHONE “BUG” DETECTOR
A Russian FSB spy D006 model hidden microphone “bug” detector.
5 1/2 by 2 3/4 by 3/4 inches

$400-600

281

RUSSIAN FSB SPY HIDDEN
MICROPHONE “BUG” DETECTOR
A Russian FSB spy Setus-L3 model hidden
microphone “bug” detector.
10 by 3 by 3 inches

$500-700

282

SOVIET GRU SPY STEEL WIRE
RECORDER
A rare steel wire recorder believed to have been
produced and used by the Soviet GRU spy agency.
The portable recorder uses a removable cartridge
with a built-in reel of magnetic steel wire on which
to record conversations. All of the labeling on the
device was hand engraved. Includes an external
transformer power supply.
8 1/2 by 8 1/2 by 2 1/4 inches (overall)

$600-800
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283

SOVIET KGB SPY MINIATURE
STEEL WIRE RECORDER
A Soviet KGB spy miniature steel wire recorder.
5 3/4 by 3 by 1 1/4 inches

$500-700

284

GERMAN MINIFON P55 MINIATURE STEEL WIRE
RECORDER AND SPY WRISTWATCH WITH
HIDDEN MICROPHONE
A German Minifon P55 miniature steel wire recorder and an
accompanying wristwatch containing a hidden microphone. Includes case
and additional microphones.
13 3/4 by 11 by 2 3/4 inches (overall)

$1,000-2,000

285

GERMAN MINIFON P55 MINIATURE STEEL
WIRE RECORDER AND SPY WRISTWATCH
WITH HIDDEN MICROPHONE
A German Minifon P55 miniature steel wire recorder and an
accompanying wristwatch containing a hidden microphone. Includes
original carrying case and additional microphone.
7 1/2 by 3 1/2 by 4 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000
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286

SOVIET KGB SPY JAGUAR STEEL
WIRE RECORDER
A Soviet KGB spy Jaguar model steel wire recorder.
Includes a microphone attached to a long wire and
an extra wire reel cartridge. Serial Number: 773778
5 by 4 by 1 1/4 inches

$2,000-3,000

287

SOVIET KGB YACHT-1M
MINIATURE REEL-TO-REEL TAPE
RECORDER
A Soviet KGB spy “Yacht-1M” miniature reel-to-reel
tape recorder, with numerous accessories and
original book of design schematics. Housed in a
briefcase.
Recorder: 5 3/4 by 4 1/4 by 1 1/4 inches

$2,000-3,000
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288

SOVIET KGB SPY COLONEL GENERAL ALEKSEY INAURI STEEL WIRE RECORDER
A miniature steel wire recorder reportedly used by Colonel General Aleksey Nikolayevich Inauri, Chairman of the
Georgian KGB. Includes four wire reels.
10 1/2 by 6 1/4 by 2 1/4 inches

$3,000-5,000

289

SOVIET KGB MEZON STEEL WIRE RECORDER
A Soviet KGB spy Mezon steel wire recorder. This was the ﬁrst KGB wire
recorder of this type and the most trusted due to its reliability. Housed in
two separate boxes. Includes additional accessories and original
instruction manual dated 1977.
9 1/4 by 6 1/4 by 4 1/2 inches (overall)

$1,000-2,000
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290

SOVIET GRU SPY 1F01 STEEL WIRE
RECORDER
A Soviet GRU spy 1F01 steel wire recorder.
5 3/4 by 3 1/4 by 3 3/4 inches

$500-700

291

SOVIET KGB SPY MH-61/MN-61
STEEL WIRE RECORDER
A Soviet KGB spy “MH-61/MN-61” steel wire
recorder manufacture in Vilnius, Lithuania.
12 1/4 by 8 1/4 by 9 1/4 inches

$500-700

292

SOVIEYT KGB SPY MIZ-10 STEEL
WIRE RECORDER
A Soviet KGB spy “MIZ-10” steel wire recorder.
10 by 12 by 6 3/4 inches

$500-700
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293

SOVIET KGB SPY STEEL WIRE RECORDER FOR
AUTOMOBILES
A Soviet KGB spy steel wire recorder designed for use in moving
vehicles.
7 by 6 3/4 by 6 1/4 inches

$500-700

294

SOVIET KGB SPY P-504N STEEL
WIRE RECORDER FOR VEHICLES
A Soviet KGB spy “P-504N” steel wire recorder
designed for use in moving vehicles.
7 by 9 1/4 by 12 1/4 inches

$500-700

295

SOVIET KGB SPY MOSHKA STEEL
WIRE RECORDER CASSETTE
A Soviet KGB spy “Moshka” steel sire recorder
cassette.
3 1/4 by 1 3/4 by 3/4 inches

$200-300
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296

SOVIET ELEKTRON 52D
MINIATURE REEL-TO-REEL TAPE
RECORDER
A Soviet “Elektron 52D” miniature reel-to-reel tape
recorder. This type of recorder was often used by
KGB spies and was also featured in the classic
espionage series Seventeen Moments of Spring
(Gosteleradio, 1973).
6 1/4 by 2 3/4 by 1 3/4 inches

$400-600

297

SOVIET KGB SPY BUK REEL-TOREEL TAPE RECORDER
A Soviet KGB spy “BUK” reel-to-reel tape recorder.
10 3/4 by 8 3/4 by 3 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000

298

SOVIET REPORTER-5 REEL-TO-REEL
TAPE RECORDER
A Soviet “Reporter-5” reel-to-reel tape recorder, with
microphone.
9 3/4 by 9 1/4 by 3 1/4 inches

$300-500
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299

SOVIET ELFA M-64 REEL-TO-REEL
TAPE RECORDER
A Soviet “ELFA M-64” model reel-to-reel tape
recorder of the type often used by the KGB.
18 1/4 by 12 1/2 by 6 inches

$300-500

300

SOVIET KGB SPY P-180MD REELTO-REEL TAPE RECORDER
A Soviet KGB spy “P-180MD” reel-to-reel tape
recorder. Includes operation manual. Housed in a
metal carry case with additional equipment.
14 3/4 by 13 1/4 by 6 1/2 inches

$300-500

301

SOVIET KGB SPY DOUBLE REEL-TO-REEL
TAPE RECORDER
A Soviet KGB spy reel-to-reel tape recorder manufactured in
Georgia which allows simultaneous recording from four
separate microphones and grants the ability to record without
stopping to change tapes. Housed in a briefcase. Includes
microphone.
17 1/2 by 11 1/4 by 5 3/4 inches

$1,000-2,000
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302

SOVIET KGB SPY TAPE RECORDER WITH HIDDEN RADIO RECEIVER
A Soviet KGB spy tape recorder with built-in radio receiver for capturing and recording radio signals from a
hidden microphone “bug.”
12 by 3 1/2 by 5 1/2 inches

$600-800

303

SOVIET KGB SPY MOTYLIOK
CASSETTE TAPE RECORDER
A Soviet KGB spy “Motyliok” cassette tape recorder.
9 3/4 by 6 1/2 by 2 3/4 inches

$1,000-2,000

304

SOVIET KGB SPY SPECIAL
SERVICES OMEGA CASSETTE TAPE
RECORDER
A Soviet KGB spy Special Services “Omega”
cassette tape recorder, with original case.
11 1/4 by 7 by 4 inches

$500-700
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305

SOVIET KGB SPY MONA 3
CASSETTE TAPE RECORDER
A Soviet KGB spy “Mona-3” cassette tape recorder
with various microphones. Also includes
headphones, earpiece, foot pedal, power supply,
three cassette tapes, and original instruction manual
and various additional accessories. Housed in three
separate cases.
14 3/4 by 13 1/2 by 6 3/4 inches

$200-300

306

SOVIET VM-85K MILITARY
CASSETTE TAPE RECORDER
A vintage Soviet “VM-85K” military cassette tape
recorder with original manuals.
9 by 5 3/4 by 2 3/4 inches

$300-500

307

SOVIET KGB SPY MICRO
CASSETTE RECORDER
An Olympus brand pearl L400 Model Micro cassette
tape recorder of the type used by KGB agents.
2 3/4 by 2 by 3/4 inches

$100-200
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308

RUSSIAN FSB SPY DIGITAL RECORDER HARD DRIVE
A Russian FSB digital recorder hard drive used for recording hidden microphone
listening devices or “bugs.”
8 by 5 3/4 by 3 inches

$200-300

309

RUSSIAN FSB SPY HACK-PROOF COMPUTER
CIRCUIT BOARD
A Russian FSB computer circuit board designed to prevent hackers.
9 3/4 by 4 3/4 by 1/2 inches

$200-300

310

RUSSIAN FSB SPY HACK-PROOF COMPUTER CIRCUIT
BOARD
A Russian FSB computer circuit board designed to prevent hackers.
4 3/4 by 5 1/4 by 3/4 inch

$200-300
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311

RUSSIAN FSB SPY COMPUTER MEMORY CARD
A Russian FSB computer memory card, bearing a “checked by FSB” hologram sticker.
5 1/4 by 1 1/4 inches

$200-300

312

NAZI GERMAN WWII TELEPHONE WIRE TAP DEVICE
A rare German Nazi military phone tapping ampliﬁer Drahtlauschempfanger Klein
(Wire Eavesdropper Small) with matching battery pack and headphones. The device
(one of only a few known to exist) was designed in such a way that the usual clicking
and popping sounds, indicative of an eavesdropper, could not be heard.
6 3/4 by 7 1/2 by 2 inches

$2,000-4,000

313

SOVIET KGB SPY RADIO RECEIVER
A Soviet KGB radio receiver used for eavesdropping
on telephone conversations when used with a
Vichegda transmitter. Includes a set of headphones.
8 by 10 by 4 inches (overall)

$300-500
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314

SOVIET KGB SPY TELEPHONE
NUMBER DETECTION DEVICE
A Soviet KGB spy telephone number detection
device.
13 1/2 by 8 3/4 by 3 inches

$300-500

315

SOVIET KGB SPY DIKTOR
TELEPHONE RECORDING DEVICE
A Soviet KGB Diktor 201-3 model device designed
for recording telephone conversations.
5 1/2 by 6 1/4 by 2 3/4 inches

$300-500

316

RUSSIAN FSB SPY TELEPHONE
TAPPING DEVICES
Two Russian FSB telephone tapping devices used to
eavesdrop on phone conversations.
7 1/2 by 6 1/2 by 2 1/2 inches (overall)

$200-300
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317

SOVIET KGB SPY TELEPHONE
WIRE TAP BLOCKING DEVICE
A Soviet KGB spy device installed in
telephones in order to block wire tapping.
2 by 1/2 by 1/4 inches

$200-300

318

SOVIET KGB SPY TELEPHONE
WIRE TAP BLOCKING DEVICE
A Soviet KGB spy device installed in telephones in
order to block wire tapping.
2 1/4 by 2 by 3/4 inches

$200-300

319

SOVIET KGB SPY TELEPHONE “BUG”
DESTRUCTION DEVICE
A Soviet KGB spy KC-1303 machine designed to destroy any listening
devices attached to a telephone phone line by producing a large
power surge. Includes original instruction manual and additional
cables.
8 1/2 by 6 3/4 by 3 3/4 inches

$400-600

320

SOVIET KGB SPY SUCTION CUP
MICROPHONE
A Soviet KGB spy microphone ﬁtted with a suction
cup allowing it to be attached to a telephone
handset.
1 3/4 by 1 1/4 by 1 1/4 inches

$100-200
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321

SOVIET VINTAGE TELEPHONE
SWITCHBOARD
A vintage 1928 postal telephone switchboard
manufactured in Tallinn, Estonia. Serial Number: 146
28 by 23 1/2 by 60 1/4 inches

$2,000-4,000
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322

SOVIET POWER ROUTING
SWITCHBOARD
A vintage Soviet power routing switchboard
device.
17 1/8 by 15 1/2 by 9 inches

$300-500

323

SOVIET KGB PAYPHONE AND BOX
PHONE
A Soviet payphone and box phone of the type used
by KGB agents for communication.
13 1/2 by 10 by 5 1/4 inches (largest)

$400-600

324

SOVIET KGB OFFICIAL
TELEPHONES
A group of two ofﬁcial Soviet KGB telephones.
Approx. 8 1/2 by 5 1/4 by 5 3/4 inches (each)

$400-600
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325

SOVIET KGB OFFICIAL
TELEPHONES
A group of three ofﬁcial Soviet KGB telephones.
Approx. 9 by 5 1/2 by 7 1/2 inches (each)

$500-700

326

SOVIET KGB OFFICIAL TELEPHONES
A group of three ofﬁcial Soviet KGB telephones. Includes one user manual.
Approx: 9 1/4 by 5 1/2 by 8 inches (each)

$500-700

327

SOVIET KGB OFFICIAL
TELEPHONES
A group of three ofﬁcial Soviet KGB telephones.
Approx: 8 1/4 by 7 by 4 1/2 inches (each)

$500-700
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328

SOVIET KGB OFFICIAL
TELEPHONES
A group of three ofﬁcial Soviet KGB telephones.
7 1/2 by 9 by 4 1/2 inches (each)

$500-700

329

SOVIET PORTABLE TELEPHONES
Two Soviet portable telephones, one “Granit” and
one “Lion” model.
10 1/2 by 9 1/2 by 6 inches (overall)

$600-800

330

SOVIET AUTOMOBILE
TELEPHONES
Two Soviet automobile telephones used for
communication between drivers and guards in
detainee transport vehicles. Includes original
instruction manual.
8 by 5 3/4 by 7 1/4 inches (overall)

$400-600
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331

SOVIET PORTABLE TELEPHONES
A set of two portable Soviet telephones.
9 1/2 by 6 3/4 by 4 inches (overall)

$400-600

332

SOVIET OFFICIAL KD-6 DESK
TELEPHONE
A vintage Soviet KD-6 ofﬁcial desk phone afﬁxed
with a metal plaque reading “Attention! Maintaining
Secret Negotiations Is Forbidden.”
12 1/2 by 5 1/2 by 7 3/4 inches

$500-700

333

SOVIET VERTUSHKA TELEPHONES
Two Soviet dial-less “Vertushka” telephones used to connect high ranking
ofﬁcials to their leaders at the Kremlin. Together with two transfer boxes for
connecting callers, both bearing plaques which read “Attention!
Maintaining Secret Negotiations Is Forbidden.”
30 by 8 1/2 by 6 1/4 inches (overall)

$600-800
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334

SOVIET VINTAGE TELEPHONES
Three vintage Soviet telephones.
11 1/4 by 8 1/2 by 10 inches (largest)

$500-700

335

SOVIET KGB SPY ALARM
TRANSMITTER
A Soviet KGB spy “Red Button” transmitter used to
alert an agent’s superiors that they are in danger or
that the mission has been compromised.
7 by 2 3/4 by 3/4 inches

$300-500

336

SOVIET KGB SPY STAFF ALERT DEVICE
A Soviet KGB spy device which alerted staff members to report to
headquarters immediately.
8 by 2 3/4 by 3 1/2 inches

$300-500
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337

SOVIET ANTIQUE TELEGRAPH MACHINE
An antique Soviet telegraph machine, together with an antique
German, W. Gurlt model Voltometer. Serial Number: 17271
13 1/4 by 10 by 9 inches

$600-800

338

SOVIET ANTIQUE TELEGRAPH MACHINE
An antique Soviet telegraph machine, with manual from 1925.
13 1/4 by 10 1/4 by 8 1/2 inches

$600-800

339

SOVIET RAILROAD TELEGRAPH
DEMONSTRATION MODEL
A Soviet railroad telegraph line demonstration model, with
electrical control box.
16 1/2 by 14 1/2 by 12 inches

$600-800
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340

GERMAN MORSE CODE TRANSMITTER WITH HEADPHONES
A vintage German Morse code transmitter with headphones.
6 1/4 by 3 3/4 by 1 3/4 inches

$300-500

341

VINTAGE MORSE CODE KEYS
Three vintage Morse code keys, including one
manufactured by Ediswan.
6 1/2 by 11 by 2 3/4 inches (overall)

$300-500

342

SOVIET VINTAGE MORSE CODE KEYS
A group of ﬁve vintage Soviet and one vintage American
Morse code keys.
10 1/2 by 10 by 4 inches (overall)

$200-300
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343

SOVIET KGB SPY FIALKA CIPHER CODE MACHINE
An original Soviet KGB Fialka (M-125-3M) or “Violet” cipher machine used during the Cold
War to code and decode secret messages. Accompanied by an updated research manual.
13 1/2 by 11 by 8 1/4 inches

$8,000-12,000
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344

SOVIET KGB TELEPHONE CODE
CYPHER MACHINE
A Soviet KGB cypher machine which decodes
messages relayed through telephone lines.
11 1/2 by 11 1/4 by 9 inches

$1,000-2,000

345

SOVIET GRU SPY LIGHT SIGNALING DEVICE
A Soviet GRU spy light signaling device for sending messages at night,
with special ﬂashlight and ﬁve mococulars for viewing distant return
signals. Includes original case and extra light bulbs.
6 1/8 by 7 1/8 by 9 7/8 inches

$300-500
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346

SOVIET KGB SPY RADIO TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER
A Soviet KGB spy radio transmitter and receiver, with headphones and external speaker attachment.
Housed in wooden box.
12 7/8 by 9 1/4 by 7 3/4 inches (overall)

$1,000-2,000

347

SOVIET GRU SPY R-397 RADIO
TRANSMITTER
A Soviet GRU spy Okolsh R-397 shortwave radio transmitter.
7 3/4 by 4 3/4 by 2 1/4 inches

$1,000-2,000
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348

SOVIET GRU TRANSMITTER
A Soviet GRU transmitter used for ﬁnding hidden or
lost cargo.
11 by 6 1/2 by 4 1/2 inches

$500-700

349

SOVIET KGB SPY MINIATURE SHORTWAVE
RECEIVER
A Soviet KGB spy miniatrure short-wave radio receiver.
4 3/4 by 4 3/4 by 2 1/2 inches

$500-700

350

SOVIET MILITARY LISTENING DEVICE
A Soviet military radio receiver. Serial Number: 0359440568
7 1/2 by 4 by 1 1/2 inches

$500-700
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351

SOVIET KGB SPY COVERT TWOWAY VHF KAMA RADIO
A Soviet KGB spy Kama model covert VHF radio.
Includes body harness and additional accessories
from various other models.
5 1/2 by 5 3/4 by 1 inches

$2,000-3,000

352

SOVIET KGB SPY COVERT TWOWAY VHF RADIO
A Soviet KGB spy covert VHF radio. Includes body
harness.
7 by 4 3/4 by 3/4 inch

$600-800

353

SOVIET KGB SPY COVERT TWOWAY VHF CHAIKA RADIO
A Soviet KGB spy Chaika model covert VHF radio.
Includes body harness.
6 3/4 by 4 1/2 by 1 1/4 inches

$600-800
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354

SOVIET KGB SPY COVERT TWOWAY VHF RADIO
A Soviet KGB spy covert VHF radio. Includes body
harness.
12 3/4 by 2 1/2 by 3/4 inches

$600-800

355

SOVIET KGB SPY COVERT TWOWAY VHF ALICHA RADIO
A Soviet KGB spy “Alicha” covert VHF radio.
4 3/4 by 6 by 1 1/4 inches

$1,000-2,000

356

SOVIET KGB SPY COVERT TWOWAY VHF ATAKA RADIO
A Soviet KGB spy “Ataka” covert VHF radio.
7 by 6 by 3/4 inches

$600-800
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357

SOVIET KGB SPY COVERT TWO-WAY VHF
KAIRA RADIO
A Soviet KGB spy “Kaira” covert VHF radio.
6 3/4 by 4 1/2 by 1 inches

$600-800

358

SOVIET KGB SPY ROZA-MT LOCATION
TRANSMITTERS AND TRACKING
RECEIVER
A Box of ﬁve Soviet KGB spy Roza-MT location transmitters
and a tracking receiver designed for use in locating hidden
supplies or captured operatives. Includes original instruction
manual and paperwork.
14 by 11 1/2 by 12 3/4 inches (overall)

$1,000-2,000

359

SOVIET KGB SPY RADIO
A Soviet KGB spy radio transmitter and receiver with headphone, used by
the border service. Includes original canvas carry bag.
8 3/4 by 5 1/2 by 2 1/4 inches

$800-1,200
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360

SOVIET KGB SPY DEVICE FOR
RADIO SIGNAL DETECTORS
Two Soviet KGB radio signal detectors for location
purposes.
5 3/4 by 5 3/4 by 1 3/4 inches

$600-800

361

SOVIET MILITARY INTELLIGENCE RADIO
A Soviet military intelligence radio transmitter and receiver, housed in original
metal carry case.
10 by 11 by 6 1/4 inches

$800-1,200

362

SOVIET GRU SPY RADIO
TRANSMITTER
A Soviet GRU spy Bagulnik R-143 radio transmitter
with military-style canvas backpack carry bag.
15 1/2 by 5 1/2 by 14 inches

$1,000-2,000
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363

SOVIET KGB SPY HAND-CRANKED ELECTRICAL GENERATOR
A Soviet KGB spy hand-operated electrical generator used to power radio transmitters.
Includes original military style carry case.
6 3/4 by 5 by 3 1/2 inches

$300-500

364

SOVIET GRU SPY RADIO
A Soviet Bumblebee R-354 radio set, housed in a heavy-duty
protective metal carry case.
13 by 7 3/4 by 3 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000
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365

SOVIET KGB SPY COMMUNICATION
LINES DETECTOR
A Soviet KGB spy device used for locating
underground enemy communication lines so they
can be cut. Housed in a military style canvas carry
bag, with headphones.
7 3/4 by 6 1/4 by 5 inches

$800-1,200

366

SOVIET KGB SPY PROTON R-353 RADIO
A Soviet KGB spy “Proton R-353” radio set. Includes additional
accessories, housed in a heavy-duty protective metal carry case.
16 by 11 by 5 inches

$2,000-3,000
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367

SOVIET KGB SPY OWL RADIO
INTERCEPT RECEIVER
A Soviet KGB spy Sova brand “OWL” radio intercept
receiver. Worn beneath an agents clothing and
curved to better ﬁt the human body, this device was
used to locate illegal radio transmissions. Includes
numerous additional accessories.
9 by 4 3/4 inches

$1,000-2,000

368

SOVIET KGB SPY FILIN RADIO
INTERCEPT RECEIVER
A Soviet KGB spy “Filin” radio intercept receiver.
Worn beneath an agents clothing and curved to
better ﬁt the human body, this device was used to
locate illegal radio transmissions. Includes body
harness and ear-piece.
8 1/2 by 6 1/2 by 2 inches

$2,000-3,000

369

SOVIET KGB SPY RADIO
INTERCEPT RECEIVER
A Soviet KGB spy radio intercept receiver. Includes
earpiece and original instruction manual and
equipment check list with service schedule.
14 by 9 by 5 3/4 inches

$600-800
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370

SOVIET KGB AND GRU SPY RION RADIO
A Soviet KGB and GRU spy “Rion” radio transmitter and receiver,
housed in two leather suitcases. Includes separate transformers
and original instruction manual with vintage photographs.
20 1/2 by 13 1/4 by 6 1/2 inches

$4,000-6,000

371

SOVIET NKVD, NKGB AND MGB
BELKA RADIO
A Soviet “Belka” NKVD, NKGB and MGB radio
transmitter and receiver, circa 1941. Includes
bundles of wire with miniature ceramic insulators
and original headphones.
19 by 11 1/4 by 7 inches

$5,000-7,000
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372

SOVIET MILITARY RTU-1
SHORTWAVE RADIO
A Soviet military “RTU-1” portable shortwave radio
transmitter and receiver, with straps for carrying as a
backpack.
16 1/4 by 13 1/4 by 9 1/4 inches

$1,000-2,000

373

SOVIET 55TM CODE DEFENSE
UNIT
A Soviet “55TM” code defense unit. Housed in two
metal boxes. Includes a sealable container with
security code punch cards.
9 by 13 by 12 1/2 inches (overall)

$3,000-4,000
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374

SOVIET STRIZH SPY RADIO
A Soviet “Strizh” spy radio transmitter and receiver,
with headphones and power supply. Housed in a
metal box ﬁtted with backpack straps.
14 1/2 by 10 1/2 by 6 inches

$2,000-4,000

375

SOVIET RADIO TARGET FINDER
A Soviet radio target ﬁnder. Includes original
instruction manual.
10 1/4 by 11 1/2 by 4 1/2 inches

$600-800
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376

SOVIET NKVD SPY RADIO WAVE SCANNER
A Soviet NKVD spy radio wave scanner for seeking out and
locating illegal radio transmissions.
10 1/4 by 8 by 4 1/4 inches

$800-1,200

377

SOVIET KGB SPY HIDING HUMAN HEARTBEAT
DETECTION DEVICE
A device called “Lavanda-M” designed to identify if people were hiding in
vehicles. Used by the KGB at checkpoints and border crossings, the device
could detect the types of vibrations and micro movements produced by the
human heartbeat as well as breathing. Accompanied by the original logbook
documenting when the device was used.
15 by 9 by 4 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000
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378

SOVIET KGB SPY DOSIMETER
RADIATION TRACKING DEVICE
A Soviet KGB spy dosimeter, radiation tracking
device, used by contaminating item to be tracked
with a nuclear signature which can then be tracked
using this device. Includes original users manual
and nuclear radiation container.
8 3/4 by 4 by 1 1/4 inches

$600-800

379

SOVIET KGB SPY SEAL DUPLICATION KIT
A Soviet KGB spy ofﬁcial seal duplication kit with an electric
forge, two crucibles, and various other instruments allowing
agents to recreate ofﬁcial seals for use in gaining access to
otherwise restricted areas. Housed in a briefcase.
18 3/4 by 14 1/2 by 3 3/4 inches

$1,000-2,000

380

SOVIET KGB SPY ULTRA-VIOLET AND
INFRA-RED DOCUMENT INSPECTION
DEVICE
A Soviet KGB spy UV and infra-red light device used for
inspecting documents for forgery and tampering as well as
recovering information from burned or charred texts or texts
that have been crossed out or altered. Includes original
instruction manual, dated 1965, and carry case.
7 3/4 by 6 by 5 inches

$300-500
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381

SOVIET KULON-N ULTRA-VIOLET
DOCUMENT INSPECTION LIGHT
A Soviet “Kulon-N” ultra-violet light used for
detecting ofﬁcial marks on documents.
6 3/4 by 3 1/8 by 1 3/4 inches

$300-500

382

RUSSIAN FSB SPY KVADRAT
ULTRA-VIOLET DOCUMENT
INSPECTION LIGHT
A Russian FSB spy “Kvadrat” ultra-violet light used
for detecting forgeries and altered documents.
7 by 3 1/4 by 3 1/4 inches

$300-500

383

SOVIET KGB SPY SECRET LETTER
REMOVER
A Soviet KGB spy device used to remove letters
from envelopes without opening the envelope.
Length: 15 1/4 inches

$500-700
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384

SOVIET KGB MAGNIFYING GLASS
A Soviet KGB magnifying glass with built-in light. Serial number: N18313
9 by 4 1/2 by 1 1/2 inches

$100-200

385

SOVIET CRIMINALIST
EXAMINATION KIT
A Soviet criminalist examination kit
housed in a briefcase, with numerous
tools and devices for studying a crime
scene including: measuring tape, chalk,
magnifying glass, thermometers, and
ﬂashlight.
5 1/4 by 18 1/4 by 12 3/4 inches

$500-700

386

SOVIET KGB SPY LOCK PICKING TOOLS
A collection of Soviet KGB spy lock picking tools.
12 1/4 by 9 1/2 by 3 1/4 inches

$400-600
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387

RUSSIAN FSB SPY AUTOMOTIVE
LOCK PICKING TOOLS
A collection of Russian FSB spy lock picking tools
designed for use in entering vehicles.
9 by 5 by 6 inches (overall)

$400-600

388

RUSSIAN FSB SPY LOCK PICKING
TOOLS
A collection of Russian FSB spy lock picking tools.
11 1/2 by 8 1/2 by 3 1/2 inches

$400-600

389

RUSSIAN FSB SPY LOCK PICKING TOOLS
A collection of Russian FSB spy lock picking tools.
11 1/2 by 8 3/4 by 3 inches

$400-600
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390

RUSSIAN FSB SPY LOCK PICKING TOOLS
A collection of Russian FSB spy lock picking tools.
9 1/2 by 8 1/2 by 3 inches

$400-600

391

RUSSIAN FSB SPY LOCK PICKING TOOLS
A collection of Russian FSB spy lock picking tools.
7 3/4 by 5 1/4 by 4 1/2 inches (overall)

$400-600

392

SOVIET KGB SPY “KISS OF DEATH” LIPSTICK GUN
A Soviet KGB spy pistol used by female operatives and designed to look like a tube of lipstick.
3 by 3/4 by 3/4 inches

$1,000-2,000
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393

SOVIET KGB SPY PEN GUN
A circa 1930s gun designed to look like an ink pen.
5 3/4 inches

$800-1,200

394

SOVIET KGB SPY UMBRELLA REPRO WITH HIDDEN POISON
SYRINGE
A reproduction of the type of umbrella which may have been used to carry out the infamous
assassination of Bulgarian dissident author and defector, Georgi Markov. Concealed within
the shaft of the umbrella is a spring-loaded syringe which momentarily produces the
needle tip from the end of the umbrella when the trigger is activated near the
umbrella handle. The history of Markov’s assassination and reenactments of
the events with the poison umbrella has been featured in numerous
documentaries.
40 1/2 by 4 3/4 inches

$3,000-5,000

395

SOVIET KGB SPY SUICIDE TOOTH
A Soviet KGB spy fake suicide tooth with hidden
compartment for storing deadly poison. The tooth
was designed to shatter when bitten a certain way
so that captured agents could end their own lives
when necessary to avoid torture or the release of
compromising information.

$800-1,200
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396

SOVIET KGB SPY RECTAL
CONCEALMENT CAPSULE
A Soviet KGB spy rectal concealment capsule for
hiding microﬁlm and other espionage information.
Length: 3 inches

$400-600

397

SOVIET KGB SPY CUFFLINKS
WITH HIDDEN COMPARTMENTS
A pair of Soviet KGB spy cufﬂinks (bearing
hallmarks) with hidden compartments. Marked 875.

$300-500

398

SOVIET KGB SPY RING WITH
HIDDEN COMPARTMENT
A Soviet KGB spy ring with a hidden compartment.

$300-500
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399

SOVIET KGB SPY SHOES WITH
HIDDEN COMPARTMENT
A pair of Soviet KGB spy shoes with a hidden
compartment concealed inside the heel.
Length: 12 1/2 inches

$500-700

400

SOVIET KGB SPY SHOES WITH HIDDEN COMPARTMENT
A pair of Soviet KGB spy Kaunas brand shoes with hidden compartment in the heel.
Length: 12 1/2 inches

$500-700
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401

SOVIET KGB SPY KEY WITH
HIDDEN COMPARTMENT
A Soviet KGB spy key with hidden compartment.

$200-300

402

SOVIET SPY COIN WITH HIDDEN
COMPARTMENT
A Soviet spy coin with hidden compartment.

$200-300

403

SOVIET KGB SPY BOLT WITH HIDDEN
COMPARTMENT
A Soviet KGB spy metal bolt with removable cap revealing a
hidden compartment.
Length: 3 1/4 inches

$200-300
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404

SOVIET KGB SPY DEAD DROP
CONTAINER
A Soviet KGB spy dead-drop container. The spike
shape allowed agents to inert the container into the
ground where it would then be used to secretly
store ﬁlm and other information to be collected by
other agents.
4 3/4 inches

$400-600

405

SOVIET SPY CONTAINERS
Three metal containers for storing and transporting
sensitive information, including two which have
seals to ensure they were not tampered with.
5 by 4 by 2 inches (overall)

$200-300

406

VINTAGE OSCILLOGRAPH LIE DETECTOR
MACHINE
A Speidel & Keller brand oscillograph lie detector machine,
housed in its original case with numerous additional accessories
such as blood pressure cuffs and original chart paper.
19 by 12 3/4 by 5 1/4 inches

$600-800
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407

SOVIET IDENTIKIT TYPE FACIAL
CONSTRUCTION DEVICE
A Soviet device for constructing the appearance of
suspects based on witness descriptions. The kit
contains hundreds of cellophane panels with
various examples of facial features which can be laid
over each other to build a recognizable image of
the suspect.
10 1/2 by 3 1/2 by 7 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

408

SOVIET KGB SPY HUMAN FEATURE
IDENTIFICATION GUIDES
A group of six books and publications used by Soviet KGB spies to
learn how to identify and describe the various facial features of
suspects for proper reporting, including two albums of black & white
gelatin silver photographs featuring numerous mug-shot like images of
subjects.
13 by 4 1/2 by 9 1/2 inches (overall)

$300-500

409

SOVIET KGB SPY DISGUISE KIT
A collection of make-up items and hair pieces of the type agents might use to disguise
themselves. Includes two pairs of eye glasses.

$200-300
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410

411

WOODEN ANIMAL HOOVES FOR
SECRET BORDER CROSSINGS

SOVIET SUB-ZERO PROTECTIVE
MASK AND THERMAL CONTAINER

A hand-carved wooden horse hoof and wooden
hog hoof of the type used by those who wished to
secretly cross the Soviet borders without leaving
human footprints.

A Soviet thermal half mask worn by frontier workers
outdoors to protect their lungs from sub-zero
temperatures. Includes original instructions sheet.
Together with a thermal battery case.

8 by 5 3/4 by 5 1/4 inches

4 1/4 by 3 3/4 by 2 3/4 inches

$300-500

$200-300

412

SOVIET KGB SPY METAL
DETECTOR
A Soviet KGB spy metal detector used by border
guards to search suspects for weapons and hidden
devices.
9 by 7 1/4 by 4 3/4 inches

$1,000-2,000
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413

SOVIET KGB SPY METAL DETECTOR
A circa 1967 Soviet KGB spy metal detector worn around the wrist
of special agents allowing them to detect if someone nearby or
approaching has a metal weapon on them. Includes original
instruction manual with vintage photographs.
9 by 7 by 2 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000

414

LEON TROTSKY DEMONSTRATION SKULL
A human skull bearing a rectangular hole in the back, used to
depict the wound likely received by Marxist revolutionary
Leon Trotsky when he was bludgeoned to death with an ice
axe while in exile in 1940. Together with an ice axe similar to
that which was used in the assassination. These items were
displayed at the KGB Espionage Museum in New York City.
Skull: 9 by 6 1/2 by 5 1/2 inches

$800-1,200
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415

SOVIET STATE EMBLEM PLAQUE
A plaque in the form of the State Emblem of the
Soviet Union, commemorating the 50th anniversary
of the founding of the Soviet Union. Housed in an
acrylic display case.
16 1/2 by 13 by 2 1/4 inches

$500-700

416

SOVIET KGB LITHUANIAN COAT
OF ARMS
A vintage Soviet, Lithuanian Coat of Arms plaque
which hung in Klaipeda KGB Committee in
Lithuania.
45 1/2 by 45 1/2 inches

$600-800

417

SOVIET KGB EMBLEM WALL
PLAQUE
A wooden wall plaque in the form of the ofﬁcial KGB
coat of arms.
23 1/4 by 13 1/4 by 1 3/4 inches

$200-300
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418

SOVIET KGB OFFICIAL LECTERN
An ofﬁcial Soviet KGB lectern with the agency
emblem attached to the front.
49 1/2 by 25 by 19 3/8 inches

$500-700

419

SOVIET VINTAGE TYPEWRITER
A vintage Soviet Moscow Model 3 typewriter,
accompanied by original case.
13 1/4 by 7 by 14 1/4 inches

$200-300

420

SOVIET KGB SPY OFFICE RULES
DISPLAY
Two vintage Soviet KGB spy ofﬁce displays detailing
safety precautions and what to do and what not to
do regarding leaving ﬁles and paperwork
unmonitored.
47 1/4 by 17 3/4 inches (each)

$300-500
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421

SOVIET NKVD SPY LIST
OF WANTED SUSPECTS
A Soviet NKVD spy pamphlet
containing a list of the names of those
suspected of being against the Soviet
Union. These lists were printed in small
quantities and were meant to be
destroyed after use brieﬁng NKVD
groups.
8 5/8 by 5 3/4 inches

$200-300

422

SOVIET KGB SPY FILES
A curious collection of ﬁles from Lithuania related to the work of KGB agents, including a group of instructional
photographs with captions describing how Western propaganda is smuggled into the Soviet Union; a group of
photographs taken of documents from a forensic lab that appear to be an ofﬁcial report determining the subject of a
photograph using facial mapping techniques; a number of pages showing different types of ink and their effect on
handwriting samples and postal cancellation marks; and a large group of pages which appear to be reports of a KGB
operative regarding internal theft at local factories, with details of the individuals involved and the techniques they used.
12 3/4 by 9 3/4 by 3/4 inches (overall)

$300-500
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423

SOVIET MECHANICAL
LABORATORY ARM
A mechanical arm of the type used by specialists to
remotely handle dangerous chemicals and
substances, presented for interactive use by visitors
of the KGB Espionage Museum in New York City.
NOTE: arm needs to be re-wired to fully function.
71 1/4 by 39 1/4 by 40 inches

$1,000-2,000

424

425

SOVIET SKULL AND CROSSBONES
“INFECTED” RAILWAY SIGN

SOVIET KGB SPY MARKING DYE
AND TRAP

A circa 1950s/1960s enameled skull and crossbones
sign warning of an infected area. These signs were
used along railway lines to indicate to crew and
passengers that they were passing through a
radioactive sector, chemical attack zone, or
diseased area.

A Soviet KGB spy dye marking set with springloaded “trap” designed to spray suspects with a
marking dye or chemical if they open unauthorized
items.

Diameter: 14 3/4 inches

$200-300

4 1/8 by 3 by 2 1/2 inches (overall)

$200-300
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426

SOVIET VINTAGE OIL PAINTING
OF VLADIMIR LENIN
A large oil on canvas painting of Vladimir Ilyich
Lenin, former head of Soviet Russia from 1917-1924.
Framed: 85 by 53 inches; Site: 77 1/2 by 45 1/2
inches

$2,000-4,000

427

SOVIET VLADIMIR LENIN
COMMEMORATIVE CARPET
A commemorative carpet featuring Vladimir Lenin,
created in Belarus and provided only to highranking political ofﬁcials or awarded to KGB
committees for good work.
Approximately 80 by 55 inches

$1,000-2,000
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428

SOVIET VINTAGE OIL PAINTING
OF VLADIMIR LENIN
A large oil on canvas painting of Vladimir Ilyich
Lenin, former head of Soviet Russia from 1917-1924.
76 by 57 inches

$2,000-4,000

429

SOVIET KGB VLADIMIR LENIN
HAND-CARVED STONE BUST
A large (approximately 1,000 pound) bust of
Vladimir Lenin hand-carved out of white stone. The
bust reportedly stood on the premises of the KGB
headquarters in Kaliningrad but was eventually
secreted across the border into Latvia.
35 1/4 by 20 1/2 by 17 inches

$8,000-12,000
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430

SOVIET BUST OF VLADAMIR
LENIN
A large pewter bust of Vladamir Ilyich Lenin, former
head of Soviet Russia from 1917-1924.
27 by 25 by 14 inches

$1,000-2,000

431

SCULPTURES OF VLADIMIR LENIN
Four sculptures of Vladimir Ilyich Lenin, former head
of Soviet Russia from 1917-1924.
10 1/2 by 4 1/4 by 4 inches (largest)

$600-800

432

SOVIET VLADIMIR
LENIN AND FELIX
DZERZHINSKY
PORTRAIT PLAQUES
Two Soviet portrait plaques featuring
3-D relief images, one mid-size
vacuform plastic example of Felix
Dzerzhinsky and one large pressed
copper example of Vladimir Lenin,
Soviet leader from 1917-1924.
37 by 25 5/8 inches (largest)

$600-800
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433

JOSEPH STALIN RADIO AND PHONOGRAPH
A Radiotechnika brand radio and phonograph console reportedly meant as a
presentation gift for Joseph Stalin.
35 1/2 by 33 1/2 by 15 1/2 inches

$2,000-3,000
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435

SOVIET BUST OF REVOLUTIONARY
FELIX EDMUNDOVICH
DZERZHINSKY

SOVIET VINTAGE PEDESTAL

A bronze bust sculpture on a black marble base of
Bolshevik revolutionary, Felix Edmundovich
Dzerzhinsky “Iron Felix” the leader of the ﬁrst Soviet
security organization, the Cheka and the OGPU.
22 by 9 by 9 inches

$3,000-5,000
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A vintage Soviet pedestal for displaying a sculptural
bust, afﬁxed with a brass star bearing the Soviet
hammer and sickle emblem.
34 3/4 by 11 1/4 by 11 1/4 inches

$600-800

436

SCULPTURES OF SOVIET KGB
FOUNDER FELIX EDMUNDOVICH
DZERZHINSKY
Four silver-tone metal sculptures of Felix
Edmundovich Dzerzhinsky, leader of the ﬁrst two
Soviet state-security organizations, the Cheka and
the OGPU, and known as the founder of the KGB.
14 3/4 by 4 by 3 3/4 inches (largest)

$500-700

437

SCULPTURES OF SOVIET KGB
FOUNDER FELIX EDMUNDOVICH
DZERZHINSKY
Four metal sculptures of Felix Edmundovich
Dzerzhinsky, leader of the ﬁrst two Soviet statesecurity organizations, the Cheka and the OGPU,
and known as the founder of the KGB.
9 by 4 3/4 by 5 1/4 inches (largest)

$400-600

438

MEDALS OF SOVIET KGB FOUNDER
FELIX EDMUNDOVICH
DZERZHINSKY
Six commemorative medals featuring Soviet KGB
founder Felix Edmundovich Dzerzhinsky , together
with a medal plaque of Dzerzhinsky.
5 by 3 1/4 (largest)

$200-300
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439

SCULPTURES OF SOVIET SECRET POLICE CHIEF LAVRENTIY
PAVLOVICH BERIA
Four sculptures of Lavrentiy Pavlovich Beria, former chief of secret police under Stalin, including a
marble bust of Beria reportedly from the KGB headquarters in Kiev, a full ﬁgure wooden sculpture
carved by Lithuanian folk artist, Alfonsas Skiesgilas, and a metal bust cast at the historic Kasli foundry.
29 1/2 by 10 by 8 inches (largest)

$500-700

440

SCULPTURES OF LEONID
BREZHNEV
Two sculptures of Leonid Brezhnev, former leader of
the Soviet Union, including a full wooden ﬁgure
carved by Lithuanian folk artist, Alfonsas Skiesgilas.
19 3/4 by 4 3/4 by 3 1/2 inches (largest)

$200-300
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441

SOVIET PATRIOTIC SCULPTURES
Three metal patriotic Soviet sculptures including a
plaque of the KGB coat of arms.
9 by 6 by 3 inches (largest)

$300-500

442

SOVIET COMMEMORATIVE
MEDALS
Four Soviet commemorative medals.
Diameter: 3 inches (largest)

$100-200

443

SOVIET STATE EMBLEM PLAQUES
Two metal plaques in the form of the Soviet state
emblem.
12 3/4 by 12 1/4 by 3 1/2 inches (largest)

$200-300
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444

445

SOVIET VINTAGE RED STAR
EMBLEMS

SOVIET VINTAGE PROPAGANDA
BANNERS

Two vintage Soviet red star emblems, one mid-sized
cast iron example and one large tin example.

Two vintage Soviet propaganda banners, one
bearing the lyrics to the state anthem of the U.S.S.R.
and one promoting the Vladimir Lenin All-Union
Pioneer youth organization.

42 by 42 by 6 inches (largest)

$600-800

46 by 26 1/2 inches (largest)

$300-500

446

SOVIET PROPAGANDA POSTERS
A group of ﬁve vintage Soviet propaganda posters, primarily
from 1949, including two which feature images of Joseph
Stalin.
Framed: 37 1/4 by 27 1/2 inches (largest);
Sheet: 33 by 23 inches (largest)

$600-800
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447

SOVIET KGB PRISON
HOSPITAL DOOR
An original steel door for room number
13 from a former KGB prison hospital.
While under detention prisoners were
known to purposely inﬂict injury on
themselves so that they would be sent to
the inﬁrmary where they assumed the
food would be better and the
opportunity to communicate with the
outside world would be easier, though
this was not the case. The door contains
an upper viewing window with bars and a
lower opening for removing the
prisoner’s handcuffs.
76 by 29 by 2 1/2 inches

$2,000-3,000

448

KGB MUSEUM VINTAGE SURGICAL
TABLE
A vintage Kifa brand Swedish surgical table, used
for display purposes at the KGB Espionage Museum
in New York City.
75 1/4 by 20 1/2 by 32 1/2 inches

$2,000-3,000
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449

SOVIET NKVD WOODEN PRISON
DOOR
A large wooden door from the cell of an NKVD
prison, numbered 7.
75 3/4 by 33 1/4 inches

$2,000-3,000

450

SOVIET KGB PRISON BED
A heavy steel bed frame of the type used by the
KGB in various prison locations.
20 by 27 3/4 by 74 1/2 inches

$500-700

451

SOVIET KGB PRISON DANGEROUS INMATES DISPLAY
A wall display allowing ofﬁcer’s to call attention to particular inmates who have
been acting out. Obtained from a former KGB prison in Lithuania.
29 by 21 1/2 inches

$300-500
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452

SOVIET KGB PRISON DOOR
A large metal door from the cell of a KGB prison,
numbered 23.
74 1/2 by 27 1/4 inches

$2,000-3,000

453

PSYCHIATRIC SEDATION CHAIR
A reproduction of the type of chairs used to restrain,
sedate, interrogate, and torture individuals in the
Soviet Union.
72 by 24 3/4 by 27 1/4 inches

$2,000-3,000
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454

SOVIET KGB PRISON DOOR
A large metal door from the cell of a
KGB prison, numbered 389.
74 1/4 by 35 1/4 inches

$2,000-3,000

455

SOVIET KGB PRISON DOOR
A large metal door from the cell of a KGB
prison, numbered 390.
74 1/2 by 35 1/2 inches

$2,000-3,000
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456

SOVIET KGB PRISON
SURVEILLANCE CAMERA AND
MONITOR
A vintage Soviet surveillance camera and monitor of
the type used in KGB prisons.
31 by 19 by 19 inches (overall)

$800-1,200

457

NKVD OFFICER’S SAFE
A circa 1920s safe manufactured in Berlin at the
E. Bernstein factory and later used in the Soviet
Union by the KGB and NKVD.
41 1/2 by 31 1/4 by 24 inches

$5,000-7,000
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458

NAZI GESTAPO SECRET POLICE ID BADGE
An original ID badge or Warrant Disc for a member of the Nazi secret
police or Gestapo (Geheime Staatspolizei) with attached pocket fob
and braided chain. ID number: 8423
10 1/4 (with chain) by 1 1/2 inches

$200-300

459

SOVIET SMERSH SPY ID BOOK
An original Identiﬁcation book with photo of a Soviet SMERSH operative. The
organization was created during WWII in order to provide counterintelligence
and to seek out subversive elements within the Red Army. The name SMERSH,
created by Joseph Stalin, roughly means “Death to Spies.”
3 3/8 by 2 1/4 inches

$200-300

460

SOVIET OGPU OFFICER’S
NOTEBOOK
A notebook gifted to a Soviet OGPU ofﬁcer for
bravery. The notebook bears an engraved silver
plaque featuring a warrior scouting for enemies.
Marked 875.
8 by 6 1/4 inches

$500-700
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461

SOVIET KGB EMPLOYEE WATCH AND CAMERAS
Examples of gifts presented to Soviet KGB employees as rewards or to mark special
occasions, including a Zorki 6 camera with an inscriptions engraved on the underside; a
custom brass and snakeskin camera bearing the KGB coat-of-arms emblem; and a Poljat
brand wristwatch with an inscription engraved on the back.
6 by 5 1/2 by 4 inches (overall)

$400-600

462

SOVIET BATON COLLECTION
A collection of four vintage Soviet rubber baton
compliance tools, including one telescoping
version.
Length: 22 1/4 inches (longest)

$200-300

463

SOVIET NKVD HANDCUFFS
A pair of Soviet NKVD Manacles or handcuffs.
7 by 4 1/2 by 2 1/4 inches

$100-200
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464

SOVIET VINTAGE
HANDCUFFS
A collection of 7 assorted vintage
Soviet handcuffs.

$600-800

465

SOVIET NKVD SPY EXECUTIONERS THERMOMETER
A Soviet NKVD spy thermometer used by executioners to determine if their victim is deceased. Usually
stabbed into the stomach for an accurate reading.
8 3/4 by 3/8 inches

$200-300

466

SOVIET WWII ERA OFFICERS BELT
AND BUCKLE
A WWII era M35 model Soviet ofﬁcer’s belt and
buckle.
45 1/2 inches

$100-200
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467

SOVIET OFFICIAL UNIFORM EPAULETTES
Seven pairs of vintage Soviet uniform epaulettes, including two bearing the KGB insignia.
6 3/4 by 2 1/4 inches (largest)

$100-200

468

SOVIET CRIME SCENE INSTRUCTION BOOKS
Two books regarding forensic photography techniques for use at crime scenes, together with a book studying the
general characteristics and analysis of signatures.
15 1/2 by 11 3/4 by 3/4 (largest)

$100-200
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469

KGB MUSEUM VINTAGE DESK
A vintage desk used for display purposes at the
KGB Espionage Museum in New York City.
57 1/4 by 31 1/4 by 31 3/4 inches

$300-500

470

SOVIET KGB LITHUANIAN OFFICE
COAT RACK
A vintage Soviet KGB coat rack with inventory tags
from the ofﬁce of Kazimieras Liaudis, Chairmen of
the Lithuanian Security Committee.
85 by 21 by 21 inches

$300-500

471

KGB MUSEUM VINTAGE DESK
A vintage circa 1955 desk used for display at the
KGB Espionage Museum in New York City.
59 1/2 by 29 1/2 by 30 1/4 inches

$300-500
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472

SOVIET VINTAGE WOODEN
LOCKERS
A rustic vintage Soviet wooden locker
cabinet used for display at the KGB
Espionage Museum in New York City.
78 3/4 by 38 1/2 by 16 1/2 inches

$300-500

473

KGB MUSEUM VINTAGE DESK
A vintage oak desk with green vinyl top used for display at the
KGB Espionage Museum in New York City.
59 1/4 by 30 by 32 1/4 inches

$300-500
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474

SOVIET VINTAGE METAL LOCKER
CABINET
A vintage Soviet metal safe cabinet with door seals
to expose tampering.
58 1/2 by 25 3/4 by 17 3/4 inches

$2,000-3,000

475

KGB MUSEUM VINTAGE DESK
A vintage oak desk used for display at the KGB
Espionage Museum in New York City.
63 by 36 by 32 1/2 inches

$300-500
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476

SOVIET VINTAGE ARMCHAIRS
A group of ﬁve vintage Soviet armchairs used
for display at the KGB Espionage Museum in
New York City.
Approx: 34 1/2 by 25 by 21 1/4 inches (each)

$300-500

477

KGB MUSEUM VINTAGE DESK
A vintage desk used for display at the KGB Espionage Museum in New York City.
53 1/4 by 29 1/4 by 32 inches

$300-500
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478

SOVIET VINTAGE FURNITURE
A group of ﬁve vintage Soviet furniture items: three
end tables, one bookshelf, and one chair.
53 3/4 by 20 1/4 by 12 inches (largest)

$300-500

479

SOVIET VINTAGE LIBRARY CARD
FILE CABINET
A Soviet library card ﬁle cabinet used for display at
the KGB Espionage Museum in New York City.
41 by 19 3/4 by 41 1/2 inches

$300-500
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480

SOVIET VINTAGE CABINET
A vintage Soviet wood cabinet used for display at
the KGB Espionage Museum in New York City.
24 3/4 by 16 7/8 by 30 7/8 inches

$200-300

481

SOVIET VINTAGE AUDITORIUM SEATS
Two rows of vintage folding auditorium seats.
100 1/4 by 20 by 32 3/4 inches (each)

$200-300

482

KGB MUSEUM INTERACTIVE GAME CONSOLE
An educational game console used for interactive display and teaching
purposes at the KGB Espionage Museum in New York City, with six
individual holes to reach into and feel a spy related object to try to guess
what it is.
30 1/2 by 27 1/2 by 27 1/2 inches

$200-300
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483

KGB MUSEUM INTERACTIVE DESK
A touch screen display desk with built in bench
used for interactive tutorials at the KGB Espionage
Museum in New York City.
47 1/4 by 40 3/4 by 31 1/4 inches

$200-300

484

SOVIET VINTAGE MILITARY
CRATES
A collection of eight vintage Soviet military cargo
crates.
41 by 41 by 45 inches (overall)

$200-300

485

SOVIET VINTAGE MILITARY
CRATES
A collection of ﬁve vintage Soviet military cargo
crates.
42 by 30 by 40 inches (overall)

$200-300
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486

SOVIET VINTAGE MILTARY
CRATES
A collection of nine vintage Soviet military cargo
crates.
47 by 40 by 40 inches (overall)

$200-300

487

SOVIET VINTAGE MILITARY CRATES
A collection of seven vintage Soviet military cargo
crates.
60 by 41 by 20 inches (overall)

$200-300

488

SOVIET VINTAGE MILITARY CRATES
A collection of two vintage Soviet military cargo crates.
46 by 32 by 22 inches (overall)

$200-300
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489

SOVIET VINTAGE SIGNS
Two vintage Soviet / Russian signs: a bronze star
form bearing the Soviet hammer and sickle
emblem, and an antique brass ﬁre insurance mark
used to identify buildings insured by certain
companies for their private ﬁre brigades.
10 1/2 by 8 1/4 inches (largest)

$200-300

490

SOVIET RUSSIAN VINTAGE SIGN
PLAQUES
Two vintage Soviet / Russian sign plaques, one steel
plaque from a Russian Coast Guard ship and one
enameled metal plaque reading “Increased
Danger.”
7 3/4 by 6 1/2 inches (largest)

$100-200

491

SOVIET VINTAGE SIGNS
Three vintage Soviet signs: a metal sign listing the
rules regarding KGB department telephone
conversations; an acrylic sign for the State Security
Committee of Estonia; and an acrylic sign for the
ofﬁce of I.P. Semenov, senior investigator of
important cases.
23 1/2 by 15 3/4 inches

$100-200
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492

493

SOVIET VINTAGE POSTAL BOX

SOVIET VINTAGE OUTDOOR LIGHT

A vintage Soviet postal mailbox.

A vintage Soviet outdoor light ﬁxture.

14 1/4 by 10 1/4 by 12 3/4 inches

14 5/8 by 6 3/8 by 6 1/4 inches

$100-200

$100-200

494

495

SOVIET VINTAGE MILITARY TOYS

SOVIET UNION ANNIVERSARY
DISPLAY AND TRAY

A collection of 18 vintage Soviet military vehicle
toys.
12 by 12 by 10 inches (overall)

$200-300

A custom-made wooden wall display commemorating the
50th anniversary of the founding of the Soviet Union, with
push-button light display illuminating the country’s primary
cities. Together with a silver-tone commemorative tray.
20 by 12 1/4 by 2 inches (largest)

$100-200
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496

VINTAGE SOVIET MASK
A vintage Soviet gas mask, including original
carry bag.
Approximately 10 by 8 1/2 inches

$50-75

497

VINTAGE SOVIET GAS MASK
A vintage Soviet gas mask, including original
carry bag, ﬁlter, and anti-fogging lenses.
Approximately 10 by 8 1/2 inches

$50-75
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498

VINTAGE SOVIET GAS MASK
A vintage Soviet gas mask, including large brown
ﬁlter and hose adapter.
Approximately 10 by 8 1/2 inches

$50-75

499

VINTAGE SOVIET GAS MASK
A vintage Soviet gas mask, including ﬁlter.
Approximately 10 by 8 1/2 inches

$50-75
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Find more of your
favourite individual
catalogues and box sets.
All at Julien’s Auctions
Catalogue Store.
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Choose the perfect gift that you
will not find elsewhere.
Scan and visit our online store today!
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• Special Edition Box Sets

Scan me!

or visit www.juliensauctions.com/ShopCatalogs

For inquiries, please contact:
Phone: (310) 836-1818
Email: info@juliensauctions.com
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ENJOY WORLDWIDE VIP STATUS
FOR THE NEXT 5 YEARS
Our exclusive Preferred Membership offers you access to the
exciting world of celebrities and their collections.

PLUS
You will receive one copy of each of our printed full color auction catalogues*
Receive special VIP treatment for each of our high proﬁle auctions
Enjoy access to our world-class receptions, events, and exhibitions

A sample of auction catalogues received by our Preferred Members in the past.

5 YEAR MEMBERSHIP AT A COST OF ONLY $2,000
You will save approximately $5,000 dollars over a 5 year period.
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*This catalogue subscription excludes enhanced editions of the traditional edition catalogue (such as special editions and signature editions

THE
COLD WAR
produced to beneﬁt a charity, organization, or other fundraising cause); the subscription includes traditional editions only for each auction event.
RELICS AUCTION

SIGN UP NOW
and receive your Julien’s Auctions
Preferred Member card.

For More Information
Email: info@juliensauctions.com
or call 310-836-1818
Please note that Preferred Membership is not a substitute for auction registration, which you must continue to do on a per-auction basis. If you wish to bid in
an auction, you are still required to complete a Bidder Registration Form, and to set up a Member Account in connection with online auction bidding.227

Don’t forget!
You can now download
our latest Julien’s Live App,
view our upcoming auctions
and experience a whole lot
more...
Julien’s Auctions can now be accessed from the
palm of your hand with our latest Julien’s Live App.
Now you can enjoy all these great features:
• View Upcoming Auctions
• Browse Lots
• Place Absentee Bids
• Bid in the Live Auction
• View My Items
• Set Alerts
• View Invoices
• Edit Profile

Download the latest
Julien’s Live App today!

Visit the Apple App store, type in
Julien’s Live and download.

JuliensAuctions

Juliens_Auctions

@JuliensAuctions
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B E V E R LY H I L L S , C A

BI DDER RE GISTRATI ON FORM
Julien’s Auctions invites you to complete and submit this Bidder Registration Form. You acknowledge your proposed registration to bid in the aboveidentified Auction is subject to verification of the information that you provide, and approval of your registration is at the sole and complete discretion
of Julien’s Auctions. We will provide you with written confirmation if and when your application is approved.
This auction sale will be conducted in accordance with Julien’s Auctions’ Auction Terms and Conditions (“Terms and Conditions”) in the form set out in
our auction catalogue, which are incorporated herein by reference. You should read the Auction Terms and Conditions which describe the charges
payable by you on the purchases you make and other terms relating to bidding and buying at the auction, which you accept by signing this form. You
should ask us any questions you have about the Terms and Conditions before signing this Bidder Registration Form.

PLeASe CheCk ONE OF the FOLLOwIng:
o I will be attending the live auction o I will be placing absentee bids o I will be phone bidding
name: _____________________________________________________ Company: _________________________________________________
email: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
City: _____________________________________________________________ State/Provence: ______________________________________
ZIP/Postal Code: ________________________________________ Country: ______________________________________________________
Day Phone: _______________________________ Cell Phone: _______________________________ Fax: _____________________________
o Check here if different billing address

o Absentee Bid(s)

o Phone Bid(s)

Absentee Bidders: Please state your MAXIMUM bid in United States Dollars (USD$) for each Lot
(excluding Buyer’s Premium, Online Fee, taxes, shipping fees or other charges):
Please list your lot numbers in chronological order (lowest to highest lot number) on the form or your bid(s) could be missed.
Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Special Note Regarding COVID-19:Please allow for additional time for packaging, shipping and delivery in the event that 1) federal, state, and/or local governments
and municipalities impose business operating restrictions and/or 2) any other unforeseen circumstances arise related to COVID-19 that may affect our ability to
prepare and ship items within our standard timeframes.
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Bidder Registration Form

continued

Billing address (if different than previous page):
name: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address:____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
City: __________________________________________________________ State/Provence: ____________________________________
ZIP/Postal Code: _______________________________________ Country: ___________________________________________________
type of Credit Card:
o Visa
o MasterCard
o American express
Card number: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________
expiration Date: ________________________________________________ Security Code: _____________________________________
Upon credit card verification, if you are approved for registration as a Bidder, you hereby authorize Julien’s Auctions to charge the above listed card for any
purchases you make at Auction pursuant to the Auction terms and Conditions.

Signature: _______________________________________________ Date: _______________________________________________
Payment Options: we accept payment by check, bank wire, Mastercard, VISA, and AMeX.
Credit Card authorization: All invoices under five thousand United States Dollars ($5,000.00) will automatically be charged to the credit card on file unless prior
arrangements are made. All invoices over five thousand United States Dollars ($5,000.00) will automatically be charged five thousand United States Dollars
($5,000.00) as a deposit to the credit card on file unless prior arrangements are made. A 2% credit card processing fee is assessed and added to the total of all
invoices ten thousand United States Dollars ($10,000.00) or higher which have payment made by credit card.

Shipping: Please review the shipping terms for your items. Shipping is not included in the hammer Price of your auction items, and winning Bidders are
responsible for all shipping costs. Please allow 2-12 weeks for the delivery of your Lot(s) to you; delivery time is dependent upon the size of the Auction, the
destination address of the Lot, and the method of transportation to deliver the Lot. Julien's Auctions and Shippers are not responsible for returned or
undeliverable shipments.
Buyer’s Premium: I hereby request approval for registration to bid in this auction sale with Julien’s Auctions (“the Auctioneer”). I acknowledge that I have read,
understood and agreed to the Auction terms and Conditions applicable to the Auction for which I now register and request the Auctioneer to approve such
registration as an authorized participant as a Floor Bidder (Bidder at live event), Absentee Bidder (Bidder by phone or proxy) or Online Bidder. A Buyer’s Premium
will be added to the successful bid price and is payable by the Purchaser as part of the total Purchase Price. Successful online bids are subject to the Buyer’s
Premium, plus an additional service fee of three percent (3%) of the hammer Price, payable by the Purchaser as part of the total Purchase Price. I acknowledge
and agree that Buyer’s Premium will be added to the hammer Price on each individual lot as follows:
Lots with a Hammer Price of up to $100.00: twenty-five United States Dollars and zero cents ($25.00).
Lots with a Hammer Price of $100.01 up to and including $1,000,000.00: twenty-five percent (25%).
Lots with a Hammer Price of $1,000,000.01 and above: twenty-five percent (25%) will be added to the hammer Price up to $1,000,000.00, and an additional Buyer’s
Premium of twenty percent (20%) will be added to any amount above $1,000,000.00.
I further acknowledge that I am responsible to pay Julien’s Auctions the aggregate of the hammer Price and the Buyer’s Premium for such lot(s), as well as additional
applicable fees as stated in the Auction terms and Conditions. All invoices must be paid within 10 calendar days after the close of the auction. I authorize Julien’s
Auctions to charge my credit card listed on this form for all items purchased (including shipping) at this auction, and any future Julien’s Auctions I may participate in,
if not otherwise paid in full within 10 calendar days after the close of the auction.
I, the undersigned, represent and warrant to Julien’s Auctions that (i) the information
I have provided on this Bidder registration Form is truthful, complete and accurate; (ii) I have full power and authority to execute and deliver this Bidder registration
Form; (iii) this Bidder registration Form is a legally valid and binding obligation; and (iv) the execution, delivery and/or performance of this Bidder registration Form
and the Auction terms & Conditions does not conflict with any agreement, understanding or document to which the proposed registered bidder is a party. I
acknowledge receiving a copy of the Auction terms and Conditions attached hereto, and agree to comply with all provisions therein. I understand that each and
every Bid that I place in the Auction creates a binding obligation to purchase the Lots for which I am the winning Bidder, and that all purchases are subject to
additional fees as detailed in the Auction terms and Conditions.

Signature: _______________________________________________ Date: _______________________________________________
Print name: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Company (if applicable): ________________________________________ title: _________________________________________

Please return completed forms via fax at (310) 388-0207 or e-mail to Bidding@JuliensAuctions.com

Forms must be received by 12:00 pm (noon) Pacific time on the day prior to the auction day in order for your registration information to be timely reviewed and verified.

MAIL OnLy: Julien’s Auctions | 8630 hayden Place | Culver City, CA 90232
phone: (310) 836-1818 | fax: (310) 388-0207 | email: info@juliensauctions.com
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Auction terms and Conditions
Julien entertainment.com, Inc., a California corporation
d/b/a Julien’s Auctions ( “Julien’s Auctions”,
“Company”, “we”, “our”, or “us”) hereby provides the
following terms (“Auction terms and Conditions”) to
apply to sales by Bids conducted by Julien’s Auctions
(each an “Auction” and collectively, the “Auctions”). By
completing a Bidder registration Form, you agree that
you have read, understood and agree to be bound by
these Auction terms and Conditions.
PLeASe reAD theSe AUCtIOn terMS AnD
COnDItIOnS CAreFULLy. theSe AUCtIOn
terMS AnD COnDItIOnS InCLUDe An
AgreeMent tO MAnDAtOry ArBItrAtIOn,
whICh MeAnS thAt yOU Agree tO SUBMIt Any
DISPUte ArISIng UnDer, reLAteD tO, Or In
COnneCtIOn wIth the AUCtIOn tO BInDIng
InDIVIDUAL
ArBItrAtIOn
rAther
thAn
PrOCeeD
In
COUrt.
the
DISPUteS/ArBItrAtIOn
PrOVISIOn
ALSO
InCLUDeS A CLASS ACtIOn wAIVer, whICh
MeAnS thAt yOU Agree tO PrOCeeD wIth
Any DISPUte InDIVIDUALLy AnD nOt AS PArt
OF A CLASS ACtIOn. thIS AgreeMent ALSO
InCLUDeS A JUry wAIVer.
1.

aUCtIONS.

each Auction conducted is of a designated set of items
(each a “Lot”) on a designated date. Lots are provided
by the party that wishes us to sell property on their
behalf (each such party a “Consignor”). we will provide
the pertinent information for each Auction, including:
date, start time of auction, each Lot to be sold, and
location. Auctions may be conducted live in-person,
online via http://www.julienslive.com (the “Service”), or
both. All Auctions conducted by Julien’s Auctions, and
these Auction terms and Conditions, are governed by
the laws of the State of California. Julien’s Auctions
maintains a bond on file with the California Secretary of
State as required by California Civil Code §1812.600.
2.

REgIStRatION.

In order to participate in an Auction, registration is
required for all persons wishing to Bid (“Bidders”). Any
person registering to Bid by phone, absentee, or in
person will complete a Bidder registration Form. Online
Bidders will submit a completed electronic form through
the Service, where they may also establish an online
account (“Member Account”). each Auction requires a
separate registration; Bidders with a Member Account
may register for Auctions via their account.
(a) Information Required. to register, Bidders are
required to submit their name, physical address,
telephone number, email address, and credit card
information. you hereby represent that all information
you submit in connection with registration is truthful and
accurate. By submitting your information, you consent
to have your personal information processed by Julien’s
Auctions in the United States. Julien’s Auctions has
implemented commercially reasonable technical and
organizational measures designed to secure your
personal information from accidental loss and from
unauthorized access, access, use, alteration or
disclosure. however, we cannot guarantee that
unauthorized third parties will never be able to defeat
those measures or use your personal information for
improper purposes. you acknowledge that you provide
your personal information at your own risk.
(b) First time Bidders. For verification purposes,
Bidders who have not participated in an Auction are
required to submit a copy of their (A) official
government-issued identification (driver’s license /

passport / state identification card), and (B) credit card.
Copies of such documents may be submitted in person,
via facsimile to 310-388-0207 or via email to
bidding@juliensauctions.com. Failure to do so may
inhibit your ability to register.
(c) Credit Card authorization. we (and/or our thirdparty payment processor) may verify credit card
information in order to register. to verify your card, we
will charge $1.00 to it. After the card is verified, we will
immediately refund the card. your card issuer will
credit your card balance within thirty (30) days from
the date of the refund. In the event you add or
replace a credit card, we may also verify such new or
replacement credit card.
(d) Minors. Bids will not be accepted from those
persons under eighteen (18) years of age (i) without
written consent of said person’s parent or legal
guardian, or (ii) unless such person is an emancipated
minor. written consent must acknowledge the terms
and conditions of sale. this written consent constitutes
an agreement to be bound thereby on behalf of the
Bidder. If you are under 18 years of age you may
participate in Auctions only if you are either an
emancipated minor, or possess legal parental or
guardian consent, and are fully able and competent to
enter into the terms, conditions, obligations,
affirmations, representations, and warranties set forth in
these Auction terms and Conditions, and to abide by
and comply with these Auction terms and Conditions.
IF yOU Are A PArent Or gUArDIAn AnD yOU
PrOVIDe yOUr COnSent tO the regIStrAtIOn
OF yOUr ChILD, yOU Agree tO Be BOUnD By thIS
AgreeMent wIth reSPeCt tO, thrOUgh, AnD In
COnneCtIOn wIth SUCh regIStrAtIOn AnD
AUCtIOn PArtICIPAtIOn.
(e) Online Member accounts. Bidder can elect to
set up a Member Account on the Service in accordance
with the policies set forth on the Service. Bidder
acknowledges and agrees that all Bids placed under a
Member Account are considered to be placed by the
Member or with Member’s authorization.
(f) approval of Registration. Julien’s Auctions, in its
sole and absolute discretion, reserves the right to
approve or reject Bidders for its Auctions at any time.
we are under no obligation to accept your application
for registration.
(g) term of Registration. Upon approval by Julien’s
Auctions, your registration is effective throughout the
applicable Auction for which you registered and any
post-Auction obligations you incur in connection with
Bids you placed during such Auction.
3.

BIDDINg.

Upon completed and approved registration, Bidders
may submit a binding offer to purchase a Lot at a
specified price (a “Bid”) in an Auction.
(a) Placement; Payment authorization. when a Lot
at the Auction goes live, you are free to place bids on
such Lot (i) if an in-person Auction, or if an Auction
conducted both in-person and online, until the individual
conducting the sale for Julien’s Auctions (the
“Auctioneer”) determines that bidding on such Lot has
closed, or (ii) if an online-only Auction, in accordance
with the parameters set forth on the Service for such
Lot. As bids are placed, Julien’s Auctions reserves the
right to authorize your credit card for any bid amount
placed. If an authorization was made on a Bid and you
are subsequently outbid, Julien’s Auctions will release

that authorization.
(b) Notifications. If you are placing Bids via the
Service or by proxy, each time you are outbid Julien’s
Auctions will send you an email message notification
advising you of such. If you are a telephone or inperson Bidder, it is your responsibility to monitor the
Lot(s) for which you placed Bid(s) in the event you are
outbid. If you are the winning Bidder for a given Lot,
Julien’s Auctions will send you an email message
confirmation.
(c) Bid Conditions. Julien’s Auctions reserves the
right to accept or decline any Bid. Bids must be for an
entire Lot. each Lot constitutes a separate sale. All
Bids are per Lot unless otherwise announced at a live
sale by the Auctioneer. All winning Bids are subject to a
Buyer’s Premium (as defined herein). Live auction Lots
will be sold in their numbered sequence unless the
Auctioneer directs otherwise. Julien’s Auctions may
cancel any Lot and have it removed from an Auction
prior to acceptance of a winning Bid. In the event a Lot
is removed from an Auction, notice will be provided (i) if
an online Auction, by a posting on the Service and by
email to Bidders who placed their Bid on such Lot via
the Service, and (ii) if the Auction is an in-person
Auction, at the physical location of the Auction. In such
instance of Lot removal from an Auction, any Bids
previously placed on such Lot prior to its removal from
the Auction shall be cancelled, and Julien’s Auctions will
not receive any further Bids on such Lot.
(d) Purchase Obligations.
In connection with
making Bids, Bidders agree that the registered Bidder
with the highest Bid at the close of the Auction will be
obligated to purchase the Lot. By bidding on any Lot,
you agree to purchase the Lot at the price you have Bid.
you agree that should you Bid on a Lot and that Bid is
the winning Bid, that you are bound to pay Julien’s
Auctions the winning bid amount for the Lot. All sales
are final and winners cannot cancel. no exceptions will
be made. you further acknowledge and agree that the
winning Bid you submit for each Lot is subject to: (i)
additional fees, including the Buyer’s Premium and
Online Service Fee (if applicable), and (ii) additional
costs, including taxes, shipping (if applicable), storage
(if applicable), and customs (if applicable), and that you
are obligated to pay such fees and costs in connection
with your winning Bid.
(e) Conduct. It is unlawful and illegal for Bidders to
collude, pool, or agree with another Bidder to pay less
than the fair value for Lot(s). Bidders participating in
both live and online auctions acknowledge that the law
provides for substantial penalties for those who violate
these provisions.
(f) Disputes Between Bidders. For live auctions the
Auctioneer will have final discretion in the event that any
dispute should arise between Bidders. the Auctioneer
will determine the successful Bidder, cancel the sale, or
re-offer and resell the Lot or Lots in dispute. Julien’s
Auctions will have final discretion to resolve any
disputes arising after the sale and in online auctions. If
any dispute arises our sale record is conclusive.
(g) absentee Bids. Julien’s Auctions will execute
order or absentee bids, and accept telephone bids as a
courtesy to clients who are unable to attend the live
auctions. notwithstanding the foregoing, we take no
responsibility for any errors or omissions in connection
with this courtesy.
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(h) Online Bids. Our online auction Service is
provided “As Is” and “As Available.” high speed
internet access is required to access the Service
effectively. the Service is subject to limitations, delays
and other problems inherent in the use of the Internet
and electronic communications. Julien’s Auctions is not
responsible for any delays, delivery failures, or other
damage resulting from such problems.
(i) Reserve. All of the Lots offered at Auction are
subject to a confidential minimum price acceptable to the
Consignor at which the Lot will be sold (the “reserve”).
Julien’s Auctions is not obligated to sell the Lot unless the
reserve is met. A Lot or Lots may be withdrawn from an
Auction if there is no Bid equal to or above the reserve.
During a live auction the Auctioneer may open any Lot by
bidding on behalf of the Consignor and may bid up to the
amount of the reserve, by placing successive or
consecutive bids for a Lot or Bids in response to other
Bidders. Online sales may do the same by employing the
use of a starting Bid which will commence bidding at or
below the reserve price agreed to by the Consignor.
4.

WINNINg BIDS.

At the close of the Auction, the highest Bid for a Lot will
be considered the “hammer Price”, and the successful
Bidder shall be informed by email (the “winning Bidder”
or the “Purchaser”). the winning Bidder is responsible for
paying to Julien’s Auctions the hammer Price, Buyer’s
Premium, and all applicable taxes, plus shipping costs (if
applicable), insurance costs while in transit (for items not
picked up in person), Online Service Fee (if the winning
Bidder placed the Bid online via the Service) and any
applicable customs and/or duties (such amounts
collectively, the “total Purchase Price”). Upon conclusion
of the Auction, we will provide the winning Bidder with an
accounting statement of the total Purchase Price by
email.
(a) Risk of loss; Release of lots. Upon establishment
of the hammer Price for the purchase of the Lot (the
“Sale”), the winning Bidder immediately thereafter
assumes full responsibility for all risk of loss or damage
(including, without limitation, liability for or damage to
frames or glass covering prints, paintings, photos, or other
works) and will immediately pay the total Purchase Price
or such part as Julien’s Auctions may require. All Sales
are final. Lots will be released to you (or the shipping
company, as applicable) upon our receipt of payment of
the total Purchase Price in full from you.
(b) Buyer’s Premium. winning Bidder agrees that in
addition to the hammer Price, the Lot will be subject to an
additional charge on the hammer Price as part of the total
Purchase Price (the “Buyer’s Premium”). the Buyer’s
Premium is as follows:
Lots with a Hammer Price of up to $100.00. For individual
Lots with a hammer Price of up to and including one
hundred United States Dollars and zero cents ($100.00),
the Buyer’s Premium is twenty-five United States Dollars
and zero cents ($25.00).
Lots with a Hammer Price of $100.01 up to and including
$1,000,000.00. For individual Lots with a hammer Price
of one hundred United States Dollars and one cent
($100.01) to one million United States Dollars and zero
cents ($1,000,000.00), a Buyer’s Premium of twenty-five
percent (25%) will be added to the hammer Price.
Example: the hammer Price on a Lot is one hundred and
fifty thousand United States Dollars ($150,000). the
winning Bidder would pay a Buyer’s Premium of 25%, i.e.,
thirty-seven thousand five hundred United States Dollars
($37,500.00) on such Lot.
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Lots with a Hammer Price of $1,000,000.01 and above.
For individual Lots with a hammer Price of one million
United States Dollars and one cent ($1,000,000.01) and
above, a Buyer’s Premium of twenty-five percent (25%)
will be added to the hammer Price up to $1,000,000.00,
and an additional Buyer’s Premium of twenty percent
(20%) will be added to any amount above $1,000,000.00.
Example: the hammer Price on a Lot is one million, two
hundred and fifty thousand United States Dollars
($1,250,000.00). the winning Bidder would pay a total
Buyer’s Premium of three hundred thousand United States
Dollars ($300,000.00) on such Lot, calculated as follows:
25% of the first $1,000,000.00, i.e. two hundred and fifty
thousand United States Dollars ($250,000.00), plus 20%
of the remaining $250,000.00, i.e. fifty thousand United
States Dollars.
(c) Online Service Fee. For all Lots where the winning
Bid is submitted online via the Service, an additional three
percent (3%) of the hammer Price (the “Online Service
Fee”) will be added to the Buyer’s Premium amount
detailed immediately above.
Example: the hammer Price on a Lot is two hundred and
fifty thousand United States Dollars ($250,000.00), with
the highest Bid being placed online via the Service. the
winning Bidder would pay, in addition to the Buyer’s
Premium, an Online Service Fee of seven thousand five
hundred United States Dollars ($7,500.00).
(d) taxes. winning Bidder agrees that he/she is
responsible for the payment of any and all applicable
taxes due in connection with such Lot, including but not
limited to sales tax, use tax, and value-added tax (VAt).
All items picked up in California will be charged California
state sales tax, as will all items sent to California residents.
All items sent to new york residents will be charged new
york state sales tax.
(e) lot Retrieval. All Lots must be removed from our
premises by the winning Bidder within thirty (30) calendar
days of the conclusion of the Auction at the winning
Bidder’s own expense.
In-person Pick-up; Storage Fees. If you intend to pick up
your items as the winning Bidder, arrangements must be
made upon payment of the total Purchase Price for the
Lot. Pick-ups are by appointment only, Monday-Friday
between 10:00am and 4:00pm. If, after thirty (30) days
following your payment of the total Purchase Price, the
Lot is not removed: (A) a handling charge of eight dollars
($8.00) per day or one percent (1%) of the total Purchase
Price per month, whichever is greater, will be payable to
us by the winning Bidder, with a minimum of five hundred
dollars ($500.00) or five percent (5%) of the total Purchase
Price for any Lot not so removed within sixty (60) calendar
days after the Sale, whichever is greater (the “Storage
Fees”); and (B) we may send the Lot to a public
warehouse or storage facility, at winning Bidder’s sole risk
and expense. If winning Bidder fails to remove the Lot
within one hundred and eighty (180) days following the
Sale, then, in addition to the Storage Fees, Julien’s
Auctions shall have the right (but not the obligation) to
dispose of or retain any such Lot. All costs incurred by
Julien’s Auctions in connection with the removal or
disposal of any such Lot shall be paid by winning Bidder
within ten (10) days of our demand therefor.
Shipping. winning Bidders are responsible for all costs to
ship their items. Shipping is not included in the hammer
Price of your auction items. Please review the shipping
terms for your items. Some items may be shipped directly
by Julien’s Auctions, or we may contract with an outside
shipping company (“Shippers”), to ship your Lot to you.
Please allow 2-12 weeks for the delivery of your Lot to
you; delivery time is dependent upon the size of the
Auction, the destination address of the Lot, and the
method of transportation to deliver the Lot. Julien’s
Auctions and Shippers are not responsible for returned or
undeliverable shipments.

Special note regarding COVID-19: Please allow for
additional time for packaging, shipping and delivery in
the event that 1) federal, state, and/or local governments
and municipalities impose business operating
restrictions and/or 2) any other unforeseen
circumstances arise related to COVID-19 that may affect
our ability to prepare and ship items within our standard
timeframes.
Payments Options: we accept payment by check, bank
wire, MasterCard, VISA, and AMeX.
Credit Card Authorization: All invoices under five
thousand United States Dollars ($5,000.00) will
automatically be charged to the credit card on file unless
prior arrangements are made. All invoices over five
thousand United States Dollars ($5,000.00) will
automatically be charged five thousand United States
Dollars ($5,000.00) as a deposit to the credit card on file
unless prior arrangements are made. A 2% credit card
processing fee is assessed and added to the total of all
invoices ten thousand United States Dollars
($10,000.00) or higher which have payment made by
credit card.
International. Julien’s Auctions will provide you with a
customs document detailing the value of items
purchased. Julien’s Auctions and Shippers are not
responsible if there are any delays in customs.
Purchasers are responsible for compliance with all laws
and regulations applicable to the international purchase
and shipment of items. Purchaser understands that the
shipment of Lots internationally is subject to United
States export controls and trade and economic
sanctions laws, and agrees to comply with all such laws
and regulations, including the export Administration
regulations maintained by the United States
Department of Commerce, and the trade and economic
sanctions maintained by the United States treasury
Department’s Office of Foreign Assets Control.
(f) Invoices and Payments. All invoices must be
paid within ten (10) calendar days after the close of the
Auction.
Payments. Julien’s Auctions accepts payment by
cashier’s check, personal check, wire transfer, American
express, MasterCard, and Visa. winning Bidders who
wish to pay by check may do so by making checks
payable to: Julien’s Auctions, 8630 hayden Place,
Culver City, CA 90232.
Credit Card Authorization. Bidder authorizes Julien’s
Auctions to charge Bidder’s credit card provided at
registration for all items purchased at any Auction that
Bidder may participate in, if not paid in full within ten (10)
calendar days after the close of the Auction. Processing
fees for credit card payments may apply. All invoices
under five thousand United States Dollars ($5,000.00)
will automatically be charged to the credit card on file
unless prior arrangements are made.
All invoices over five thousand United States Dollars
($5,000.00) will automatically be charged five thousand
United States Dollars ($5,000.00) as a deposit to the
credit card on file unless prior arrangements are made.
A 2% credit card processing fee is assessed and added
to the total of all invoices ten thousand United States
Dollars ($10,000.00) or higher which have payment
made by credit card.
Lot Rights. In the event Julien’s Auctions has agreed in
writing prior to the auction to provide payment terms or
an extended period of time for payment to you, you
acknowledge and agree that you shall have no right,
title, or interest in and to any property purchased by you
until all amounts owed by you are paid in full.
If you fail to comply with the terms of the payment plan
or extended payment period, upon your default, Julien’s
Auctions shall have the unequivocal right, at its sole

discretion, to sell some or all of the property on which
you were the winning Bidder, and to apply the proceeds
toward the balance of any monies owed by you to
Julien’s Auctions. If the monies received through the
sale of the items do not meet your outstanding
obligations, Julien’s Auctions shall have the right to
pursue any and all remedies available under the law
against you pursuant to the provisions set forth herein.
If the monies received through the sale of the items
exceed your outstanding obligations, the excess, minus
any fees or costs incurred by Julien’s Auctions in
connection with and arising out of the sale of the
properties, shall be refunded to you.
Late Payment Fees. Commencing with the tenth day
following the Sale, payments not received by Julien’s
Auctions will incur a late charge of one-and-a-half
percent (1.5%) per month (or the highest rate allowable
by law, whichever is lower) on the outstanding total
Purchase Price.
Excess Fund Return. In the event you are the winning
Bidder on a Lot and prior to an Auction you provided us
with a deposit for your Bid which exceeds the total
Purchase Price, we will return any such excess within
thirty (30) business days of the conclusion of the
Auction, unless delay is compelled by (A) legal
proceedings, or (B) our inability, through no fault of our
own, to transfer title to the Lot or comply with any
provision of California Civil Code Section 1812.6001812.609, the California Commercial Code, the
California Code of Civil Procedure, or other provision of
applicable law.
(g) Defaults; Company’s Remedies. If winning
Bidder does not comply with the conditions herein, such
winning Bidder will be in default. In addition to any and
all other remedies available to Julien’s Auctions and the
Consignor by law and at equity, including, without
limitation, the right to hold the winning Bidder liable for
the total Purchase Price, including all fees, charges and
expenses more fully set forth herein, we, at our option,
may: (a) cancel the Sale of the subject Lot, or any other
lots sold to the defaulting Purchaser at the same or any
other Auction, retaining as liquidated damages all
payments made by the Purchaser; (b) resell the
purchased property, whether at public auction or by
private sale; or (c) effect any combination thereof. In any
case, the Purchaser will be liable for any deficiency, any
and all costs, handling charges, late charges, expenses
of both sales, our commissions on both sales at our
regular rates, legal fees and expenses, collection fees
and incidental damages.
we may, in our sole discretion, apply any proceeds of
sale then due or thereafter becoming due to the
Purchaser from us or any affiliated company, or any
payment made by the Purchaser to us or any affiliated
company, where or not intended to reduce the
Purchaser’s obligations with respect to the unpaid Lot
or Lots, to the deficiency and any other amounts due to
us or any affiliated companies. In addition, a defaulting
Purchaser will be deemed to have granted and assigned
to us and our affiliated companies, a continuing security
interest of first priority in any property or money of our
owing to such Purchaser in our possession or in the
possession of any of our affiliated companies, and we
may retain and apply such property or money as
collateral security for the obligations due to us or to any
affiliated company of ours. Payment will not be deemed
to have been made in full until we have collected good
funds. In the event the purchaser fails to pay any or all
of the total Purchase Price for any Lot and Julien’s
Auctions elects to pay the Consignor any portion of the
sale proceeds, the purchaser acknowledges that
Julien’s Auctions shall have all of the rights of the
Consignor to pursue the Purchaser for any amounts
paid to the Consignor, whether at law, in equity, or under
these Auction terms and Conditions.

Julien’s Auctions further reserves the right to prohibit
defaulting Purchasers from being approved for
registration at future Auctions.

(b) Evaluation; Item Descriptions. It is the sole
responsibility and risk of prospective Bidders to make the
determination of whether a Lot is suitable for Bid.

5.

(c) Catalogues. while Julien’s Auctions customarily
produces printed catalogues of all Lots available for an
Auction, such catalogues are for illustrative purposes only.
Descriptions of Lots therein are not comprehensive and
may contain errors. we do not warrant any aspect of
content in our catalogues other than the Attribution of
Lots.

lIMItatION OF lIaBIlIty.

(a) Exclusion of Consequential Damages. tO the
MAXIMUM eXtent PerMItteD By APPLICABLe LAw,
In nO eVent ShALL JULIen’S AUCtIOnS, ItS
AFFILIAteS, OFFICerS, DIreCtOrS, eMPLOyeeS,
AgentS, Or ItS LICenSOrS Be LIABLe FOr Any
DIreCt, InDIreCt, PUnItIVe, InCIDentAL, SPeCIAL,
COnSeQUentIAL Or eXeMPLAry DAMAgeS,
InCLUDIng wIthOUt LIMItAtIOn DAMAgeS FOr
LOSS OF PrOFItS, gOODwILL, USe, DAtA Or
Other IntAngIBLe LOSSeS, ArISIng OUt OF Or
reLAtIng tO theSe AUCtIOn terMS AnD
COnDItIOnS, regArDLeSS OF the theOry OF
LIABILIty, eVen IF ADVISeD OF the POSSIBILIty OF
SUCh DAMAgeS. thrOUghOUt the AUCtIOn,
JULIen’S AUCtIOnS IS nOt reSPOnSIBLe FOr the
COnDUCt (whether OnLIne Or OFFLIne) OF Any
BIDDer,
COnSIgnOr,
Or
nOn-COMPAny
PerSOnneL.
(b) liability Cap.
COMPAny’S MAXIMUM
AggregAte LIABILIty ArISIng OUt OF Or
reLAtIng tO thIS AgreeMent, regArDLeSS OF
the theOry OF LIABILIty, wILL Be LIMIteD tO the
greAter OF FIVe hUnDreD DOLLArS ($500) AnD
the tOtAL PUrChASe PrICe PAID Or PAyABLe By
yOU tO JULIen’S AUCtIOnS. the eXIStenCe OF
MOre thAn One CLAIM ShALL nOt eXPAnD SUCh
LIMIt. the PArtIeS ACknOwLeDge thAt the FeeS
AgreeD UPOn Between yOU AnD JULIen’S
AUCtIOnS Are BASeD In PArt On theSe
LIMItAtIOnS, AnD thAt theSe LIMItAtIOnS wILL
APPLy nOtwIthStAnDIng Any FAILUre OF Any
eSSentIAL PUrPOSe OF Any LIMIteD reMeDy. the
FOregOIng LIMItAtIOn OF LIABILIty ShALL APPLy
tO the FULLeSt eXtent PerMItteD By LAw In the
APPLICABLe JUrISDICtIOn.
6.

INDEMNIty.

you agree to defend, indemnify and hold harmless Julien’s
Auctions and its subsidiaries, agents, and other affiliated
companies, and the employees, contractors, agents,
officers and directors of each, from and against any and
all claims, damages, obligations, losses, liabilities, costs
or debt, and expenses (including but not limited to
attorney’s fees) arising from your violation of any term of
these Auction terms and Conditions, including without
limitation, (i) your breach of any of the representations and
warranties herein; (ii) your violation of any law, rule or
regulation of the United States or any other country.
7.

lOtS.

(a) Warranty; Disclaimers. Julien’s Auctions warrants
the authenticity of Attribution (as defined below) of
property listed in the catalogue or online as stated in the
Attribution warranty in Section 8 below. except for the
Attribution warranty, all property is sold “As Is”. we make
no warranties, nor does the Consignor, as to the
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, the
correctness of the catalogue or other description of the
physical condition, size, quality, rarity, importance,
medium, provenance, exhibitions, literature or historical
relevance of any property. no oral or written statements
made in the catalogue, online listing, advertisement,
Condition report, bill of sale, and announcement or
elsewhere made by employees (including affiliated and
related companies) shall be considered a warranty. we
and the Consignor make no representations and
warranties, express or implied, as to whether the
purchaser acquires any Intellectual Property rights,
including but not limited to, any reproduction rights of any
property. we and the Consignor are not responsible for
errors and omissions in the catalogue, online listings or
any other supplemental material.

(d) Condition Reports. Bidders may request a written
report of the Lot’s repair and restoration history (a
“Condition report”) by emailing info@juliensauctions.com
for a Condition report. Other than Attribution, we do not
make any representations or warranties, express or
implied, concerning any content in a Condition report.
we will customarily provide Condition reports so long as
we receive a written request from you at least forty-eight
(48) hours prior to the Auction. you agree that any
Condition report(s) we provide to you are the confidential
information of Julien’s Auctions, are to be utilized for your
personal purposes only, are to be treated by you with the
same degree of care that you utilize to protect your own
confidential information (provided, however, that you must
at least use reasonable care), and are not to be disclosed
to third parties unless mandated by law. If you breach any
obligations in this Section, Julien’s Auctions shall be
entitled to seek equitable relief to protect its interest
therein, including but not limited to injunctive relief as well
as money damages. these confidentiality obligations will
survive the conclusion of any Auction.
(e) Pricing. All Lot pricing is listed in United States
Dollars. we may offer certain programs, tools, and site
experiences of particular interest to international users,
such as estimated local currency conversion and
international shipping calculation tools, but these are
offered for convenience only.
8.

attRIBUtION WaRRaNty.

(a) attribution. “Attribution” is defined by Julien’s
Auctions as the creator, period, culture, or source of origin,
as the case may be as stated in the (i) heading set forth in
bold type of a Lot in a live auction catalogue, as amended
by any statements by the Auctioneer and/or written
salesroom notices and announcements (“Bold type
heading”) or (ii) the lot title of an online auction, as
amended by any online notices and announcements
(“Online Lot heading”) (Bold type heading and Online Lot
heading collectively, “headings”).
(b) attribution Warranty. Subject to the exclusions
below, we make no warranties to information not
contained in headings. Subject to the exclusions listed
below, Julien’s Auctions warrants the Attribution of a Lot
for a period of one (1) year from the date of Sale and only
to the original Purchaser on record at the auction. If it is
determined to our satisfaction that the Attribution is
incorrect, the Sale will be rescinded if the Lot is returned
to the Julien’s Auctions warehouse facility in the same
condition in which it was at the time of Sale. In order to
satisfy us that the “Attribution” of a lot is indeed incorrect
we reserve the right to require the Purchaser to obtain, at
the Purchaser’s expense, the opinion of two experts in the
field, mutually acceptable to Julien’s Auctions and the
Purchaser, before we agree to rescind the Sale under the
warranty. this warranty is not assignable and applies only
to the original Purchaser on record with Julien’s Auctions.
this warranty does not transfer to any subsequent owners
of any purchased property (this includes without limitation,
heirs, successors, beneficiaries or assigns).
(c) Remedies. Should a Sale be rescinded and the
total Purchase Price paid, it is specifically understood that
this will be considered the sole remedy. It is exclusive and
in lieu of any other remedy available as a matter of law, or
in equity.
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(d) Exclusions. exclusions will be made and this
warranty does not apply to Attribution which on the date
of sale was in accordance with the then generally
accepted opinion of scholars and specialists, or the
identification of periods or dates of execution which may
be proven inaccurate by means of scientific processes not
generally accepted for use until after publication of the
catalogue or listing online, or which were unreasonably
expensive or impractical to employ.
9.

INtEllECtUal PROPERty.

Julien’s Auctions retains all right, title, and interest
(including, without limitation, all Intellectual Property rights)
in and to the items outlined in this Section, and all
derivatives, modifications, or enhancements thereto. you
agree to take any action reasonably requested by Julien’s
Auctions to evidence, maintain, enforce or defend our
Intellectual Property rights. you shall not take any action
to jeopardize, encumber, limit or interfere in any manner
with Julien’s Auctions ownership of and rights with respect
to the items outlined in this Section. All rights not
expressly licensed to you in these Auction.
(a) Definition. “Intellectual Property right” means any
patent, copyright, trade or service mark, trade dress,
trade name, database right, goodwill, logo, trade secret
right, or any other intellectual property right or proprietary
information right, in each case whether registered or
unregistered, and whether arising in any jurisdiction,
including without limitation all rights of registrations,
applications, and renewals thereof and causes of action
for infringement or misappropriation related to any of the
foregoing.
(b) Content. the Auction, the Service, and all
materials, including, without limitation, software, images,
text, graphics, illustrations, logos, catalogues, Condition
reports, patents, trademarks, service marks, copyrights,
photographs, audio, videos and music (the “Content”),
and all Intellectual Property rights related thereto, are the
exclusive property of Julien’s Auctions and its licensors.
except as explicitly provided herein, nothing in this
Agreement shall be deemed to create a license in or
under any such Intellectual Property rights, and you
agree not to sell, license, rent, modify, distribute, copy,
reproduce, transmit, publicly display, publicly perform,
publish, adapt, edit or create derivative works from any
materials or Content made available to you by Julien’s
Auctions orally or in writing regardless of form of media.
Use of the Content for any purpose not expressly
permitted by these Auction terms and Conditions is
strictly prohibited.
(c) trademarks. “Julien’s Auctions”, “the Auction
house to the Stars”, “Julien’s Auctions the Auction
house to the Stars”, and other logos and service names
are trademarks, registered trademarks or trade dress of
Julien entertainment.com, Inc.
Julien’s Auctions
trademarks and trade dress may not be used in
connection with any product or service that is not ours,
in any manner that is likely to cause confusion among
customers, or in any manner that disparages or
discredits Julien’s Auctions.
(d) Data. Julien’s Auctions owns the aggregate,
statistical, and sales data related to, derived from, and
concerning its Auctions, and reserves all Intellectual
Property rights to utilize such data for its own business
purposes.
(e) Ideas and Comments. you may choose to, or we
may invite you to, submit comments or ideas about our
Auctions, including without limitation about how to
improve our operations, our Service, and/or our products
(“Ideas”). By submitting any Idea, you agree that your
disclosure is gratuitous, unsolicited and without
restriction and will not place Julien’s Auctions under any
fiduciary or other obligation, that we are free to disclose
the Ideas on a non-confidential basis to anyone or
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otherwise use the Ideas without any additional
compensation to you. you acknowledge that, by
acceptance of your Idea submission, Julien’s Auctions
does not waive any rights to use similar or related ideas
previously known to Julien’s Auctions, or developed by
its employees, or obtained from sources other than you.
10. DISPUtES.
PLeASe reAD thIS SeCtIOn CAreFULLy.
It
InCLUDeS
A
MaNDatORy
aRBItRatION
PROVISION, whICh MeAnS thAt yOU Agree tO
SUBMIt Any DISPUte reLAteD tO yOUr USe OF
Any OF the SIteS tO BInDIng InDIVIDUAL
ArBItrAtIOn rAther thAn PrOCeeD In COUrt.
thIS PrOVISIOn ALSO InCLUDeS A ClaSS aCtION
WaIVER, whICh MeAnS thAt yOU Agree tO
PrOCeeD wIth Any DISPUte InDIVIDUALLy AnD
nOt AS PArt OF A CLASS ACtIOn. thIS SeCtIOn
ALSO InCLUDeS A JURy WaIVER.
you and Julien’s Auctions agree that any dispute,
controversy, or claim that has arisen or may arise
between us relating in any way to your use of or access
to the Auction, the Service, any interpretation, breach,
enforcement, or termination of these Auction terms and
Conditions, or otherwise relating to Julien’s Auctions in
any way (collectively, “Covered Matters”) will be resolved
in accordance with the provisions set forth in this Section
10.
(a) Informal Resolution. If you have any dispute with
us, you agree that before taking any formal action, you
will contact us at info@juliensauctions.com, provide a
brief, written description of the dispute and your contact
information (including your username, if your dispute
relates to an account) and allow sixty (60) days to pass,
during which we will attempt to reach an amicable
resolution of your issue.
(b) applicable law. the laws of the State of
California, and applicable federal law, will govern all
Covered Matters. California conflicts of law rules shall
apply.
(c) arbitration. Subject only to the optional
exceptions in Paragraph 10(e) below, you and Julien’s
auctions each agree that any and all disputes,
claims, or controversies that have arisen, or may
arise, between you and Julien’s auctions relating in
any way to or arising out of this or previous versions
of the auction terms and Conditions or the breach,
termination, enforcement, interpretation or validity
thereof, your use of or access to our services, or any
products or services sold, offered, or purchased
through Company’s services shall be resolved
exclusively through final and binding arbitration,
rather than in court. Any claims arising out of, relating
to, or connected with these Auction terms and
Conditions not resolved through Informal resolution
pursuant to paragraph 10(a) above must be asserted
individually in a binding arbitration to be administered by
JAMS in Los Angeles County, California pursuant to the
JAMS
Comprehensive Arbitration rules and Procedures. Both
parties further agree that the arbitration shall be
conducted before a single JAMS arbitrator who is a
retired California or federal judge or justice. the
arbitrator shall strictly apply California substantive law
and the California rules of evidence. By AgreeIng tO
ArBItrAte, yOU wAIVe Any rIght yOU hAVe tO A
COUrt Or JUry trIAL. the arbitrator shall not
conduct any form of class or collective arbitration nor
join or consolidate claims by or for individuals.
the arbitrator, and not any federal, state, or local court
or agency, shall have exclusive authority to resolve any
dispute relating to the interpretation, applicability,
enforceability or formation of these Auction terms and
Conditions, including, any claim that all or any part of

these Auction terms and Conditions is void or voidable
or that a particular claim is subject to arbitration.
Judgment on the award rendered by the arbitrator may
be entered in any court of competent jurisdiction.
(d) award. you agree and acknowledge that in any
award to be granted by the Arbitrator, your rights and
remedies against us or any distributor of financier or
other party related to the Auction or Service shall be
limited to an action at law for money damages, and you
hereby waive all other rights and remedies you may have
at law or in equity (including, without limitation, injunctive
relief, rescission, cancellation, and termination of this
Agreement or the right to enjoin or restrain the
advertisement, promotion, marketing or exploitation by
Julien’s Auctions or any third party in connection with the
Auction and/or any rights or activities hereunder in any
and all manner of media whatsoever, whether now
known or hereafter devised). For matters where the relief
sought is over $5,000, the arbitrator’s decision will
include the essential findings and conclusions upon
which the arbitrator based the award. the arbitrator will
decide the substance of all claims in accordance with
applicable law, including recognized principles of equity,
and will honor all claims of privilege recognized by law.
the arbitrator’s award of damages must be consistent
with the terms of the “Limitation of Liability” section as
to the types and the amounts of damages for which a
party may be held liable. the arbitrator shall not be
bound by rulings in prior arbitrations involving different
users, but is bound by rulings in prior arbitrations
involving the same Julien’s Auctions user to the extent
required by applicable law. the arbitrator’s award shall
be final and binding and judgment on the award
rendered by the arbitrator may be entered in any court
having jurisdiction thereof. the ArBItrAtOr MAy
AwArD reLIeF (InCLUDIng MOnetAry, InJUnCtIVe,
AnD DeCLArAtOry reLIeF) OnLy In FAVOr OF the
InDIVIDUAL PArty SeekIng reLIeF AnD OnLy tO
the eXtent neCeSSAry tO PrOVIDe reLIeF
neCeSSItAteD By thAt PArty’S InDIVIDUAL
CLAIM(S). Any reLIeF AwArDeD CAnnOt AFFeCt
Other USerS.
(e) Exceptions. there are only two exceptions in
which the parties may elect to seek resolution outside of
Arbitration before JAMS:
(i) First, if we reasonably believe that you have in any
manner infringed upon or violated or threatened to
violate or infringe any of our Intellectual Property rights,
privacy rights, publicity rights, or data security, in which
case you acknowledge that there may be no adequate
remedy at law and we may seek injunctive or other
appropriate relief in any court of competent jurisdiction,
without any attempt at informal resolution pursuant to
paragraph 10(a) above.
(ii) Second, any claim of $500 or less may, at the
option of the claiming party, be resolved in small claims
court in Los Angeles County, California, if the claim and
the parties are within the jurisdiction of the small claims
court and so long as the matter remains in such court
and advances only on an individual (non-class, nonrepresentative) basis.
(f) Costs of arbitration. Payment of all filing,
administration, and arbitrator fees will be governed by
JAMS rules, unless otherwise stated in this agreement to
arbitrate. If the value of the relief sought is $5,000 or
less, at your request, Julien’s Auctions will reimburse you
for all filing, administration, and arbitrator fees associated
with the arbitration following the earlier of the arbitrator’s
decision or settlement. In the event the arbitrator
determines the claim(s) you assert in the arbitration to be
frivolous, Julien’s Auctions is relieved of its obligation to
reimburse you for any fees associated with the
arbitration. the prevailing party shall be entitled to an
award of all attorneys’ fees, costs and expenses incurred
by it in connection with the dispute. “Attorneys’ fees and

expenses” includes, without limitation, paralegals’ fees
and expenses, attorneys’ consultants’ fees and
expenses, expert witness’ fees and expenses, and all
other expenses incurred by the prevailing party or its
attorneys in the course of their representation of the
prevailing party in anticipation of and/or during the
course of the litigation, whether or not otherwise
recoverable as “attorneys’ fees” or as “costs” under
California law; and the same may be sought and
awarded in accordance with California procedure as
pertaining to an award of contractual attorneys’ fees.
(g) Future amendments to the agreement to
arbitrate. notwithstanding any provision in the Auction
terms and Conditions to the contrary, you and we agree
that if we make any amendment to this agreement to
arbitrate in the future, that amendment shall not apply to
any claim that was filed in a legal proceeding against
Julien’s Auctions prior to the effective date of the
amendment. the amendment shall apply to all other
disputes or claims governed by the agreement to
arbitrate that have arisen or may arise between you and
Julien’s Auctions. If you do not agree to these amended
terms, you may close your account within thirty (30)
days of the posting or notification and you will not be
bound by the amended terms.
(h) Judicial Forum for legal Disputes. Unless you
and we agree otherwise, in the event that the agreement
to arbitrate above is found not to apply to you or to a
particular claim or dispute, either as a result of your
decision to opt out of the agreement to arbitrate, as a
result of a decision by the arbitrator or a court order or
because of an election pursuant to Paragraph 10(e)
above, you agree that any claim, controversy, or dispute
that has arisen or may arise between you and Julien’s
Auctions must be resolved exclusively by a state,
federal, or small claims court located in Los Angeles
County, California. you and Julien’s Auctions agree to
submit to the exclusive personal jurisdiction of the
courts located within Los Angeles County, California for
the purpose of litigating all such claims or disputes.
(i) Opt-Out. IF yOU Are A new JULIen’S
AUCtIOnS USer, yOU CAn ChOOSe tO reJeCt
the AgreeMent tO ArBItrAte PrOVISIOn (“OPtOUt”) By eMAILIng US An OPt-OUt nOtICe tO
ArBItrAtIOnOPtOUt@JULIenSAUCtIOnS.COM
(“OPt-OUt nOtICe”) Or VIA US MAIL tO: Julien
entertainment.com, Inc., 8630 hayden Place, Culver
City, CA 90232. the OPt-OUt nOtICe MUSt Be
reCeIVeD nO LAter thAn thIrty (30) DAyS AFter
the DAte yOU ACCePt theSe terMS FOr the
FIrSt tIMe. IF yOU Are nOt A new JULIen’S
AUCtIOnS USer, yOU hAVe UntIL thIrty (30) DAyS
AFter the POStIng OF the new terMS tO
SUBMIt An ArBItrAtIOn OPt-OUt nOtICe.
(j) Procedure. In order to opt-out, you must email
your name, complete address (including street address,
city, state, and zip code), and email address(es)
associated with your Member account(s) to which the
opt-out applies and an unaltered digital image of a valid
driver’s license or valid government issued photo ID
which matches the name on your account
to:
arbitrationoptout@juliensauctions.com.
this
procedure is the only way you can opt out of the
agreement to arbitrate. If you opt out of the agreement
to arbitrate, all other parts of these Auction terms and
Conditions and its Disputes Section will continue to
apply to you. Opting out of this agreement to arbitrate
has no effect on any previous, other, or future arbitration
agreements that you may have with us.
(k) WaIVER. By AgreeIng tO theSe AUCtIOn
terMS AnD COnDItIOnS, yOU hereBy
IrreVOCABLy wAIVe Any rIght yOU MAy hAVe tO
A COUrt trIAL (Other thAn SMALL CLAIMS
COUrt AS PrOVIDeD ABOVe), A JUry trIAL, Or tO
SerVe AS A rePreSentAtIVe, AS A PrIVAte

AttOrney generAL, Or In Any Other
rePreSentAtIVe CAPACIty, Or tO PArtICIPAte AS
A MeMBer OF A CLASS OF CLAIMAntS, In Any
LAwSUIt, ArBItrAtIOn Or Other PrOCeeDIng
FILeD AgAInSt US AnD/Or reLAteD thIrD
PArtIeS.
(l) StatUtE OF lIMItatIONS aND WaIVER OF
ClaIMS. regArDLeSS OF Any StAtUte Or LAw
tO the COntrAry, Any CLAIM Or CAUSe OF
ACtIOn ArISIng OUt OF Or reLAteD tO USe OF
the SIte, SerVICe, Or thIS AgreeMent MUSt Be
FILeD wIthIn One (1) yeAr AFter SUCh CLAIM Or
CAUSe OF ACtIOn ArISeS Or It wILL Be FOreVer
wAIVeD AnD BArreD.
11. MISCEllaNEOUS PROVISIONS.
(a) governing law. these Auction terms and
Conditions will be governed by and construed in
accordance with the laws of the State of California and
the applicable federal laws of the United States of
America. California conflicts of law rules shall apply.
(b) Force Majeure. except for the obligation to pay
money, neither party will be liable for any failure or delay
in its performance under these Auction terms and
Conditions due to any cause beyond its reasonable
control, including acts of war, acts of god, earthquake,
flood, weather conditions, embargo, riot, epidemic, acts
of terrorism, acts or omissions of vendors or suppliers,
equipment failures, sabotage, labor shortage or dispute,
governmental act, failure of the Internet or other acts
beyond such party’s reasonable control, provided that
the delayed party: (i) gives the other party prompt notice
of such cause; and (ii) uses reasonable commercial
efforts to correct promptly such failure or delay in
performance.
(c) Counterparts; Facsimile. these Auction terms
and Conditions may be executed in any number of
counterparts and in facsimile or electronically, each of
which shall be an original but all of which together shall
constitute one and the same instrument.
(d) Entire agreement. these Auction terms and
Conditions contains the entire understanding of the
parties in respect of its subject matter and supersedes
all prior agreements and understandings (oral or written)
between the parties with respect to such subject matter.
(e) Modifications. Any modification, amendment, or
addendum to these Auction terms and Conditions must
be in writing and signed by both parties.
(f) assignment. you may not assign these Auction
terms and Conditions or any of your rights, obligations,
or benefits hereunder, by operation or law or otherwise,
without our prior written consent.
(g) No third Party Beneficiaries.
the
representations, warranties and other terms contained
herein are for the sole benefit of the parties hereto and
their respective successors and permitted assigns, and
they shall not be construed as conferring any rights on
any other persons.
(h) Severability. If any provision of these Auction
terms and Conditions is held by a court or arbitrator of
competent jurisdiction to be contrary to law, such
provision shall be changed by the court or by the
arbitrator and interpreted so as to best accomplish the
objectives of the original provision to the fullest extent
allowed by law, and the remaining provisions of these
Auction terms and Conditions shall remain in full force
and effect.
(i) Notices. Any notice or communication required or
permitted to be given hereunder may be delivered by
hand, deposited with an overnight courier, sent by email

or mailed by registered or certified mail, return receipt
requested, postage prepaid to the address for the other
party first written above or at such other address as may
hereafter be furnished in writing by either party hereto to
the other party. Such notice will be deemed to have
been given as of the date it is delivered, if by personal
delivery or email; the next business day, if deposited
with an overnight courier; and five days after being so
mailed.
(j) Headings. the headings of the sections of these
Auction terms and Conditions are for convenience only
and do not form a part hereof, and in no way limit,
define, describe, modify, interpret or construe its
meaning, scope or intent.
(k) No Waiver. no failure or delay on the part of either
party in exercising any right, power or remedy under
these Auction terms and Conditions shall operate as a
waiver, nor shall any single or partial exercise of any
such right, power or remedy preclude any other or
further exercise or the exercise of any other right, power
or remedy.
(l) Survival. Sections of the Auction terms and
Conditions intended by their nature and content to
survive termination of the Auction terms and Conditions
shall so survive.
I HaVE REaD aND UNDERStaND tHESE aUCtION
tERMS aND CONDItIONS aND agREE tO COMPly
WItH tHEM.
BIDDER

By: ___________________________________________
(signature)

name: _________________________________________
(please print)

Date: ___________________________________________

aCKNOWlEDgED By JUlIEN’S aUCtIONS

By: ___________________________________________
(signature)

name: _________________________________________
(please print)

title: ___________________________________________

Date: ___________________________________________
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